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Abstract

Real-world applications of deep learning are rapidly growing, but so are the concerns
on the fairness and safety of such models. Understanding what a deep model knows,
while discarding what it is unsure about, represents a key step in reaching a more
trustworthy AI. Towards this goal, anomaly detection strives to define scoring
methods for input examples that distinguish normal, well-represented, instances
from the ones that are rarely occurring, corrupted or out-of-distribution. Ranking
instances is not only a way to allow users to discard untrustworthy inputs, but
provides useful insights about the data itself. Indeed, since modern datasets are
ever-growing, methods that perform automated data auditing such as anomaly
detectors are of crucial importance.

In this thesis, I will discuss three approaches related to anomaly detection
in deep learning. First, I will introduce the Activation Pattern DAG (APD), a
Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) that summarizes the latent space’s properties of
Deep Neural Networks (DNNs). I will also show that the APD can be used to
cluster input instances based on their similarity in the latent space. More in detail,
the APD exploits DNNs’ activation patterns, a discrete representation of latent
features resulting from the application of piecewise linear activations functions.
Experiments show that the cluster size can be used to rank input instances by
difficulty, allowing one to predict misclassified instances, but also to reduce the size
of a dataset by identifying a meaningful subset of representatives. Second, I will
present the ENsemble Adversarial Detector (ENAD), a new method for adversarial
examples detection in Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), based on the idea
of integrating score functions from state-of-the-art detectors. Results prove the
goodness of its performances against state-of-the-art detectors, with both known
and unknown adversarial attacks. Furthermore, ENAD allows for flexibility in
the number of detectors in the ensemble, making it possible to incorporate newly
introduced methods. Third, I will present a study investigating the behaviour
of deep models on imbalanced data, by considering the uncertainty of the model
and the complexity of data. I will discuss two case studies, one on predicting
the binding affinity between T-cell receptors (TCRs) and epitopes, a recent and
important application of deep learning in immunology, and a more standard task of
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image classification. In order to analyse the deep models, I selected three metrics
related to uncertainty estimation and anomaly detection. Moreover, I will discuss
the use of data dimensionality estimation to detect imbalanced class complexities.

Overall, these efforts provide three contributions to the broad and important
area of anomaly detection in deep learning, which is recently gaining a lot of
attention for its connections with generalization and safety.

Three additional projects in computational biology are available in the appendix.
They include a review on imputation and denoising methods for single-cell data,
a classifier to predict cancer samples from the topological properties of metabolic
networks, and a deep learning model to predict relative fluxes in reaction systems.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Deep learning achieved impressive results in many areas, including bio-
sciences [Sap+22], medical imaging [Lit+17; Lei+17], natural language process-
ing [Bro+20], large-scale image recognition [KSH12], autonomous driving [Gri+20;
Boj+16], and playing mind games and video games [Sil+16; Vin+19]. Examples
of such groundbreaking achievements are protein structure prediction [Jum+21]
or beating professional human players in the game of Go [Sil+16], considered the
most challenging mind game.

The ever-growing number of applications of deep learning, including safety-
critical settings such as medical imaging [Lei+17] and self-driving cars [Boj+16],
pushed machine learning research towards a safer and more explainable AI [Mur+19;
Amo+16; Moh+23; Die17]. Examples of such results are feature attribution
methods, used to explain the model’s decisions [STY17; SGK17; STY17; Spr+15]
or detectors to identify possible failure points of the model [Yan+22].

This thesis will contribute to the broad field of anomaly detection (also referred
to as Out-of-Distribution detection [Yan+22]) in deep learning, with the dual aim of
increasing the interpretability and safety of a given model. In contrast to classical
anomaly detection [Ruf+21], that usually involves applying a detector directly on
the input data, I will present methods that detect anomalies from the properties of
a trained Deep Neural Network (DNN), such as its latent features. Accordingly,
characterizing anomalies allows us to both interpret the behaviour of the model on
outliers [Mur+19] and to define run-time error detection methods [Moh+23].

1.1 Anomaly Detection in Deep Learning

The main objective of anomaly detection in deep learning is to assign scores to input
instances in order to distinguish the “normal” from the “anomalous” ones. Normal
examples are well-represented in the training set, and the model is more confident
when making predictions on them. On the other hand, anomalous examples may
fall into different categories such as rare instances from small subpopulations, or
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

inputs deliberately altered by an adversary to fool the model [Sze+14; GSS15].
In real-world applications of deep learning, anomalies can be a result of the

so-called closed-world assumption [Yan+22]. Indeed, while benchmark data is
usually defined in such a way that training and test data are drawn from the
same underlying distribution, in real applications we have to deal with Out-of-
Distribution (OOD) data [Yan+22]. Moreover, large datasets typically have a
long-tailed distribution [ZAR14], therefore the model can be biased towards more
frequently occurring instances [Fel20], while performance could degrade for the
under-represented examples. These issues will be discussed in section 2.2, as
important motivations of anomaly detection in deep learning.

Tackling anomalous examples requires the definition of a ranking that separates
normal points from the others. In contrast to standard anomaly detection [Ruf+21],
in this thesis we will identify anomalies by considering the properties of trained deep
models. As an example, recent approaches consider the learning dynamics [Ton+19]
or the variance of model’s gradients [ADH22] as informative features to characterize
abnormality. Other methods estimate the model’s uncertainty [LPB17; GG16] to
distinguish when the model is confident from when the prediction is untrustworthy.
Indeed, the model’s uncertainty might reflect the difficulty of the input data,
allowing to discard anomalous inputs [Lei+17]. Other approaches apply standard
anomaly detection to DNNs, for example by using nearest neighbours [PM18] or
the Mahalanobis distance [Lee+18] in the latent space. An exhaustive discussion of
anomaly detection in deep learning is available in section 2.3.

According to the taxonomy of machine learning interpretations defined
in [Mur+19], anomaly detection can be classified as a post-hoc analysis method
that provides data-level interpretations. In other words, characterizing anomalies
provides practitioners useful insights on the relationships (e.g., common vs rare)
learned by a fitted model. Indeed, it is of great importance to understand the
model’s behaviour on outlier inputs [ADH22]. In this regard, in chapter 3 we will
introduce a method to perform automated data auditing based on example difficulty
and in chapter 5 we will employ anomaly detection to interpret the behaviour of a
model on imbalanced datasets.

Anomaly detection is also fundamental for AI safety [Moh+23; Die17; Amo+16],
since it can be adopted to improve the robustness to distributional change [Amo+16]
by monitoring the model predictions [Moh+23]. In this thesis, we will discuss the
important aspect of adversarial attack detection in chapter 4, where we will discuss
how to identify images crafted to fool a trained classifier [GSS15].

Additional details on interpretability and safety in deep learning are provided
in section 2.4.

1.2 Thesis Goals

In this thesis, we will present three different projects on anomaly detection in deep
learning. In particular, all the methods will try to address the following research
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

objectives:

Given a trained Deep Neural Network (DNN), are there measurable
properties that characterize anomalous data? Can such properties be
exploited to improve the interpretability and safety of the model?

As I will discuss in section 2.3, many approaches towards these research aims
have already been proposed. My contributions to the field either involve the
application of anomaly detection in a novel setting or an advancement over existing
methods:

1. introduction of an anomaly detector for piecewise linear DNNs chapter 3.

2. improvement of the state-of-the-art in adversarial detection using ensemble
approaches in chapter 4.

3. studying DNNs on imbalanced classification tasks with anomaly detection
through uncertainty estimation in chapter 5.

The common thread among all the approaches is the use of the latent features of
DNNs as relevant knowledge to characterize anomalies. Indeed, we expect anomalous
inputs to be outliers in the hidden representation learned by the fitted model. In
chapter 3 we introduce an approach that considers a binarized version of the
latent features, called activation patterns, proving to be sufficient in characterizing
anomalous instances. In chapter 4 each layer of the DNN is considered as a
standalone anomaly detection task, and the final outcome is obtained through an
aggregation function. Last, in chapter 5 we use the latent features to estimate the
uncertainty of the model on a given input.

In the next section, I will describe the thesis structure and the contributions
more in detail.

1.3 Contributions

The first contribution to the field presented in the thesis will be the Activation
Pattern DAG (APD) [Cra+20a; Cra+20b], discussed in chapter 3. The APD is a
Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) that summarizes the behaviour of a piecewise linear
DNN on a dataset. More in detail, input examples will be clustered based on the
activations of each hidden layer of the model, that characterize their similarity.
Anomalous instances, in this case, will be the input examples that belong to small
clusters. Experiments performed on computer vision data will further confirm that
misclassified instances belong to small clusters, while larger ones contain similar
instances that could be represented by just one prototype, with a small impact on
the performances.

A particular type of anomaly, first introduced in computer vision [Sze+14;
GSS15], are adversarial examples. These images are crafted by adding imperceptible
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noise to normal, correctly predicted, instances, in order to fool the model into making
a wrong prediction. In the literature, many techniques have been proposed to detect
adversarial examples (reviewed in section 2.3.2). ENsemble Adversarial Detector
(ENAD) [Cra+21], introduced in chapter 4, is a novel adversarial detector that
ensembles existing state-of-the-art anomaly detectors ([Lee+18; Ma+18; Sch+99])
to improve the detection performance. The effectiveness of ENAD is driven by the
fact that the crucial layer and detector vary based on the adversarial attack being
addressed. As a result, combining these detectors in an ensemble leads to improved
generalization capabilities. Detailed experimental results will consider both the
known attack scenario, in which the adversarial attack is the same in the train and
test set, and the harder transfer attack scenario, in which the generalization to
unseen attacks will be evaluated.

In chapter 5, I will discuss a project focused on the application of uncertainty
estimation techniques (reviewed in section 2.3.3), and data complexity estimates, in
the form of the intrinsic dimensionality (introduced in section 5.2.1), to interpret the
behaviour of deep models for imbalanced binary classification tasks. In particular,
I will present two case studies: T-cell receptor (TCR) and epitope binding affinity
prediction using the TITAN [WBR21] deep model (in section 5.4.1), and a more
standard image classification task (in section 5.5). In the first study, we found that
instances of one target class were closer together in the latent space than instances
of the second class. We referred to this as the “Epistemic Gradient” and speculated
that it is a result of data imbalance. We also suggested that a binary classifier
trained on imbalanced data could act as an anomaly detector by only fitting the
well-represented class, and proposed using sensitivity to Out-of-Distribution (OOD)
data (defined in section 5.3.3) to detect this behaviour. All in all, this analysis
approaches an interpretability problem (understanding deep models on imbalanced
data) from an anomaly detection point of view, opening a valuable future research
direction given the frequency of these problems in real-world scenarios [FAK19].

To summarize, this thesis will discuss three different perspectives on anomaly
detection: example difficulty estimation in chapter 3, adversarial examples detection
in chapter 4 and interpreting deep models in imbalanced binary classification tasks
in chapter 5. A schematic depiction of the thesis structure is presented in fig. 1.1.

Moreover, in appendix A I reported three additional works in computational
biology, to which I contributed during my PhD: a review of imputation and denoising
techniques for single-cell data [Pat+20] (appendix A.1), a classification method to
predict cancer samples from metabolic networks [Mac+21] (appendix A.2), and a
deep model to predict relative fluxes in reaction systems [Pat+21] (appendix A.3).

Throughout this thesis I will use “we”, instead of “I”, since in this thesis I
will discuss works that are either part of an article, and therefore a contribution
of multiple authors, or the result of projects involving also other researchers. In
particular, the people involved are members of the Data and Computational Biology
(DCB) Lab at the University of Milano-Bicocca (Dr. Fabrizio Angaroni, Prof. Marco
Antoniotti, Prof. Chiara Damiani, Dr. Alex Graudenzi, Dr. Davide Maspero and
Lucrezia Patruno), of the Scientific Computing Group (SCG) at the University
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Figure 1.1: Thesis summary. In this diagram we provide a description of the
three main tasks carried out during the PhD project: the Activation Pattern DAG
(APD) (chapter 3), the ENsemble Adversarial Detector (ENAD) (chapter 4) and the
project on imbalanced binary classification (chapter 5). In particular, we considered
(1) the data modality (images or sequences), (2) the property of the DNN that the
detectors uses to output a scoring (latent features or model’s confidence), (3) the
kind of metric defined, and (4) the experiments performed to validate the metric.

of São Paulo (Prof. Odemir Martinez Bruno and Dr. Jeaneth Machicao) and of
the Computational Systems Biology Lab at IBM Research Zürich (Dr. Nicolas
Deutschmann and Dr. Maŕıa Rodŕıguez Mart́ınez).
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Chapter 2
Background: Anomaly Detection in Deep
Learning

2.1 Introduction

Anomaly detection in deep learning involves identifying those inputs that differ
from the ones considered “normal”. On such points, the model can perform badly,
therefore their characterization is important in order to discard untrustworthy
predictions, in particular for safety-critical settings [Amo+16; Moh+23; Die17].

There are many kinds of anomalous inputs in deep learning, from adversarial
examples [GSS15], that are instances perturbed to fool the model, to points drawn
from unknown distribution, i.e., Out-of-Distribution (OOD). In this thesis, we are
mainly concerned with adversarial examples (introduced in detail in section 4.2.1)
and challenging examples, where the difficulty is given by a proxy metric (introduced
in section 2.3.1). In chapter 5, we will also consider OOD data to interpret the
model’s behaviour. For a more detailed characterization of anomalous inputs, refer
to [Yan+22].

In section 2.2 and section 2.4, we introduce the motivations that justify the

Anomaly Detection

Motivations

Closed-world
Assumption

Long-tailed
Distributions

Detection

Example Difficulty

OOD and Adversarial
Examples Detection

Uncertainty Estimation

Outcomes

Interpretability

Safety

Figure 2.1: Background summary of anomaly detection in deep learning.
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Figure 2.2: Motivations for anomaly detection in deep learning. Closed-
world assumption (M1), section 2.2.1: when violated, data is no longer drawn
from the same distribution of train and test data. Examples are Out-of-Distribution
(OOD) data, adversarial examples or instances from unseen domains. Long-tailed
distributions (M2), section 2.2.2: real-world data frequently shows a long-tailed
distribution, with many examples that are either from small subpopulations or
belong to rare events. Dealing with this kind of data is important in order to
challenge biases of the model and to improve the trustworthyness of the predictions.

use of anomaly detection in deep learning and its benefits, respectively, while in
section 2.3 we introduce three families of anomaly detectors. The chapter structure
is reported in the diagram in fig. 2.1.

2.2 Motivations: Why We Have To Deal With

Anomalies

Anomaly detection in deep learning is motivated by two main factors (see fig. 2.2).
The first, introduced in section 2.2.1, is the fact that in real-world tasks the
assumption that the test data is drawn from the same distribution as training data
(known as the closed-world assumption) is often violated, making the generalization
of the model more challenging. The second factor, described in section 2.2.2, is
the presence of long-tailed distributions in real-world datasets, which can contain
many under-represented modalities. This can lead to untrustworthy predictions
and fairness concerns.

2.2.1 Closed-world Assumption

When evaluating a model based on the so-called closed-world assumption [Yan+22],
we expect test examples to lie in the same distribution of the training data.
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Although, in real-world applications this assumption might no longer hold for many
reasons. For example, an attacker might generate adversarial examples that fool
the model [GSS15], or the training data could be under-representative of all the
possible unseen domains, a common issue in precision medicine such as AI-aided
drug discovery [Ji+22b].

There are two main ways to handle OOD data: either by using detectors
that detect and reject anomalous inputs (as discussed in section section 2.3.2 and
demonstrated in chapter 4 for adversarial examples), or by creating models that
are more robust and generalize better to unseen domains [Shu+21].

For a detailed taxonomy of anomalies and detection schemes, refer to [Yan+22].

2.2.2 Long-tailed Distributions

The ever-growing size of datasets used to train and evaluate deep models makes the
analysis of all the data points almost impossible. For small data tasks, like precision
medicine, we might have a different, but equally challenging, situation in which
one does not know which are the anomalous instances. Consequently, the main
concerns include the fairness towards under-represented subpopulations [And+21]
and untrustworthy predictions, that for safety-critical settings should be detected
and discarded.

Vision datasets have been showed to have long-tailed distributions [ZAR14],
and are therefore probably susceptible to under-represented modalities. In this
regard, Feldman [Fel20] showed that deep models have to memorize long-tailed
subpopulations to achieve generalization. Recently, long-tailed distributions have
been studied in medical imaging in order to improve the safety of classifier of
dermatological conditions [Roy+22].

In order to automate data analysis, reducing the required human contribution
and the prior knowledge of the data, one can consider at least two approaches. The
first one consists of methods that use the model’s properties to define a score for
each example based on their difficulty (see section 2.3.1), such as the Activation
Pattern DAG (APD) that we introduced in chapter 3. The second approach is
estimating the predictive uncertainty (see section 2.3.3), to distinguish simple
examples from the untrustworthy ones. The intuition is that by ranking examples,
we are able to separate points belonging to the tail from the well-represented ones.

2.3 How to Detect Anomalies

In this section, we will introduce methods to characterize anomalies in deep learning.
The first category (section 2.3.1) is about example difficulty estimators, that rank
input instances based on their difficulty. Difficult examples could be misclassified
instances, rarely occurring examples or corrupted inputs. Second, in section 2.3.2 we
will introduce the detectors for OOD and adversarial examples. Last, in section 2.3.3
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will describe uncertainty estimation in deep learning, that characterizes anomalous
inputs by mainly estimating the predictive uncertainty.

Despite being in three different categories, the detection methods that we will
introduce are not completely independent. The taxonomy that we used follows
the scope of each work, but example difficulty scores or uncertainty metrics can
be applied also for adversarial or OOD detection. Indeed, it is an interesting
research question to evaluate how the methods that we will introduce differ, for
example from the point of view of aleatoric and epistemic uncertainty (introduced
in section 2.3.3).

2.3.1 Example Difficulty Estimation

Example difficulty estimation in deep learning concerns all the methods that
define a ranking of input examples based on their expected difficulty or hardness.
Uncertainty estimation and anomaly detection techniques (described in sections 2.3.2
and 2.3.3, respectively) can also be used to define rankings of samples, although
in this section we consider methods that are designed to estimate a more abstract
idea of difficulty. A good ranking considers misclassified, out-of-distribution and
rarely occurring points as challenging for the model, while well-represented inputs
in the training set should be considered easy examples. The applications of example
difficulty estimation methods are many, from detecting rare subpopulations in
long-tailed datasets to predicting misclassified examples.

The first category of example difficulty rankings ([Ton+19; ADH22]) considers
the learning dynamics to assign a score to each example. For example, in [Ton+19]
the ranking is defined by the number of times an example is learned, and then
forgotten, during training, where the counts are proportional to the difficulty. On
the other hand, in [ADH22] the variance of the gradients through training is used
to distinguish easy (low variance) to difficult (high variance) examples.

The second group considers piecewise linear DNNs, by using the (smoothed)
local empirical error estimated in each linear region [Ji+22a] or the Jacobian norm
of a linear region [Nov+18] as proxies for example difficulty. In addition to the
previous categories, in [Jia+21] the authors estimated the contribution of each
instance to the model’s generalization performance and in [CEP19] the authors
compared different scoring methods, such as the adversarial robustness. Lastly,
in [BMN21] the authors estimated the layer at which an instance is correctly
predicted as an example difficulty proxy.

2.3.2 OOD and Adversarial Examples Detection

The last anomaly detection topic that we will discuss is Out-of-Distribution (OOD)
and adversarial examples [GSS15] detection in deep learning. These methods,
similarly to example difficulty estimation (describe in section 2.3.1), define a scoring
of input instances to distinguish anomalous from normal examples. Although, in
contrast to example difficulty, the main purpose of these methods is either detecting
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if a point is OOD or an adversarial example. For a recent review, refer to [Yan+22].
In the following, mostly taken from [Cra+21], we will refer to anomalies in general,
although not all the methods are designed for both OOD and adversarial example
detection.

First, let us consider a classifier N trained on a training set X train and a test
example x0 ∈ X test, with predicted label ŷ0. Detectors can be broadly categorized
according to the features they consider: (i) the features of the test example x0,
(ii) the hidden features hl(x0), or (iii) the features of the output of the network
out(x0), i.e., the logits σlgt(x0) or the confidence scores σsm(x0).

The first family of detectors tries to distinguish normal from anomalous examples
by focusing on the input data. For instance, in [HG17b] the coefficients of low-ranked
principal components of x0 are used as features for the detector. In [Gro+17], the
authors employed the statistical divergence, such as Maximum Mean Discrepancy,
between X train and X test to detect the presence of anomalous examples in X test.
Lastly, in [Var+21] the feature attributions of the input image are considered as
features of deep models for anomaly detection.

The second family of detectors aims at exploiting the information of the hidden
features hl(x0). In this group, some detectors rely on the identification of the near-
est neighbours of hl(x0) to detect anomalous examples, by considering either: the
Euclidean distance to the neighbours [Car+17], the conformity of the predicted class
among the neighbours [PM18; Rag+21], the Local Intrinsic Dimensionality [Ma+18],
the impact of the nearest neighbours on the classifier decision [CSG20], or the pre-
diction of a graph neural-network trained on the nearest neighbours graph [Abu+21].
In the same category, additional detectors take into account the conformity of
the hidden representation hl(x0) to the hidden representation of instances with
the same label in the training set, i.e., to {hl(x0) : ŷ0 = y, (x, y) ∈ X train}, by
computing either the Mahalanobis distance [Lee+18; KK20] to the class means, or
the likelihood of a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [ZH18]. Other detectors take
the hidden representation hl(x0) itself as a discriminating feature, by training either
a DNN [Met+17], a Support Vector Machine (SVM) [LIF17], a One-Class Support
Vector Machine (OCSVM) [Ma+19] or by using a kernel density estimate [Fei+17].
Additional methods within this family use the hidden representation hl(x0) as a
feature to train a predictive model ml. The model ml either seeks to predict the
same C classes of the original classifier [Ma+19; Sot+20] or to reconstruct the
input data x0 from hl(x0) [HG17b; HG17a]. The detector then classifies x0 as
anomalous either by relying on the confidence of the prediction ŷ0 in the former
case or on its reconstruction error in the latter.

The third family of detectors employs the output of the network out(x0) to detect
adversarial inputs. In this category, some detectors consider the divergence between
out(x0) and out(ϕ(x0)), where ϕ is a function such as a squeezing function that
reduces the features of the input [XEQ18], an autoencoder trained on X train [MC17],
a denoising filter [Lia+21] or a random perturbation [RKH19; HWW19], or an
operation of erase and restore of random pixels [ZZ21]. Some others take the
confidence score of the predicted class ŷ, which is expected to be lower when the
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example is anomalous [HG17b; HG17a; LLS18]. Lastly, in [AD19] a DNN detector
was trained directly on the logits, whereas in [Fei+17] Bayesian uncertainty of
dropout DNNs was used as a feature for the detector.

Detectors exist that do not fall within any of the above families, which employ,
for instance, the layer-wise norm of the gradients [LC20] and the consistency of the
softmax scores σsm(x0) of multiple models [Mon+19].

2.3.3 Uncertainty Estimation

Anomalous data points can be detected by estimating the uncertainty of the
model, since we expect abnormal or unexpected examples to be under-represented
or not represented at all in the training data manifold. In contrast to example
difficulty estimation (introduced in section 2.3.1) and out-of-distribution detection
(introduced in section 2.3.1), that mainly define a scoring of input instances,
uncertainty is modelled in a probabilistic way and has a stronger theoretical
basis (refer to [HW21] for a recent review).

In order to evaluate the uncertainty of a DNN, one can employ variational
inference [Blu+15], dropout-based variational inference [GG16] or deep ensem-
bles [LPB17]. For a comparison of methods for uncertainty estimation in deep
learning, refer to [Sno+19].

The uncertainty can also be divided in two different components: aleatoric
uncertainty, a result of randomness and for this reason irreducible, and epistemic un-
certainty, that is the effect of lack of knowledge, and for this reason reducible [HW21].
On this distinction, in [KG17] the authors investigated both aleatoric and epistemic
uncertainty in computer vision tasks.

2.4 Outcomes: How Anomaly Detection Im-

proves Deep Learning

Anomaly detection in deep learning contributes to the important goal of a more
interpretable [Mur+19] and safe [Moh+23; Die17; Amo+16] AI, towards the mile-
stone of a Responsible AI [Arr+20]. In the following, we briefly introduce the two
challenges and why this thesis contributes to them.

2.4.1 Interpretability

According to Murdoch et al. [Mur+19], interpretable machine learning involves
“the extraction of relevant knowledge from a machine-learning model concerning
relationships either contained in data or learned by the model”.

Interpretability can be obtained by designing models that expose their decision
process, as in the case of glassbox models [Nor+19]. On the other hand, when
dealing with black-box models such as DNNs, the most adopted approach is post-hoc
interpretability. In this case, we try to extract information from an already trained
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model. Post-hoc interpretations can be local, at prediction-level, or global, at
dataset-level. In the former family, we assign feature attribution methods [Spr+15;
SGK17; STY17], that assign an importance score to each input feature based
on its contribution to a prediction. In the latter category, the interpretations
provide an insight of global relationships learned by the model. An example is
anomaly detection, that characterizes outlier inputs or trends in the data, allowing
practitioners to use this information to improve the model [Lei+17] or to provide
example-based explanations [KKK16].

2.4.2 Safety

In addition to interpretability, a crucial requirement for the adoption of AI systems
in the real-world is their safety. The objective is to prevent the occurrence of
accidents, defined by Amodei et al. as “unintended and harmful behavior that
may emerge from machine learning systems when we specify the wrong objective
function, are not careful about the learning process, or commit other machine
learning-related implementation errors” [Amo+16]. In the following, we briefly list
three safety strategies, following the taxonomy introduced in [Moh+23].

A first approach to improve safety is designing models that are interpretable
by design, such as glassbox models [Nor+19], or by using post-hoc interpretability
techniques such as feature attribution methods [Spr+15; SGK17; STY17]. It is
worth noting that interpretability and safety are intertwined goals, as interpretability
can be viewed as an essential requirement for achieving safety.

Given a machine learning algorithm, we can also try to increase its robustness
with the so-called proactive methods. With regard to deep learning, these techniques
include adversarial training [Sze+14; GSS15], defensive distillation [Pap+16] or
ensemble approaches [AG17; BBS17; Str+18].

Last, we can perform run-time monitoring of the predictions to detect failure
points, named reactive methods. In this category we find anomaly detection, as a
last defence layer to prevent accidents. A simple example is prediction with reject
options [BW08], in order to prevent the model to make low-confidence predictions.
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Chapter 3
Quantifying Example Difficulty from
Activation Patterns

Contribution. In this chapter, we report the work introduced in:

[Cra+20a] Francesco Craighero et al. “Investigating the Compositional
Structure of Deep Neural Networks”. In: Machine Learning,
Optimization, and Data science - 6th International Conference,
LOD, Siena, Italy, July 19–23, 2020.

[Cra+20b] Francesco Craighero et al. “Understanding Deep Learning with
Activation Pattern Diagrams”. In: Proceedings of the Italian
Workshop on Explainable Artificial Intelligence Co-Located with
19th International Conference of the Italian Association for
Artificial Intelligence. 2020

Summary. The evaluation of deep learning models is becoming more and more
difficult due to the ever-growing size of modern datasets and models. Even
when data is of moderate size, such as in AI for precision medicine, the data
itself can be hard to be interpreted or might be corrupted due to the many
sources of technological and experimental noise. These challenges raised the
interest towards methods that automate data auditing, so to identify difficult
examples or to predict misclassified instances. In this chapter, we introduce the
Activation Pattern DAG (APD), a novel graph representation summarizing the
features of a piecewise linear DNNs, inducing a ranking of data points based
on example difficulty. The APD not only automates data auditing, but is also
a useful visualization tool to interpret the behaviour of the model on the input
dataset.

Implementation. The experiments performed in [Cra+20a] has been open-
sourced on a Github repositorya.

ahttps://github.com/BIMIB-DISCo/ANNAPD
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3.1 Introduction

An important requirement for the widespread adoption of deep learning models in
real-world applications is their trustworthiness. Although, the so-called glassbox
machine learning models [Nor+19] allow for an interpretation of the decisions that
led to the final prediction, black-box models are, by definition, much harder to be
interpreted.

In this chapter we tackle the challenge towards a more trustworthy AI from the
perspective of example difficulty (introduced in section 2.3.1). Our aim is defining
a score to differentiate simple input examples against more challenging one that are
more prone to be misclassified or belong to under-represented modalities. As stated
in [ADH22], knowing input difficulty allow us not only to identify and potentially
discard atypical examples [BW08], but also to improve interpretability, e.g., through
example-based explanations [KKK16]. Ultimately, the ability to extract difficult
examples enables a more comprehensive understanding of the model’s behaviour.

Example difficulty estimators are particularly helpful with modern large-scale
datasets, since they provide an automated interpretation of the input examples
without human intervention. Indeed, the long-tailed distribution of common
datasets, discussed in section 2.2.2, is an additional reason to employ this kind of
scoring metrics. Moreover, the estimation of example difficulty could be of great
help also on smaller datasets, as an additional metric on top of the more commonly
adopted uncertainty estimators (introduced in section 2.3.3).

Our method, that we will introduce in the following, is specific to piecewise
linear DNNs, such as ReLU DNNs [GBB11]. Such models apply a distinct linear
function to specific regions of the input space, called activation regions [HR19b].
Each activation region is uniquely identified by an activation pattern, obtained
by concatenating the binarized output of each layer. Given that multiple input
instances could belong to the same activation region, activation patterns can be
shared among multiple examples. Montúfar et al. [Mon+14] showed how shared
activation patterns are the result of the redundancies in the data found by the
model.

In section 3.3.2, we will introduce a novel graph approach that summarizes the
activation patterns given a model and a dataset, called the Activation Pattern
DAG (APD). The APD is a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) that allows us to better
understand how the patterns of each layer are shared among instances. Inspired by
decision trees, in section 3.3.3 we will also define a clustering algorithm based on
the APD with the aim of finding clusters of instances that share the same pattern
in multiple layers and have the same predicted label.

The APD clustering is the main building block of our new example difficulty
scoring, that considers the cluster size as a proxy for example difficulty: well-
represented examples belong to larger clusters, while challenging points belong to
smaller ones. To test our new metric, in section 3.4, we studied if cluster size is
able to (i) detect misclassified examples, (ii) correlate with other example difficulty
metrics and (iii) compress a dataset by identifying a subset of representative
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instances.
In addition to example difficulty, in section 3.4.3 we will also propose to employ

the APD as a visualization tool, allowing to interpret the learned function given
a group of instances. We remark that data visualization is another perspective
towards trustworthy AI, in particular for black-box models as DNNs [Bau+17;
OMS17]. Indeed, also the ENAD method that we will present in chapter 4 will have
a data visualization perspective in section 4.4.3.

Main Contributions The main contributions of this work can be summarized
as follows.

• The Activation Pattern DAG (APD), a novel data structure to summarize
activation patterns: given a dataset and a piecewise linear DNN with ReLU
activations, we introduce the Activation Pattern DAG (APD) to both summa-
rize and visualize the activation patterns that occur in the latent space of the
model.

• Clustering the APD for example difficulty estimation: we defined a clustering
algorithm based on the APD that partitions the input data by exploiting the
redundancy of the activation patterns. We then used the cluster size as a
proxy for example difficulty, where anomalous instances are characterized by
small under-represented clusters.

• Validation of APD cluster size for misclassified example prediction: we tested
the reliability of cluster size as a metric to predict misclassified examples
using multiple architectures trained on the MNIST [LCB10] dataset.

• Using the APD cluster size for dataset compression: we showed how APD
clusters could be used to identify data prototypes: a subset of the training data
that can be employed as an alternative to the full dataset, while preserving
the model’s performances.

3.2 Background

Example difficulty has already been introduced in section 2.3.1. In the following,
we will present the main works related to piecewise linear DNNs and activation
patterns.

Activation patterns identify the linear regions defined by piecewise linear DNNs,
such as ReLU DNNs [GBB11]. Activation patterns can be used as a proxy to
estimate function complexity, while the geometry of linear regions can be exploited
to study the properties of the learned function. In the following, we will introduce
some interesting results on piecewise linear DNNs.

The geometry of piecewise linear DNNs has been investigated from many per-
spectives, including approximation theory [Bal+19], circuit complexity [Aro+18]
and tropical polynomials [CM18].
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One of the most studied properties of DNNs is their representational power or
expressivity. Early results by Pascanu et al. [PMB14] and Montúfar et al. [Mon+14]
studied how deeper networks are more expressive by defining theoretical bounds
on the number of activation patterns. Successive results proposed ways to achieve
tighter bounds [Rag+17; STR18; SR20; HR19b; HR19a], for example through
Mixed-Integer Linear Programming in [STR18; SR20].

On the intersection between example difficulty and activation patterns, the
relation between linear regions’ properties and the performance of the model has
been observed in [Ji+22a; Nov+18]. In particular, in [Nov+18] the authors showed
how the linear region’s Jacobian norm is predictive of the cross-entropy loss, while
in [Ji+22a] the linear region’s empirical training error was used as a proxy for
example difficulty.

3.3 Methods

In this section, we will formally define the Activation Pattern DAG (APD) and
present a novel algorithm to cluster input examples based on activation patterns.
In the following definitions, we will employ the notation used in [Mon+14], while
we refer to [HR19b] for an extensive formal description of activation patterns and
activation regions.

3.3.1 Basic Definitions

Let Nθ(x0) be a Feedforward Neural Network (FNN) with input x0 ∈ Rn0 of n0

dimensions and trainable parameters θ. Each layer hl, for l ∈ 1, . . . , L, is represented
as a vector of dimension nl, i.e., hl = [hl,1, . . . , hl,nl

]T , where each component hl,i

(i.e., a neuron or unit) is the composition of a linear preactivation function fl,i and
a nonlinear activation function gl,i, i.e. hl,i = gl,i ◦ fl,i.

Let xl be the output of the l-th layer for l = 1, . . . , L and the input of the
network for l = 0, then, we define fl,i(xl−1) = Wlxl−1 + bl,i, where both Wl ∈ Rnl−1

and bl,i ∈ R belong to the trainable parameters θ. Regarding activation functions,
in this thesis we will focus on piecewise linear activation functions. Thus, for
the sake of simplicity, we define gl,i as a ReLU activation function [GBB11], i.e.,
gl,i(x) = max{0, x}. When clear from the context, we will omit the second index of
fl,i and gl,i to refer to the vector composed by all of them.

Finally, we can represent the FNN Nθ as a function Nθ : Rn0 → Rout that can
be decomposed as

Nθ(x) = fout ◦ hL ◦ · · · ◦ h1(x), (3.1)

where fout is the output layer (e.g., softmax, sigmoid, . . . ).
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Figure 3.1: Evaluation of a Feedforward Neural Network with activated
units. The example neural FNN N is being evaluated on an input instance x0 =
[x1

0, x
2
0, x

3
0, x

4
0]. The hidden units are depicted with varying levels of transparency

based on the value of the positive output, and units with output 0 are indicated by
a black border. In the final layer, the output label y3 indicates the output unit with
the highest value. In this example, we have A1 = [1, 0, 1, 1, 0], A2 = [0, 1, 1, 0, 0],
and A3 = [1, 1, 1, 1, 0].

3.3.2 From Activation Patterns to the APD

Given a FNN Nθ and a dataset D, we define the activation pattern of layer l given
input x ∈ D as follows:

Definition 1 (Activation Pattern) Let Nθ(x0) be the application of a FNN N
with parameters θ on an input x0 ∈ D, with D ⊆ Rn0. Then, by referring to xl−1

as the input to layer l ∈ {1, . . . , L}, we can compute the activation pattern Al(x0)
of layer l on input x0 as follows:

Al(x0) = {ai | ai = 1 if hl,i(xl−1) > 0 else ai = 0, ∀i = 1, . . . , nl}. (3.2)

Thus, we can represent Al(x0) as a vector in {0, 1}nl, i.e.:

Al(x0) = [a1, a2, . . . , anl
]. (3.3)

The above definition can also be easily extended to other binary piecewise
activations, e.g. Leaky-ReLUs [MHN+13], or to maxout activations [Goo+13], by
using k-ary activation patterns due to the k thresholds. In fig. 3.1 we show a simple
example of a FNN N (x0) and its activation patterns. In the following, we will
represent generic activation patterns as a or ai, and with layer(a) we will refer to
the layer corresponding to that pattern. In addition, we allow us to simplify the
notation of Al and refer to Al(X0) on X0 ⊆ Rn0 as Al(X0) =

⋃
x0∈X0

Al(x0).
Given an activation pattern â, or a set of patterns A belonging to different

layers, and a set of instances X ⊆ D, we call activation region the set composed
by the instances in X that generate that activation pattern, or patterns, in their
respective layers.
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Definition 2 (Activation Region) The activation region (AR) identified by an
activation pattern â on an input subset X ⊆ D is given by:

AR(â,X ) = {x ∈ X | Al(x) = â, l = layer(â)}. (3.4)

Given a set of activation patterns A belonging to different layers, i.e., ∀ai, aj ∈ A
layer(ai) ̸= layer(aj), we define their activation region as:

AR(A,X ) =
⋂
â∈A

AR(â,X ). (3.5)

Given a dataset D and a FNN Nθ, we introduce the Activation Pattern DAG
(APD) as the Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) defined by all the activation patterns
generated by instances in D and the way in which they are composed.

Definition 3 (Activation Patterns DAG) Given a FNN Nθ and a dataset
D ⊆ Rn0, the Activation Pattern DAG (APD) is a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG)
APDNθ

(D) = (V,E), where:

• V is the set of vertices defined by

V = {1, . . . , |A|},

where A =
⋃L

l=1Al(D) is the set of all possible activation patterns and |A|
is its cardinality. In addition, let patt : V → A be a labelling function that
associates each vertex to the corresponding activation pattern.

• E is the set of edges defined by:

E = {(v1, v2) ∈ V × V | patt(v1) and patt(v2) are consecutive}, (3.6)

where two patterns ai, aj are called consecutive if

layer(ai) = l = layer(aj)− 1

and there exists x ∈ D such that Al(x) = ai and Al+1(x) = aj.

From definition 3, it follows that the APD has the same depth of the corre-
sponding FNN, and that a node at depth d in the APD corresponds to a pattern of
the d-th layer in the FNN. In fig. 3.2 we show a toy-example for the APDN defined
by the FNN N of fig. 3.1, as generated on five example samples.
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Figure 3.2: An example APD and the resulting partitioning. Representation
of APDN (x0, . . . , x6), where the thicker lines indicate the edges generated by the
input instance x0 shown in fig. 3.1. The label predicted by the network is also
displayed on the right. The colored bullets above the instances show the splitting
history of the clusters, starting from the right and moving towards the left, according
to the procedure described algorithm 1.

3.3.3 APD Clustering

Activation patterns identify the linear transformation applied by the model to a given
input instance. On the one hand, the model might characterize each instance by its
own patterns, on the other hand the model might find redundancies or symmetries
in feature space, as shown in [Mon+14], and apply the same linear transformation
to a set of examples. For example, in fig. 3.2, the linear transformation defined by
pattern a = [1, 1, 1, 1, 0] of the third layer is common to both x0 and x1. In the
following, we will define a procedure to cluster a dataset based on these symmetries
found by the model, expressed by the activation patterns. Moreover, since the
symmetries might happen in an intermediate layer, we will consider only the
patterns of some layers, instead of the pattern of the whole network.

We are using the meaning of activation patterns to group similar instances
together, while also expecting these instances to have the same target label. Acti-
vation patterns that represent instances with the same target label will be referred
to as “stable”, while those that represent instances with different target labels will
be referred to as “unstable”. In fig. 3.2, for example, the third layer’s pattern
a = [0, 0, 1, 1, 1] is unstable since its instances belong to both label y1 and y2.

We expect well-represented instances to belong to the same (stable) activation
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pattern, while rare or hard instances would either belong to unstable patterns or
be characterized by their own pattern, given that the model is unable to exploit
redundancies in the data. In fig. 3.2, instances {x0, x1} belong to the same target
y3 and are assigned the same pattern in the second and third layer, therefore we
expect those instances to be similar and to represent a well-represented property of
the dataset.

The APD clustering algorithm is defined in algorithm 1. The first partition of
input data is performed by considering only the activation patterns of the last layer.
Then, similarly to decision trees, if one of the identified clusters contains instances
with distinct labels, we split again by considering which activation pattern they
activate in the previous layer. Intuitively, there is a trade-off between the density
of the partitioning and the number of stable activation patterns (in the extreme
case, there is one stable pattern for each instance). Since we will use the cluster
size as a proxy for example difficulty, the information gain measure [Qui86] will be
used as a splitting criterion, where a decrease of entropy implies more homogeneous
partitions.

In fig. 3.2 coloured bullets mark the splitting history of the six instances, following
the clustering order from the output layer to the input layer. For example, the first
partition is identified by cyan and blue colour, i.e. {{x2, x3, x4, x5, x6},{x0, x1}}.
Cluster {x0, x1} is not split further, because both instances are classified with y3
label (stable pattern). Conversely, the other cluster is partitioned twice: the first
splitting occurs when considering the second layer, as x2 has a different activation
pattern than the others and is classified with a different class; the same occurs at
the first layer, this time between x3 and the other instances. The final partition
is the following {{x0, x1}, {x4, x5, x6}, {x3}, {x2}}. In section 3.4, we will present
some preliminary results on how cluster size of the instances partition can be used
to estimate example difficulty.

3.3.4 Forgetting Events

Example difficulty metrics define a score for input examples to characterize their
“hardness” (see section 2.3.1). In [Ton+19], the authors proposed to estimate
example difficulty by counting the forgetting events: the number of times an
example is correctly predicted and then misclassified again during training. The
intuition is that harder examples close to the decision boundary will have more
forgetting events than one that is further away.

Definition 4 (Forgetting event [Ton+19]) Let x be an instance with label k
and prede(x) the predicted label of x at epoch e. A learning event at epoch e occurs
when prede−1 ̸= k and prede = k. A forgetting event at epoch e occurs when
prede−1 = k and prede ̸= k. If an instance has no forgetting event during the
learning process, is called unforgettable, otherwise is a forgettable instance.
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Algorithm 1 APD clustering algorithm. Procedure that defines a partitioning
of dataset D given an APD G.

function split(APD G = (V,E), dataset D, FNN N )
n.pred() ← predecessors of node n ∈ V
L ← # layers of N
out ← dummy ending node
for v ∈ V s.t. layer(patt(v)) == L do

E.add((v, out))
end for
P ← {(out,D)}) ▷ Current partition
F ← ∅ ▷ Final partition
while P ≠ ∅ do

(n, C) ← P .pop() ▷ Extract (current node, cluster)
if n.pred() == ∅ ∨ |C| == 1 then ▷ Check if splittable cluster
F .add(C)
break

end if
S ← ∅
for v ∈ n.pred() do ▷ Split current cluster
V ← AR(patt(v), C)
S.add((v,V))

end for
S ′ ← {V | (v,V) ∈ S}
ig ← InformationGain(C,S ′)
if ig > 0 then ▷ Check splitting gain
P ← P ∪ S

else
F .add(C)

end if
end while
return F

end function
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Network 32full 32bottl 16full

FC layers 32, 32, 32, 32, 32 32, 16, 12, 10, 8 16, 16, 16, 16, 16

Optimizer SGD, 1e−3

Epochs 500

Test Accuracy 98.3% 97.2% 95.8%

Table 3.1: Architecture tested for the results on the APD as auditing tool.
We tested three different architectures to evaluate the APD on the MNIST [LCB10]
dataset: 32full, 32full and 16full. We chosed different widths to evaluate the effect
on the dataset partitioning.

3.4 Results

Clustering a dataset using the APD clustering algorithm defined in section 3.3.3
partitions the instances in sets of different sizes. The size of the set will then be
used as a proxy for the difficulty of its elements: easy instances should belong to
large clusters, while outliers and misclassified instances are expected to end up in
smaller clusters.

We will present the following results on the APD and its clustering algorithm:

1. section 3.4.1: experimental setting with the MNIST [LCB10] datasets where
we use the APD clustering algorithm to rank test instances.

2. section 3.4.2: analysis on the evolution of the APD during training.

3. section 3.4.3: visualizing the APD as a Sankey diagram for model diagnosis.

3.4.1 APD as an Auditing Tool

We applied the clustering algorithm discussed in section 3.3.3 on theMNIST [LCB10]
dataset and tested it on different architectures. We will show that misclassified and
difficult instances belong to smaller clusters, confirming that the ranking defined by
the APD clustering is a valid example difficulty estimator. The results of figs. 3.3
to 3.5 were obtained on the MNIST [LCB10] dataset set with the architectures
listed in table 3.1.

Higher Cluster Size Corresponds to Less Forgetting Events

In fig. 3.3 we reported the clusters size distribution, by architecture type. The
majority of the clusters are small (average size ≈ 4, 3, 5 for 32full, 16full and 32bottl,
respectively), while even very large clusters (containing up to 2000 instances) are
observed for all architectures.
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To validate the goodness of the APD clustering, we estimated example difficulty
using another metric: the number of forgetting events [Ton+19] (introduced in sec-
tion 2.3.1). In fig. 3.3 (right) we display the average number of forgetting events
with respect to (log-binned) cluster size. Also, the average number of forgetting
events decreases with the cluster size, confirming our hypothesis that challenging
instances (more forgetting events) belong to smaller clusters. This trend is also
confirmed by looking at the cumulative distributions of forgetting events in fig. 3.4.

Misclassified Examples are Concentrated in Small Clusters

The cluster size is further shown to be important in our results on predicting
misclassified instances. In fig. 3.5, we present the distribution of cluster sizes for
correctly and wrongly classified instances. Across all architectures, we see that
wrongly classified instances are more likely to belong to very small clusters, often
singletons, while correctly classified instances are more likely to be in larger clusters
with greater variance in size. This trend is also depicted in fig. 3.4, which shows
the cumulative distribution of misclassified instances by increasing cluster size. We
observe that the majority of misclassified instances are in smaller clusters. These
findings suggest correlation between cluster size and the difficulty of the examples.

Using Cluster Representatives for Dataset Reduction

The APD clustering exploits redundancies found by the deep model in the data
manifold. Therefore, another test that we can perform is performing dataset
compression, by leaving only one example (or prototype) for each cluster. More in
detail, we performed the following steps:

1. the MNIST training set was split in 50 000 and 10 000 instances, for training
and validation, respectively;

2. the 32full architecture was trained with SGD, a learning rate of 0.01 and early
stopping;

3. we performed the APD clustering;

4. two more training sets were defined: one with only one representative for each
cluster, and one with the same number of instances, but randomly selected;

5. training was performed again, with the same parameters as (ii).

The results, reported in table 3.2, confirm the validity of our clustering procedure:
with randomly selected instances, we decreased the generalization performances by
more than 4%, while with selected instances the loss was only of 2%.

Dataset reduction is useful to reduce the computational resources requirements,
but also is a proxy for sample complexity: the harder the task to be learned,
the less we expect to be able to reduce the dataset size without heavily hurting
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Figure 3.3: APD cluster size distribution and average number of forgetting
events. (Left) Boxplots of cluster size distributions by architecture type.
For all the architectures, the mean is small (average size ≈ 4, 3, 5 for 32full, 16full
and 32bottl, respectively), while there are many clusters with size greater than 500.
(Right) Average number of forgetting events against log-binned cluster
size. As the log-size of the clusters increase, we have a clear decrease in the number
of forgetting events. Note that this is an important confirmation of the goodness of
the APD clustering as an example difficulty estimation approach.

Figure 3.4: Cumulative distribution of errors and forgetting events, by
increasing APD cluster size. Cumulative distribution of forgetting events (in
blue), errors (in red) and number of instances (green), sorted by the respective
cluster size and for all the architectures. The vertical dashed lines indicate where
90% of the total is reached.
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Figure 3.5: Cluster size distribution for correctly and wrongly classified
instances. For all the architectures, wrongly classified instances (in orange) are
concentrated in small clusters.

Trainset selection Trainset size Test error

All 50 000 inst. 96, 37± 0, 2
Cluster representatives 8 871 inst. 94, 64± 0, 3

Random 8 871 inst. 92, 26± 0, 4

Table 3.2: Using the APD for dataset reduction on the MNIST dataset. The
table reports the mean test error and standard deviation of 5 model initializations
for 3 possible training sets: (i) the whole MNIST training set, (ii) one representative
for each cluster and (iii) a random selection, with the same cardinality of the
representative selection.

the generalization performance. With regard to the APD clustering, complex
tasks should be characterized by mostly singletons or small clusters. As a future
development, it would be interesting to check the sample complexity of different
tasks using the APD clustering approach, from the easier MNIST [LCB10] to the
harder ImageNet [Den+09].

3.4.2 APD Evolution During Training

In the previous section, we considered the APD after training the model for a fixed
amount of epochs. In this section, we will show some results about what happens
to activation patterns during training. In particular, the results were obtained with
a FNN with L = 3 layers with 40 neurons each, trained on the MNIST [LCB10]
dataset with SGD and fixed learning rate at 0.001.

In fig. 3.6 (left) we plotted the loss (90 : 10 train/validation split of the
60,000 total instances). In fig. 3.6 (right) we have the evolution of the number
of unique activation patterns, i.e. |Al(D)| for l ∈ 1, . . . 3, where D is the training
set. Interestingly, the number of unique patterns at each epoch decreases with the
layer’s depth. This justifies starting from the last layer when clustering the APD,
given that the raw number of patterns monotonically decreases from the first layer
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to the last. Moreover, the number of activation patterns of each layer is always far
below the theoretical upper bound of 240 possible patterns (refer to [HR19b] for
further details) and less than the 54,000 training instances, thus activation patterns
are redundant and shared between instances.

In fig. 3.7, we analysed the evolution of the clusters induced by activation
patterns during training. We first clustered instances based on the pattern of
both the second and last layer, i.e., if x0, x1 belong to the same cluster, then
A2(x0) = A2(x1) and A3(x0) = A3(x1). Note that such clusters correspond to
paths from the second to third layer in fig. 3.2. Then, we investigated that the
distribution of all (second row) or wrongly classified (first row) instances among
the clusters with regard to two measures: purity (proportion of instances of the
most frequently predicted class in the cluster) and cluster size. We can observe
that there are a number of instances belonging to clusters with high purity and
high strength (bottom right of the heatmaps in the second row), that are almost
always correct from epoch 150, while wrongly classified instances usually belong to
small clusters or clusters with low purity (bottom left of each heatmap).

3.4.3 APD as a Visualization Tool

Until now, we used the APD as a data structure of activation patterns, but here
we show its value also as a visualization tool. In Figure 3.8, we plotted APDs for
500 instances of label “1” using a model at epochs 10, 50, 150, and 300. These
plots, called Sankey diagrams from the Plotly library [Plo15], show blue rectangles
representing the activation patterns of the layers and predicted labels (from left to
right), with the height and colour intensity proportional to the number of instances
activating or predicting each pattern or label. The edges between the rectangles are
coloured according to the proportion of instances that were misclassified, and sized
according to the number of instances following that edge. To further clarify the
diagram, the thin red edges correspond to the singletons of misclassified instances
that we evaluated in the previous results. Since the last layer of the Sankey
represents the predicted label, and the correctly classified instances belong to the
large blue cluster at the top, the red edges that contain misclassified instances
belong to different clusters.

From fig. 3.8 we can observe that activation patterns are shared more in deeper
layers, as emerges from fig. 3.6 (large-sized blue rectangles and green edges). In
particular, from epoch 150, large clusters appear in the last layer (the penultimate
in the diagrams, since the last is the predicted label). Lastly, wrongly classified
instances mostly belong to small clusters (the thin lines in red).

Although this represents a small study on using the APD as a visualization tool,
we consider the flow diagram an interesting approach to interpret the transforma-
tions applied by piecewise linear DNNs.
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Figure 3.6: Evolution of activation patterns during training. (Left) Train
(orange) and validation (blue) loss. The best validation is achieved at epoch
309. (Right) Evolution of activation patterns. Number of unique activation
patterns per layer, i.e., |A∗

l (D)|, with regard to the network at a given epoch.
All the layers steadily increase the number of activation patterns during training.
Furthermore, the first layer (blue) has 4 times the number of activation patterns
of the second layer, while the third layer (green) doesn’t reach more that 4000
activation patterns in all the 500 epochs.
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Figure 3.7: Distribution of cardinalities and misclassified instances of APD
clusters at different epochs. Distribution of wrongly classified instances (first
row) and all instances (second row) among clusters defined by activation patterns
of second and third layer. Clusters correspond to the edges in the APD between
the activation patterns of the second and third layer, respectively. In the x-axis
we have the cardinality of the clusters, with log-bins, while in the y-axis we have
the purity of the cluster, that is, the proportion of instances belonging to the most
frequently predicted label in the cluster.
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(a) Epoch 10. (b) Epoch 50.

(c) Epoch 150. (d) Epoch 300.

Figure 3.8: APD visualization through Sankey diagrams. Four APDs for
the same 500 instances of label “1” that were learned by the model at different
epochs (10, 50, 150, and 300). Each APD is made up of four levels of blue nodes,
which represent the activation patterns of the three layers of the network and the
predicted labels for each instance. The height and color intensity of the nodes
indicate the number of instances they represent. As expected from fig. 3.6, the first
layer typically has more patterns than the other layers. In the level for predicted
labels, there is a tall node on top that represents the most frequently predicted
label, which is “1” in this case. The edges between nodes are sized based on the
number of instances they represent and are colored based on the proportion of
errors.
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3.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we introduced the Activation Pattern DAG (APD), a novel data
structure that summarizes the seen activation patterns given a piecewise linear
DNN and a dataset. More in detail, activation patterns are obtained by binarizing
the output of ReLU activation functions: a “1” corresponds to a positive output, “0”
otherwise. In this way, given an input instance, each layer defines its own activation
patterns.

Previous studies observed that overlapping activation patterns between dif-
ferent inputs represent how the model exploits redundancies of the learned func-
tion [Mon+14]. We continued on that line, by clustering input instances based
on activation patterns, encoded in the APD. The APD allows us to consider not
only overlapping patterns in a single layer, but also how input instances overlap in
multiple layers. The clustering algorithm that we defined is inspired by decision
trees, and has the objective of finding groups of instances with the same patterns
in multiple layers and the same predicted label.

After applying the APD clustering algorithm on a given dataset, we claimed that
the size of each cluster is a valid scoring to estimate the difficulty of its elements.
Accordingly, we propose a connection between activation patterns and example
difficulty estimators, introduced in section 2.3.1. The intuition is that large clusters
contain well-represented instances that the model assigns to the same activation
patterns based on their similarity, while anomalous or misclassified instances should
belong to small clusters or singletons. In section 3.4, we validated our hypothesis on
the MNIST [LCB10] dataset, considering multiple model architectures. The results
confirmed that the cluster size allows distinguishing misclassified from correctly
predicted examples. Moreover, cluster size is a good predictor of another example
difficulty metric: the number of forgetting events [Ton+19], further confirming our
claims.

In addition to example difficulty, in section 3.4.1 we showed how the APD
clustering can be used for dataset compression. In particular, by taking only one
representative for each cluster, i.e., a prototype, we obtained better generalization
performances than a random selection of prototypes. Furthermore, in section 3.4.2
we investigated the evolution of activation patterns during training, validating our
design choices for the clustering algorithm.

Given the efficacy of APD clustering in distinguishing well-represented from
anomalous instances, it can be employed for automated dataset auditing, in par-
ticular for the modern large-scale datasets, but also in safety critical settings,
as an alternative to uncertainty estimation, in the context of human-in-the-loop
pipelines [Lei+17].

Lastly, in section 3.4.3, we proposed to employ the APD as a visualization tool to
diagnose the behaviour of the model on a group of instances. Given the importance
of data visualization, in particular for black-box models like DNNs [OMS17; Bau+17],
we consider the APD an interesting novel perspective to better understand the
behaviour DNNs.
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Among the many possible lines of research stemming from the APD, one could
study the effect of different hyperparameters on the clustering, such as regulariz-
ers [Sri+14; IS15]. Moreover, it would be interesting to extend the APD to other
types of models, such as CNNs or Recurrent Neural Network (RNN).
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Chapter 4
Adversarial Examples Detection with
Ensemble Approaches

Contribution. In this chapter I will discuss the work presented in the following
article:

[Cra+21] Francesco Craighero et al. “Unity Is Strength: Improving the
Detection of Adversarial Examples with Ensemble Approaches”.
Preprint (under review).

Summary. In this chapter, we present a framework called ENsemble Adver-
sarial Detector (ENAD) for detecting adversarial examples in Convolutional
Neural Networks. ENAD combines the scoring functions of multiple state-of-the-
art detectors based on Mahalanobis distance, Local Intrinsic Dimensionality
(LID), and One-Class Support Vector Machines (OCSVMs), which analyze the
hidden features of Deep Neural Networks (DNNs). Extensive testing on various
datasets, models, and adversarial attacks shows that ENAD performs better
than competing methods in most cases. ENAD is also highly standardized and
reproducible, and its flexible design allows for the easy integration of additional
detectors and strategies.

Implementation. The experiments performed in [Cra+21] has been open-
sourced on a Github repositorya.

ahttps://github.com/BIMIB-DISCo/ENAD-experiments
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4.1 Introduction

Recent studies have shown that state-of-the-art DNNs for object recognition tasks
are vulnerable to adversarial examples [Sze+14; GSS15]. For instance, in the field of
computer vision, adversarial examples are perturbed images that are misclassified by
a given DNN, even if being almost indistinguishable from the original (and correctly
classified) image. Adversarial examples have been investigated in many additional
real-world applications and settings, including malware detection [Kol+18] and
speech recognition [Qin+19].

Thus, understanding and countering adversarial examples has become a crucial
challenge for the widespread adoption of DNNs in safety-critical settings, and
resulted in the development of an ever-growing number of defensive techniques.
Among the possible countermeasures, some aims at increasing the robustness of the
DNN model during the training phase, via adversarial training [Sze+14; GSS15],
defensive distillation [Pap+16] or by training more robust models [AG17; BBS17;
Str+18] (sometimes referred to as proactive methods). Alternative approaches aim
at detecting adversarial examples in the test phase, by defining specific functions
for their detection and filtering-out (reactive methods).

In this chapter, we introduce a novel ensemble approach for the detection
of adversarial examples, named ENsemble Adversarial Detector (ENAD), which
integrates scoring functions computed from multiple detectors that process the
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Figure 4.1: ENAD framework for adversarial detection. A schematic depiction
of the ENAD framework is displayed. (a) Given an input image, which can be either
benign or adversarial, and a pre-trained deep neural network, the activations of the
hidden layers are extracted. (b) In order to measure the distance of the image with
respect to training examples, layer-specific scores are computed via functions based
either on One-Class Support Vector Machine, Mahalanobis distance [Lee+18] or
Local Intrinsic Dimensionality [Ma+18]. (c) In the current implementation, layer-
and detector-specific scores are integrated via logistic regression, so to classify the
image as benign or adversarial, with a confidence c.
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hidden layer activation of pre-trained DNNs. The underlying rationale is that, given
the high-dimensionality of the hidden layers of Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNNs) and the difficulty of the adversarial detection problem, different algorithmic
strategies might be effective in capturing and exploiting distinct properties of
adversarial examples. Accordingly, their combination might allow us to better tackle
the classical trade-off between generalization and overfitting, while outperforming
single detectors, as already suggested in [AS17], in the distinct context of outlier
identification.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that an ensemble approach
is applied to the hidden features of DNNs for adversarial detection. However,
ensemble-based proactive defences have been previously introduced in [AG17;
BBS17; Str+18]. Recently, two ensembling methods for adversarial [Var+21],
which focuses on feature attributions rather than the latent features, and out-of-
distribution detection [Kau+21] have been proposed. We will compare the former
approach, named ExAD, with ENAD in section 4.4.1.

In detail, ENAD includes two state-of-the-art detectors, based on Mahalanobis
distance [Lee+18] and Local Intrinsic Dimensionality (LID) [Ma+18], and a newly
developed detector based on One-Class Support Vector Machine (OCSVM) [Sch+99].
OCSVMs were previously adopted for adversarial detection in [Ma+19], but we
extended the previous method by defining both a pre-processing step and a Bayesian
hyperparameter optimization strategy, both of which result fundamental to achieve
performances comparable to [Lee+18; Ma+18]. In the current implementation, the
output of each detector is then integrated via a logistic regression that returns
both the adversarial classification and the overall confidence of the prediction. A
schematic depiction of the ENAD framework is provided in fig. 4.1.

For the sake of reproducibility, the performance of ENAD and competing meth-
ods was assessed with the extensive setting originally proposed in [Lee+18]. In
particular, we performed experiments with two models, namely ResNet [He+16]
and DenseNet [Hua+17], trained on CIFAR-10 [Kri09], CIFAR-100 [Kri09] and
SVHN [Net+11], and considered four benchmark adversarial attacks, i.e.,
FGSM [GSS15], BIM [KGB17], DeepFool [MFF16] and CW [CW17b]. In the
various tests, ENAD was compared against its constituting standalone detectors
(section 4.4.1) and other ensemble strategies (section 4.4.1).

We executed an additional array of experiments aimed at assessing the perfor-
mance of the distinct detectors when trained on a given attack and tested against
others (transfer attacks).

Main Contributions The main contributions of this work can be summarized
as follows.

• Improvement of OCSVM performance in adversarial detection: we introduced
an evolved version of the OCSVM strategy for adversarial detection (first
described in [Ma+19]), by designing a new pipeline with Bayesian hyperpa-
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rameter optimization and data preprocessing on top of the default training
process. Results highlight performance improvements.

• Assessment of layer- and attack-specificity of standalone detectors: thanks
to extensive tests on benchmark datasets, models and attacks, we show
that the performance of state-of-the-art standalone detectors is layer- and
attack-specific, possibly guiding the improvements of such methods. Impor-
tantly, we demonstrate that the predictions of different detectors are scarcely
overlapping.

• Introduction of the ENAD ensemble framework for adversarial detection:
we propose a new detector, named ENAD, which integrates layer-specific
scoring functions from multiple independent detectors. Its performance is
assessed against standalone detectors, different ensemble strategies and other
integration schemes (e.g., voting) in a variety of experimental settings. The
framework is described by clearly stating all design choices, paving the way
to future extensions with different detectors and integration schemes.

• Performance evaluation in attack transfer settings : we present a quantitative
evaluation of the performance ENAD and competing methods in transfer
attack settings. We show the limitations of existing strategies and provide
guidelines for future research.

• Visualization of adversarial examples in low-dimensional space: we deliver an
easy-to-interpret way of visualizing adversarial examples on a low-dimensional
projection of the score space, which provides a proxy of their “hardness”, and
may be particularly useful in real-world applications.

4.2 Background

A survey of OOD and adversarial examples detectors is available in section 2.3.2.
In section 4.2.1, we will detail adversarial attacks, that is, methods that generate
adversarial examples.

4.2.1 Adversarial Attacks

In the following, we describe the adversarial attacks that were employed in our exper-
iments, namely FGSM [GSS15], BIM [KGB17], DeepFool [MFF16] and CW [CW17a]:

• FGSM [GSS15] defines optimal L∞ constrained perturbations as:

x̃ = x+ ϵ · sign (∇xJ(x, t)),

such that ϵ is the minimal perturbation in the direction of the gradient with
respect to the input image (∇x) that changes the prediction of the model
from the true class y to the target class t.
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• BIM [KGB17] extends FGSM by applying it k times with a fixed step size α,
while also ensuring that each perturbation remains in the ϵ-neighbourhood of
the original image x by using a per-pixel clipping function clip:

x̃0 = x

x̃n+1 = clipx,ϵ (xn + α · sign (∇x̃nJ(x̃n, t)))

• DeepFool [MFF16] iteratively finds the optimal L2 perturbations that are
sufficient to change the target class by approximating the original non-linear
classifier with a linear one. Thanks to the linearization, in the binary clas-
sification setting the optimal perturbation corresponds to the distance to
the (approximated) separating hyperplane, while in the multiclass the same
idea is extended to a one-vs-all scheme. In practice, at each i-th step the
method computes the optimal perturbation pi of the simplified problem, until
x̃ = x+

∑
i pi is misclassified.

• the CW attack [CW17a], in two variants:

– the original L2 norm attack, that we will refer as CW: this variant uses
gradient descent to minimize ∥x̃− x∥2 + c · lcw(x̃), where the loss lcw is
defined as:

lcw(x) = max (max{σlgt(x̃)
i : i ̸= t} − σlgt(x̃)

t,−κ).

The objective of the optimization is to minimize the L2 norm of the
perturbation and to maximize the difference between the target logit
σlgt(x̃)

t and the one of the next most likely class up to real-valued
constant κ, that models the desired confidence of the crafted adversarial.

– the L∞ norm variant defined in [ACW18], that we will refer to as CW∞,
since it employs the same lcw loss. In this variant, we optimize for lcw,
while clipping the adversarial such that ∥x̃− x∥∞ = ϵ, with ϵ given as a
parameter. Furthermore, we use the constant κ to obtain high-confidence
adversarial examples.

4.3 Methods

In this section, we illustrate the ENAD ensemble approach for adversarial detection,
as well as the properties of the scoring functions it integrates, respectively based on
OCSVM (Detector A–new), Mahalanobis (Detector B) and LID (Detector C), which
can also be used as standalone detectors. We also describe the background of both
adversarial examples generation and detection, the partitioning of the input data
and the extraction of the features processed by ENAD and standalone detectors.
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4.3.1 Data partitioning

Let X train be the training set on which the classifier N was trained, X test the test
set and Lnorm ⊆ X test the set of correctly classified test instances. Following the
setup done in [Lee+18; Ma+18], from Lnorm we generate (i) a set of noisy examples
Lnoisy by adding random Gaussian noise, with the additional constraint of being
correctly classified, and (ii) a set of adversarial examples Ladv generated via a given
attack. We also ensure that Lnorm, Lnoisy and Ladv have the same size. The set
L = Lnorm ∪ Lnoisy ∪ Ladv will be our labelled dataset, where the label is adv for
adversarial examples and adv for benign ones. As detailed in the following sections,
L will be split into a training set Ltrain, a validation set Lvalid for hyperparameter
tuning and a test set Ltest for the final evaluation.

4.3.2 Feature Extraction

In our experimental setting, hl(x), with l ∈ [1, . . . , L], corresponds to either the
first convolutional layer or to the output of the lth dense (residual) block of a DNN
(e.g. DenseNet or ResNet). As proposed in [Lee+18], the size of the feature map is
reduced via average pooling, so that hl(x) has a number of features equal to the
number of channels of the lth layer. Detectors A, B, and C and ENAD are applied
to such set of features, as detailed in the following.

4.3.3 Standalone Detectors

Detector A: OCSVM

This newly designed detector is based on a standard anomaly detection technique
called One-Class Support Vector Machine (OCSVM) [Sch+99], which belongs to
the family of one-class classifiers [Tax01]. One-class classification is a problem
in which the classifier aims at learning a good description of the training set
and then rejects the inputs that do not resemble the data it was trained on,
which represent outliers or anomalies. This kind of classifier is usually adopted
when only one class is sufficiently represented within the training set, while the
others are undersampled or hard to be characterized, as in the case of adversarial
examples, or anomalies in general. OCSVM was first employed for adversarial
detection in [Ma+19]. Here, we modified it by defining an input pre-processing
step based on PCA-whitening [KLS18], and by employing a Bayesian optimization
technique [SLA12] for hyperparameter tuning. The pseudocode is reported in
algorithm 2.

Preprocessing OCSVM employs a kernel function (in our case a Gaussian RBF
kernel) that computes the Euclidean distance among data points. Hence, it might
be sound to standardize all the features of the data points, at the preprocessing
stage, to make them equally important. To this end, each hidden layer activation
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Algorithm 2 OCSVM detector (see the main text for an explanation of the notation
employed)

Input: Act. hl of layer l, trainset X train, labelled set L
1: for each l in 1, . . . , L do
2: Centering and PCA-whitening of hl: h

∗
l

3: Select best layer-specific parameters θ = {ν, γ}
4: Fit OCSVMl(θ) on {h∗

l (x) : x ∈ X train}
5: OCSVMl(θ) decision function: Ol

6: Layer l score of x0: Ol(x0)
7: end for
8: Scores vector: O(x0) := [O1(x0), . . . ,OL(x0)]
9: Fit adv posterior on Ltrain: p(adv | O(x0))
10: OCSVM of x0: OCSVM(x0) := p(adv | O(x0))
11: return OCSVM

hl(x0) is first centered on the mean activations µl,c of the examples of the training
set X train of class c. Then, PCA-whitening WPCA

l is applied:

h∗
l (x0) = WPCA

l · (hl(x0)− µl,c)

= Λ
−1/2
l ·UT

l · (hl(x0)− µl,c),

where UT
l is the eigenmatrix of the covariance Σl of activations hl and Λl is the

eigenvalues matrix of the examples of X train. Whitening is a commonly used
preprocessing technique for outlier detection, since it enhances the separation of
points that deviate in low-variance directions [Agg20]. Moreover, in [KK20] it
was conjectured that the effectiveness of the Mahalanobis distance [Lee+18] for
out-of-distribution and adversarial detection is due to the strong contribution of
low-variance directions. Thus, this preprocessing step allows the one-class classifier
to achieve better overall performances1.

Layer-specific scoring function After preprocessing, OCSVM with a Gaussian
RBF kernel is trained on the hidden layer activations hl of layer l of the training set
X train. Once the model has been fitted, for each instance x0 layer-specific scores
O(x0) = [O1(x0),O2(x0), . . . ,OL(x0)] are evaluated. More in detail, let Sl be the
set of support vectors, the decision function Ol(x0) for the l

th layer is computed as:

Ol(x0) =
∑
sv∈Sl

αsvk(hl(x0), sv)− ρ, (4.1)

1In a test on the DenseNet, CIFAR-10, CW scenario, the AUROC returned by the OCSVM
detector with PCA-whitening preprocessing improves from 82.56 to 90.24, and the AUPR from
78.17 to 82.98, with respect to the same method without preprocessing (see section 4.4 for further
details).
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Figure 4.2: OCSVM hyperparameter optimization. The influence of different
combinations of OCSVM hyperparameters {ν, γ} on the validation accuracy is
explored via Bayesian optimization [Hea+], in the example scenario of DenseNet
model, CIFAR-10 dataset and DeepFool attack. The gradient returns the validation
accuracy estimated on Lvalid. The red star represents the optimal configuration,
which is then employed for adversarial detection in both the OCSVM and the ENAD
detectors.

where αsv is the coefficient of the support vector sv in the decision function, ρ is
the intercept of the decision function and k is a Gaussian RBF kernel with kernel
width γ:

k(x,y) = exp
(
−γ∥x− y∥2

)
. (4.2)

Hyperparameter optimization The layer-specific scoring function takes two
parameters as input: the regularization factor ν ∈ (0, 1) that represents an up-
per bound on the fraction of training errors (controlling for overfitting), and the
kernel width γ. This hyperparameters must be carefully chosen to achieve good
performances. For this purpose, many approaches have been proposed for hyperpa-
rameters selection in OCSVM [Ala+20]. In our setting, we used the validation set
of labelled examples Lvalid to choose the best combination of parameters, based
on the validation accuracy. To avoid a full (and infeasible) exploration of the
parameters space, we employed Bayesian hyperparameter optimization, via the
scikit-optimize library [Hea+]. In fig. 4.2, we report the estimated accuracy of
the explored solutions in the specific case of the OCSVM detector, in a representative
experimental setting.

Adversarial detection Once the scores have been obtained for each layer, they
can serve either as input for the standalone Detector A or as partial input of the
ensemble detector ENAD. In the former case, in order to aggregate the scores of
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the separate layers O(x0), this detector employs a logistic regression to model the
posterior probability of adversarial (adv) examples:

p(adv | O(x0)) =
(
1 + exp

(
β0 + βTO(x0)

))−1

, (4.3)

The parameters {β0,β} are fitted with a cross-validated procedure using the labelled
training set Ltrain.

Detector B: Mahalanobis

The Mahalanobis detector (Maha) was originally introduced in [Lee+18]. The
algorithmic procedure is akin to that of the OCSVM detector, and includes a final
layer score aggregation step via logistic regression, but it is based on a different
layer-specific scoring function.

Layer-specific scoring function Given a test instance x0, the layer score is
computed via a three-step procedure: first, for each instance, the class ĉ is selected,
such that:

ĉ = argmin
c

MahaScorel(x0, c),

where MahaScorel(x, c) is the Mahalanobis distance for the lth layer between the
activations hl(x) and the mean values µl,c of the examples in the training set X train:

MahaScorel(x, c) = (hl(x)− µl,c)
TΣ−1

l (hl(x)− µl,c), (4.4)

where Σl is the covariance matrix of the examples of X train in layer l. Then,
the instance is preprocessed to obtain a better separation between benign and
adversarial examples similar to what is discussed in [LLS18]:

x∗
0 = x0 − λ sign∇x0MahaScorel(x0, ĉ),

where λ is a positive real number, called the perturbation magnitude. The scoring
for instance x0 is computed as:

M(x0) = [M1(x0),M2(x0), . . . ,ML(x0)],

where

Ml(x0) = −max
c

MahaScorel(x
∗
0, c).

Adversarial detection The scores can serve either as input for the standalone
Detector B or as partial input for the ensemble detector ENAD. In the latter case,
the Mahalanobis detector uses logistic regression to identify adversarial examples,
with a procedure similar to that already described for standalone Detector A.
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Hyperparameter optimization Differently from Detector A, the hyperparame-
ter selection is performed downstream of the adversarial detection stage. In order to
select the best λ (unique for all layers), the method selects the value that achieves
the best Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic (AUROC) (detailed
in section 4.3.5) on Lvalid computed on the posterior probability p(adv |M(x0)),
which is obtained via the logistic regression fitted on Ltrain.

Detector C: LID

The third detector uses a procedure similar to Detectors A–B, but the layer-
specific scoring function is based on the Local Intrinsic Dimensionality (LID)
approach [Ma+18].

Layer-specific scoring function Given a test instance x0, the LID layer-specific
scoring function L is defined as:

Ll(x0) = −
(
1

k

k∑
i=1

log
ri(hl(x0))

maxi ri(hl(x0))

)−1

, (4.5)

where, k is the number of nearest neighbours, ri is the Euclidean distance to the
i-th nearest neighbour in the set of normal examples Lnorm. The layer-specific
scores are:

L(x0) = [L1(x0),L2(x0), . . . ,LL(x0)]

Adversarial detection When considered alone, the LID detector employs a
logistic regression to identify adversarial examples, similarly to the other detectors
(see above).

Hyperparameter optimization Similarly to Detector B, the hyperparameter
selection is performed downstream of the adversarial detection stage. k is selected
as the value that achieves the best AUROC on Lvalid computed on the posterior
probability p(adv | L(x0)), which is obtained via the logistic regression fitted on
Ltrain. Note that k is unique for all layers.

4.3.4 ENsemble Adversarial Detector (ENAD)

The ENAD approach exploits the effectiveness of Detectors A, B, and C in capturing
different properties of data distributions, by explicitly integrating the distinct
layer-specific scoring functions in a unique classification framework. More in detail,
given a test instance x0, it will be characterized by a set of layer-specific and
detector-specific features, computed from the scoring functions defined above,
that is: E(x0) = [O(x0),M(x0),L(x0)]. It should be noted that training and
hyperparameter optimization is executed for each detector independently.
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Algorithm 3 ENAD detector.

Input: Act. hl of layer l, trainset X train, labelled set L
1: Select best hyperparameters for OCSVM, Maha, LID
2: for each layer l in 1, . . . , L do
3: Layer l scores of x0: Ol(x0),Ml(x0),Ll(x0)
4: end for
5: Scores vector: E(x0) := [O(x0),M(x0),L(x0)]
6: Fit adv posterior on Ltrain: p(adv | E(x0))
7: ENAD on x0: ENAD(x0) := p(adv | E(x0))
8: return ENAD

Adversarial detection In its current implementation, in order to integrate the
scores of the separate layers E(x0), ENAD employs a simple logistic regression to
model the posterior probability of adversarial (adv) examples:

p(adv | E(x0)) =
(
1 + exp

(
β0 + βTE(x0)

))−1

. (4.6)

Like Detectors A, B, and C, the logistic is fitted with a cross-validation procedure
using the labelled training set Ltrain. Fitting the logistic allows one to have different
weights, i.e., the elements of βT , for the different layers and detectors, meaning
that a given detector might be more effective in isolating an adversarial example
when processing its activation on a certain layer of the network. The pseudocode is
reported in algorithm 3.

4.3.5 Performance Metrics

Let the positive class be the adversarial examples (adv) and the negative class be
the benign examples (adv). Then, the correctly classified adversarial and benign
examples correspond to the True Positive (TP) and True Negative (TN), respectively.
Conversely, the wrongly classified adversarial and benign examples are the False
Negative (FN) and False Positive (FP), respectively.

To evaluate the detectors’ performances, we employed two standard threshold
independent metrics, namely AUROC and AUPR [DG06], the Accuracy and the
F1-score, defined as follows:

• Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic (AUROC): the area under
the curve identified by Specificity = TN/(TN+ FP) and Fall-out = FP/(TN+
FP).

• Area Under the Precision-Recall curve (AUPR): the area under the curve
identified by Precision (Pr) = TP/(TP+FP) and Recall (Re) = TP/(TP+FN).

• Accuracy = (TP+ TN)/(TP+ TN+ FP+ FN).
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• F1-score (F1) = 2× (Pr× Re)/(Pr+ Re).

The AUROC and AUPR were evaluated given the adversarial posterior learned
by the logistic function p(adv | X), where X is the set of layer-specific scores.
The layer-specific scores are computed from Lvalid when the AUROC is used for
hyperparameters optimization for the Mahalanobis and LID detectors, and from
Ltest in all the other settings, i.e., the detector’s performance evaluation. Moreover,
AUROC and AUPR were also used to evaluate the performance of each detector
in each layer, by considering the layer-specific scores evaluated on Ltest (see, e.g.,
fig. 4.3b). Note that for the OCSVM and Mahalanobis detectors, lower values
correspond to adversarial examples, while the opposite applies to the LID detector.
The accuracy was used for the Bayesian hyperparameter selection procedure [SLA12]
of the OCSVM detector. Lastly, F1-score, Precision and Recall were used to evaluate
ensembling methods in section 4.4.1 and transfer attacks in section 4.4.2.

4.4 Results

Four benchmark adversarial attacks were selected to test the effectiveness of our
ENAD approach and competing methods, namely: Fast Gradient Signed Method
(FGSM) [GSS15], Basic Iterative Method (BIM) [KGB17], DeepFool [MFF16] and
Carlini-Wagner (CW) [CW17b]. In particular, to evaluate the performances in
distinct scenarios, we designed two separate arrays of experiments:

1. Known attacks (section 4.4.1): the same adversarial attack is employed both
in the training and in the test phase, as proposed in [Lee+18].

2. Transfer attacks (also unknown attacks, section 4.4.2): a given attack is
employed for training and another one for the test phase. In this case, two
sub-scenarios were defined:

a. cheap training, i.e., training on the FGSM attack and testing on the
other three benchmark attacks.

b. hard attacks, i.e., testing against high-confidence adversarial examples
with many distortion levels generated using CW∞.

We compared the performance of ENAD with standalone Detectors A (OCSVM),
B (Mahalanobis [Lee+18]), and C (LID [Ma+18]). All four detectors integrate
layer-specific anomaly scores via logistic regression and classify any example as
adversarial if the posterior probability is > 0.5, benign otherwise (see the Methods
for additional details). Moreover, we also evaluated the performance of the ExAD
detector [Var+21] and alternative ensembling strategies, i.e., based on voting
schemes, in the known attack scenario.

In section 4.4.3 we finally propose a strategy to visualize benign and adversarial
examples on a low-dimensional space, based on the similarity of their layer- and
detector-specific score profiles, and which may be useful in real-world applications.
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Figure 4.3: (a) Comparison of predictions of standalone detectors in the
Known Attacks scenario (OCSVM vs. Mahalanobis–DenseNet). The
contingency table shows the number of adversarial examples of the test set Ltest

correctly identified by: both the OCSVM and the Mahalanobis detectors (MO), either
one of the two methods (O or M), none of them (∅). The results of the DenseNet
model, with respect to the distinct datasets and attacks are shown, whereas the
remaining pairwise comparisons are displayed in fig. 4.A.2. (b) Influence of the
hidden layers in adversarial detection in the Known Attacks scenario
(DenseNet). For each configuration of datasets and attacks on the DenseNet model,
the AUROC of each layer-specific score for Detectors A–C is returned. For each
configuration and detector, the best-performing layer is highlighted with a darker
shade (see Methods for further details). The same results for the ResNet model are
available in fig. 4.A.1.

The assessment of the computational time of ENAD is discussed in section 4.4.4.
Regarding hyperparameter selection, table 4.A.1 contains the hyperparameter
configurations and tables 4.A.2 and 4.A.3 contain the best hyperparameters for
each setting.

4.4.1 Known Attacks

Standalone Detectors Capture Distinct Properties of Adversarial Exam-
ples

In order to assess the ability of standalone Detectors A, B and C to exploit different
properties of input instances, we first analysed the methods as standalone, and
computed the subsets of adversarial examples identified: (i) by all detectors, (ii)
by a subset of them, (iii) by none of them.
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In fig. 4.3a, we reported a contingency table in which we compare the OCSVM
and Mahalanobis detectors on all the experimental settings with the DenseNet
model, while the remaining pairwise comparisons are presented in the fig. 4.A.2. We
note that while the class of examples identified by both approaches is, as expected,
the most crowded, we observe a substantial number of instances that are identified
by either one of the two approaches. This important result appears to be general,
as it is confirmed in the other comparisons between standalone detectors.

In addition, in fig. 4.A.3 one can find the layer-specific scores returned by all
detectors in a specific setting (ResNet, DeepFool, CIFAR-10). For a significant
portion of examples, the ranking ordering among scores is not consistent across
detectors, confirming the distinct effectiveness in capturing different data properties
in the hidden layers.

To investigate the importance of the layers with respect to the distinct attacks,
models and datasets, we also computed the AUROC directly on the layer-specific
scores, i.e., the anomaly scores returned by each detector in each layer. In fig. 4.3b,
one can find the results for all detectors in all settings, with the DenseNet model (the
same results for the ResNet model are available in fig. 4.A.1). For the FGSM attack,
the scores computed on the middle layers consistently return the best AUROC
in all datasets, while for the BIM attack the last layer is apparently the most
important. Notably, with the DeepFool and CW attacks, the most important layers
are dataset-specific. This result demonstrates that each attack may be vulnerable
in distinct layers of the network.

ENAD Outperforms standalone Detectors

Table 4.1 reports the AUROC and AUPR computed on the fitted adversarial posterior
probability for Detectors A, B, and C, respectively, on all 24 experimental settings.

It can be noticed that ENAD exhibits both the best AUROC and the best
AUPR in 22 out of 24 settings (including 1 tie with OCSVM), with the greatest
improvements emerging in the hardest attacks, i.e. DeepFool and CW. Remarkably,
the newly designed OCSVM detector outperforms the other standalone detectors in
12 and 14 settings (out of 24) in terms of AUROC and AUPR, respectively.

Notice that in table 4.A.4, we also evaluated the performance of all pairwise
combinations of the three detectors, so to quantitatively investigate the impact of
integrating the different algorithmic approaches, proving that distinct ensembles of
detectors can be effective in specific experimental settings.

Comparison with voting schemes

ENAD employs a logistic classifier as a meta-learner to aggregate the scoring of
every detector in each layer, although other ensembling strategies may be employed,
e.g., voting schemes.

In this section, we compare ENAD with a voting scheme among the predictions
of standalone Detectors A, B, C. In detail, we considered three voting schemes: Or,
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    Attack FGSM BIM DeepFool CW

      AUPR AUROC AUPR AUROC AUPR AUROC AUPR AUROC

Model Dataset Detector                

DenseNet

CIFAR-10

LID 96.37 98.30 99.52 99.73 75.21 85.22 69.75 80.88

Maha 99.80 99.96 99.46 99.75 74.46 82.73 78.43 87.42

OCSVM 99.58 99.88 99.24 99.69 77.01 84.74 82.98 90.24

ENAD 99.70 99.89 99.90 99.96 83.70 89.36 85.30 91.50

CIFAR-100

LID 98.39 99.29 96.31 98.11 55.88 70.12 59.67 72.80

Maha 99.49 99.87 97.64 99.10 67.79 78.49 74.99 86.86

OCSVM 99.49 99.84 98.23 99.30 69.17 79.27 78.71 88.95

ENAD 99.78 99.93 98.37 99.47 73.05 83.07 83.40 92.15

SVHN

LID 98.59 99.07 92.13 94.79 85.80 91.83 90.47 94.61

Maha 99.45 99.85 97.93 99.26 90.00 94.93 90.95 97.16

OCSVM 99.51 99.86 97.38 99.17 91.40 95.00 96.54 98.50

ENAD 99.83 99.91 98.93 99.57 93.27 96.04 98.13 99.16

ResNet

CIFAR-10

LID 99.18 99.67 94.37 96.50 79.40 88.58 73.95 82.29

Maha 99.87 99.90 99.06 99.58 85.64 91.60 92.28 95.90

OCSVM 99.99 99.99 98.95 99.44 83.90 90.83 92.26 95.68

ENAD 99.99 99.99 99.58 99.78 87.77 92.89 93.35 96.46

CIFAR-100

LID 97.53 98.78 94.52 96.76 56.10 69.87 65.53 78.51

Maha 99.48 99.72 93.51 96.92 73.32 85.23 83.00 91.68

OCSVM 99.63 99.86 91.70 95.79 71.69 84.17 83.17 91.24

ENAD 99.63 99.78 98.22 99.26 76.58 86.34 88.26 94.08

SVHN

LID 94.52 97.84 83.46 90.78 86.60 92.31 79.46 88.16

Maha 97.90 99.60 92.22 97.16 93.04 95.74 84.95 92.13

OCSVM 98.06 99.64 95.91 98.12 92.15 95.58 89.19 93.29

ENAD 98.33 99.69 96.80 98.59 93.70 96.18 90.66 94.62

Table 4.1: Comparative assessment of ENAD and competing methods in the
Known Attacks scenario. Performance comparison of the ENAD, LID [Ma+18],
Mahalanobis [Lee+18], OCSVM detectors (all the pairwise combinations of the
three single detectors are available in table 4.A.4). The Table contains the AUROC
and AUPR for all the combinations of selected datasets (CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100 and
SVHN), models (DenseNet and ResNet), and attacks (FGSM, BIM). See Methods for
further details.
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And and Maj (Majority), that is: an example is identified as adversarial if at least
one detector, all detectors, or the majority of the detectors, respectively, classify it
as adversarial.

In table 4.2 we report the F1 score comparison in the Known attack setting (see
above), while in table 4.A.6 we report Precision and Recall. In almost all settings
ENAD proves to be the best-performing strategy. As expected, we note that the Or
voting scheme leads to high Recall, but low Precision, while the opposite holds
for the And scheme. In this regard, we point out that voting scheme requires the
training of three separate logistics, one for each detector, while ENAD requires only
one.

Comparison with other ensemble approaches

In this section, we present the comparison of ENAD with another post hoc detector
employing an ensembling technique, named Ensemble approach for Explanation-
based Adversarial Detection (ExAD) [Var+21]. This method exploits explanation
maps [Spr+15; SGK17; STY17] to distinguish normal from adversarial examples.
More in detail, ExAD applies multiple types of explanation maps to a given unseen
instance, and ensembles multiple DNNs, one for each combination of explanation
technique and target class. In comparison to ENAD, only one type of detector
is employed (DNNs), the detection task is performed on the feature attribution
instead of the latent features and a detector is trained for each target class, in
addition to each explanation technique.

In our experiments, we considered only three explanation techniques, given
the requirements of the Captum library [Kok+20] and the properties of our pre-
trained models: Guided Backpropagation [Spr+15], Input×Gradient [SGK17] and
Integrated Gradients [STY17] (using a black image as reference, the Gauss-Legendre
quadrature for integral approximation and 100 approximation steps). Furthermore,
given the noisy nature of feature attribution techniques [Hoo+19], we employed
SmoothGrad-Squared to ensemble 10 attributions obtained from perturbed versions
of the original image, given a Gaussian noise ϵ ∼ N (0, 0.2). Moreover, we tested
both CNNs and Autoencoders as detectors, as suggested by the authors.

Autoencoders were trained on normal examples only, and then the reconstruction
loss (L2 loss) is used to distinguish normal (low loss) from adversarial examples
(high loss). Each autoencoder was fitted on the explanations of the instances
belonging to X train, then the model was regularized using early stopping given the
AUROC on the validation set Lvalid. Lastly, the threshold to separate normal from
adversarial was chosen such that the False Positive Rate on Lvalid is 5%. As for
ENAD, performances were evaluated on the test set Ltest. Ltrain was not used. On
the other hand, the CNNs were trained on Ltrain, regularized with early stopping
using Lvalid and tested on Ltest.

In table 4.3 we report the results for the DenseNet model (the F1-score is reported
for all the combinations of dataset and attack). We did not consider CIFAR-100
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    Attack FGSM BIM DeepFool CW

Model Dataset Ensemble        

DenseNet

CIFAR-10

ENAD 99.13 98.90 74.83 76.89

Or 95.15 96.32 70.93 72.71

Maj 99.12 97.23 67.24 71.98

And 95.20 96.70 55.75 54.13

CIFAR-100

ENAD 99.31 96.59 65.52 78.02

Or 97.46 92.93 59.45 69.70

Maj 98.97 95.30 53.72 63.77

And 95.30 91.87 34.10 41.31

SVHN

ENAD 99.12 95.84 86.23 93.87

Or 97.27 91.59 83.40 87.74

Maj 98.99 94.69 84.00 91.42

And 95.44 85.27 75.32 83.03

ResNet

CIFAR-10

ENAD 99.72 97.23 77.61 85.86

Or 97.87 92.64 76.84 80.93

Maj 99.78 96.30 74.93 84.23

And 98.10 88.32 65.71 64.67

CIFAR-100

ENAD 98.77 95.24 67.19 81.26

Or 97.47 86.77 64.45 74.99

Maj 98.86 88.49 61.46 76.03

And 92.53 82.94 27.80 52.17

SVHN

ENAD 97.68 91.44 85.51 82.98

Or 95.25 86.43 83.55 78.93

Maj 97.91 89.41 85.09 79.22

And 91.42 73.47 76.99 66.59

Table 4.2: Comparative assessment of ENAD and voting-based strategies
in the Known Attacks scenario. The F1-score returned by ENAD and the
ensembling strategies based on voting schemes – i.e., And, Or, Maj(ority) – is
shown for the the Known Attacks scenario (see the main text for further details).
Precision and Recall results are available in table 4.A.6.
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Attack FGSM BIM DeepFool CW
Model Dataset Detector

DenseNet

CIFAR-10
ExAD [CNN] 72.73 37.46 52.69 53.11
ExAD [AE] 8.55 28.93 14.79 13.73
ENAD 99.13 98.90 74.83 76.89

SVHN
ExAD [CNN] 50.84 0.02 15.68 27.77
ExAD [AE] 21.66 27.88 19.40 15.64
ENAD 99.12 95.84 86.23 93.87

Table 4.3: Comparison between ENAD and ExAD performances. F1-score
for ENAD and ExAD with the two detector types, i.e., the CNN and the Autoen-
coder (AE), for the DenseNet model, the CIFAR-10 and SVHN datasets and all the
attacks (FGSM, BIM, DeepFool, CW). In all the settings, ENAD achieves the best
performances. ExAD with the CNN detectors achieves good performances only for
the CIFAR-10–FGSM setting, while ExAD with the Autoencoder has always bad
performances.

due to the demanding resources required for 300 models (one for each combination
of the target class and explanation method). ExAD achieved good performances
only with CNN as the detector type and on easy attacks, such as FGSM, and always
performs worse than ENAD. Our hypothesis is that a careful hyperparameter search
has to be performed on the hyperparameters of both the explanation maps and the
detectors to achieve competitive results. However, the resource requirements to
perform such search is expected to be huge. For all the above reasons, we did not
consider ExAD in further tests.

4.4.2 Transfer attacks

Transfer attacks with cheap training via FGSM

In this section, we discuss the performance of ENAD and Detectors A, B, and C
when a transfer attack is performed. In particular, we tested the performance of all
the detectors when trained on the cheapest benchmark attack, i.e. FGSM, that only
requires the multiplication of the gradient by the perturbation size. Afterwards, we
tested the performance on BIM, DeepFool and CW attacks.

In table 4.4 one can see how, despite the expected worsening of the performances,
either ENAD or OCSVM achieve the best AUROC and AUPR in almost all settings,
further demonstrating the robustness of our approach.

Training matters with harder transfer attacks

A particular kind of transfer attack is the so-called adaptive attack, where an attacker
generates adversarial examples exploiting the full knowledge of the detector. Many
works address the topic of adaptive attacks [He+17; ACW18; Tra+20; CW17b], in
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    Detector LID Maha OCSVM ENAD

      AUPR AUROC AUPR AUROC AUPR AUROC AUPR AUROC

Model Dataset Attack                

DenseNet

CIFAR-10

BIM 88.28 92.97 98.00 99.24 98.93 99.59 99.06 99.62

DeepFool 57.95 69.94 73.94 82.88 73.82 82.81 74.72 82.68

CW 58.25 70.26 76.45 87.23 78.88 88.00 79.96 88.40

CIFAR-100

BIM 28.62 31.45 95.07 98.11 90.94 95.84 57.70 60.27

DeepFool 55.28 70.30 65.19 76.83 66.23 77.51 68.90 79.21

CW 57.77 72.57 66.78 82.06 72.61 84.57 73.86 84.71

SVHN

BIM 87.40 91.40 96.32 98.21 97.26 99.14 96.46 97.54

DeepFool 73.50 79.50 86.76 91.17 88.74 93.40 85.59 88.58

CW 75.48 84.63 88.43 94.33 91.48 97.50 88.62 92.16

ResNet

CIFAR-10

BIM 89.82 93.34 97.28 98.03 98.85 99.42 99.02 99.47

DeepFool 61.62 73.92 75.55 81.34 79.23 86.38 79.63 85.66

CW 67.79 78.05 79.01 84.75 91.04 94.69 90.01 94.55

CIFAR-100

BIM 43.29 46.06 92.83 95.69 90.26 94.18 93.70 96.68

DeepFool 55.23 68.12 68.31 78.24 72.08 83.45 73.26 83.26

CW 64.89 76.24 81.72 88.70 80.53 87.56 85.08 91.51

SVHN

BIM 71.38 85.03 88.10 95.15 90.67 96.90 84.54 93.38

DeepFool 49.97 67.36 53.92 69.29 59.65 75.11 55.45 68.95

CW 58.75 76.43 75.45 86.85 80.03 89.70 68.30 81.72

Table 4.4: Comparative assessment of ENAD and competing methods in
the Transfer Attacks (cheap training) scenario. Performance comparison
of the ENAD, LID [Ma+18], Mahalanobis [Lee+18], and OCSVM detectors when
both the hyperparameter optimization and the logistic regression fit are performed
on the FGSM attack. The Table contains the AUROC for all the combinations of
selected datasets (CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100 and SVHN), models (DenseNet and ResNet),
and attacks (BIM, DeepFool and CW). See Methods for further details.
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Figure 4.4: Comparative assessment of ENAD and competing methods in
the Transfer Attacks (hard attacks) scenario. (a) The of F1-score returned
by ENAD, LID [Ma+18], Mahalanobis [Lee+18], and OCSVM detectors against the
CW∞ transfer attack is shown (DenseNet–SVHN). The dataset employed in this
test contains 800 samples of, respectively, adversarial, noisy and clean examples
(see the main text for further details). Colors are used to distinguish the detectors,
and letters to distinguish the attack on which the detector is trained, e.g., the blue
C stands for ENAD trained on CW. The remaining settings are shown in fig. 4.A.4.
(b) Analysis restricted on the performance of detectors when trained on the CW
attack. In both figures, eps stands for the L∞ attack max perturbation size (in the
[0, 255] scale).

some cases by targeting ensembles of detectors [He+17]. In particular, in [ACW18]
the authors discuss on how to design an effective attack when a defence method has
some gradient masking. The LID detector falls in this category, as its loss function
proves to be particularly difficult to differentiate.

Given that ENAD is an ensemble of multiple detectors, making its loss function
is at least as difficult as that of the LID detector. We here applied the same strategy
proposed in [ACW18] to define a harder attack. In particular, we considered the
L∞ variant of the CW attack (labelled as CW∞), which allows one to generate
high-confidence adversarial examples with small distortions.

To this end, we generated 800 further adversarial examples with CW∞ and
distortion ϵ, and by scanning ϵ ∈ {i/255 | i ∈ {2, 4, 6, 8, 10}}. This setting allowed
us to assess the performance of the distinct detectors with respect to the distortion
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size. Also in this case, we defined three balanced partitions of adversarial, noisy,
and clean examples (labels are coherent with the other experiments, see above),
and tested ENAD and competing methods when trained on either FGSM, BIM,
DeepFool, or CW, and tested against the CW∞ attack.

In fig. 4.4a we report the F1-score for the DenseNet and SVHN setting. All
detectors perform better when trained either on DeepFool or CW, with ENAD
showing the overall best performance for all values of ϵ. All detectors appear to
be unable to classify CW∞ adversarial examples when trained on FGSM (cheap
training), which in this case is not advisable. All the other settings are reported in
fig. 4.A.4.

In fig. 4.4b we report the F1-score for all settings when the detectors are trained
on CW, which appears to be best choice as for fig. 4.4a. ENAD is the best performing
in the DenseNet and SVHN setting, while being the second best in all remaining
settings, showing good overall performance. OCSVM has analogous performances,
while the other detectors exhibit unstable performances, confirming the results of
section 4.4.2.

4.4.3 Visualizing Adversarial Examples in the Score Space

In the following, we remark our interest in data visualization, as done with the APD
in section 3.4.3, by providing a graphical representation of the adversarial examples
in a low-dimensional embedding of the score space. More in detail, in order to
explore the relationship between the scoring functions and the overall performance
of ENAD, it is possible to visualize the test examples on the low-dimensional tSNE
space [vH08], using the (logit weighted and Z-scored) layer- and detector-specific
scores as starting features (3 detectors × 4 hidden layers = 12 initial dimensions).

This representation allows one to intuitively assess how similar the score profiles
of the test examples are: closer data points are those displaying more similar score
profiles, which translates in an analogous distance from the set of correctly classified
training instances, with respect to the three scoring functions currently included in
ENAD. Importantly, this allows one to evaluate how many and which adversarial
examples display score profiles closer than those of benign ones, and vice versa,
and visualize them.

As an example, in fig. 4.5 the test set of the SVHN, DenseNet, DeepFool setting
is displayed on the tSNE space. The colour gradient returns the confidence c of
ENAD, i.e., the probability of the logistic regression: an example is categorized as
adversarial if c > 0.5, benign otherwise.

While most of the adversarial examples are identified with high confidence
(leftmost region of the tSNE plot), a narrow region exists in which adversarial
examples overlap with benign ones, hampering their identification and leading to
significant rates of both false positives and false negatives. Focusing on the set of
false negatives, it is evident that some adversarial examples are scattered in the
midst of the set of benign instances (rightmost region of the tSNE plot), rendering
their identification extremely difficult.
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Figure 4.5: Visualization of adversarial and benign examples in the low-
dimensional score space. (DenseNet–SVHN–DeepFool). Representation of
the test data Ltest for the configuration DeepFool, DenseNet and SVHN in the
tSNE low-dimensional space [vH08]. The layer- and detector-specific scores are
weighted with the logit weights, Z-scored, and then used as features for the tSNE
computation, via the computation of the k-nearest neighbour graph (k = 50) with
Pearson correlation as metric (further tSNE parameters: perplexity = 100, early
exaggeration = 100, learning rate = 10000). In each quadrant the true positives
(a), false positives (b), true negatives (c) and false negatives (d) are displayed.
Each point in the plot represents either an adversarial or a benign example and
the color returns the confidence c provided by ENAD, i.e., the probability returned
by the logistic classifier. (e) The barplots return the absolute number of TPs, TNs,
FPs and FNs for this experimental setting.
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Figure 4.6: OCSVM fit times by layer. Fitting times of the OCSVM stand-alone
detector, for each reported configuration in table 4.A.2. Attack, model and dataset
are aggregated, since the mean fit time depends only on the layer on which the
detector was trained, i.e., the deeper the layer, the higher the mean fit time.

4.4.4 Computational time

All tests were executed on a n1-standard-8 Google Cloud Platform instance, with
eight quad-core Intel® Xeon® CPU (2.30GHz), 30GB of RAM and a NVIDIA
Tesla® K80.

The fitting time of each parameter explored in all configurations for OCSVM
is reported in fig. 4.6. For the computation times of the Mahalanobis and LID
detectors, please refer to [Lee+18] and [Ma+18].

The computational time of ENAD is approximately the sum of that of the
detectors employed to compute the layer-specific scores and, in the current version,
it is mostly affected by OCSVM. In particular, its fitting time for each parameter
explored in all configurations is reported in fig. 4.6 (note that the time is dominated
by outliers that can be easility pruned out). For the computation times of the
Mahalanobis and LID detectors, please refer to [Lee+18] and [Ma+18].

OCSVM hyperparameter search time can be improved in many ways: by consider-
ing SVM’s implementations that support GPU [Wen+18] or by adding a Hyperband
scheduler [FKH18], in addition to the Bayesian sampler that we employed in our
experiments.

4.5 Conclusions

We introduced the ENAD ensemble approach for adversarial detection, motivated by
the observation that distinct detectors are able to isolate non-overlapping subsets
of adversarial examples by exploiting different properties of the input data in the
internal representation of a DNN. Accordingly, the integration of layer-specific scores
extracted from three independent detectors (LID, Mahalanobis and OCSVM) allows
ENAD to achieve significantly improved performance on benchmark datasets, models
and attacks, with respect to the state-of-the-art, even when a simple integration
scheme (i.e., the logistic regression) is adopted.

It is also worth of note that the newly introduced OCSVM detector proved highly
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effective as a standalone in our tests, indicating that the use of one-class classifiers for
this specific task deserves an in-depth exploration. Most important, the theoretical
framework of ENAD is designed to be general and as simple as possible, so to show
the advantages of adopting ensemble approaches in the “cleanest” scenario. Yet,
the framework might be easily extended and improved.

On the one hand, ENAD may accommodate different scoring functions, generated
via any arbitrary set of independent algorithmic strategies. In this regard, ongoing
efforts aim at integrating detectors processing the hidden layer features with others
processing the properties of the output, which have already proven their effectiveness
in adversarial detection (see, e.g. [HG17a; LLS18; RKH19]). Similarly, one may
explore the possibility of exploiting the information on activation paths and/or
regions, as suggested in [LIF17; Cra+20a], as well as of refining the score definition
by focusing on class-conditioned features.

On the other hand, more effective strategies for the integration of such scoring
functions might be devised. As shown the in the results section, adversarial examples
generated with a given attack might be more easily identified by a specific detector
and by exploiting the properties of a specific layer. In other terms, the attack type
is closely related to the detector performance and the layer relevance, and this
results in attack-specific optimal weights of the logit currently employed by ENAD
and competing methods, possibly limiting its effectiveness as a result. This aspect
is even more relevant when facing transfer attacks, for which the logit training
is executed on a separate attack, worsening the overall performance. This also
suggests that the training phase should be considered with extreme caution when
developing a detector for production.

For such reasons, more sophisticated strategies to combine scoring functions
might be considered to improve the generality and robustness of our approach, e.g.,
via weighted averaging or by employing test statistics [Rag+21], as well as via the
exploitation of more robust feature selection and classification strategies.

On a side note, we specify that, despite their simplicity, ensembling strategies
based on voting schemes might be also considered as an alternative to the logit
in safety-critical settings. For example, as presented in the results section, the Or
voting scheme may be the method of choice if Recall matters more than Precision,
as in several real-world biomedical scenarios (e.g., one might want to minimize the
false negatives in diagnostic testing).

To conclude, given the virtually limitless possibility of algorithmic extensions
of our framework, the superior performance exhibited in benchmark settings in a
purposely simple implementation, and the theoretical and application expected
impact, we advocate for a widespread and timely adoption of ensemble approaches
in the field of adversarial detection.
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4.A Supplementary Material

Detector Parameter Configurations

OCSVM
ν 2−7, 2−6, . . . , 2−1

γ 2−15, 2−14, . . . , 25

LID k 10, 20, . . . , 90

Maha λ
0.0, 0.01, 0.005, 0.002,
0.0014, 0.001, 0.0005

Table 4.A.1: Hyperparameters configurations (all settings). Hyperparameters
space explored in the optimization step for the three detectors OCSVM, LID and
Mahalanobis and for all the of models (DenseNet, ResNet), datasets (CIFAR-10,
CIFAR-100, SVHN) and attacks (FGSM, BIM, DeepFool, CW).
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Best Value
Parameter ϵ k

Model Dataset Attack

DenseNet

CIFAR-10

FGSM 0.001 60
BIM 0.0 90

DeepFool 0.0 20
CW 0.0 20

CIFAR-100

FGSM 0.0014 90
BIM 0.0014 90

DeepFool 0.0 80
CW 0.0 70

SVHN

FGSM 0.0005 90
BIM 0.001 80

DeepFool 0.0005 20
CW 0.0 20

ResNet

CIFAR-10

FGSM 0.001 80
BIM 0.0005 90

DeepFool 0.001 20
CW 0.0 50

CIFAR-100

FGSM 0.0005 90
BIM 0.001 90

DeepFool 0.001 80
CW 0.001 90

SVHN

FGSM 0.0005 80
BIM 0.0005 30

DeepFool 0.001 20
CW 0.0 20

Table 4.A.3: Best hyperparameters for Mahalanobis and LID detectors.
Optimal Mahalanobis and LID hyperparameters, i.e. perturbation magnitude ϵ and
number of neighbors k, respectively, for all the combinations of method, model
(DenseNet, ResNet), dataset (CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100, SVHN) and attack (FGSM, BIM,
DeepFool, CW).
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(a): LID (L) vs Maha. (M),
DenseNet.
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(b): LID (L) vs Maha. (M),
ResNet.
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(c): LID (L) vs OCSVM (O),
DenseNet.
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ResNet.
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(e): Maha (M) vs OCSVM (O),
DenseNet.
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(f): Maha (M) vs OCSVM (O),
ResNet.

Figure 4.A.2: Comparison of predictions of single detectors in the Known
Attack scenario. The contingency table shows the number of adversarial examples
correctly identified: by both the detectors (top-left box), by either one of the two
methods (diagonal boxes), by none of them (lower-right box), in all the experimental
settings described in the main text.
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Figure 4.A.3: Pairwise layer-specific scores comparison in the Known
Attack scenario. Comparison of the layer scores of OCSVM, LID and Mahalanobis
detectors, i.e. Ol, Ll and Ml, respectively, for each layer l and for the Resnet,
CIFAR-10, DeepFool configuration.
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Figure 4.A.4: Comparative assessment of ENAD and competing methods
in the Transfer Attacks (hard attacks) scenario. The of F1-score returned
by ENAD, LID [Ma+18], Mahalanobis [Lee+18], and OCSVM detectors against the
CW∞ transfer attack is shown (all settings). The dataset employed in this test
contains 800 samples of, respectively, adversarial, noisy and clean examples (see
the main text for further details). Colours are used to distinguish the detectors,
while letters distinguish the attack on which the detector is trained. The eps on
the x-axis is the strength of the attack, i.e., the perturbation eps/255. For all the
settings FGSM is the worst performing training set, while DeepFool and CW are
the best.
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CHAPTER 4. ENSEMBLE ADVERSARIAL DETECTOR

Att FGSM BIM DeepFool CW
Pr Re Pr Re Pr Re Pr Re

Md Ds Ens

DN

C10

ENAD 98.68 99.58 98.55 99.26 78.91 71.16 76.30 77.48
Maj 98.88 99.35 97.33 97.14 79.28 58.38 79.12 66.02
Or 90.82 99.92 93.76 99.03 66.48 76.02 65.20 82.17
And 99.75 91.04 99.63 93.94 91.81 40.02 91.55 38.43

C100

ENAD 99.04 99.58 95.56 97.64 72.51 59.77 77.28 78.77
Maj 98.45 99.48 94.72 95.89 77.11 41.22 79.39 53.29
Or 95.22 99.81 88.33 98.04 65.29 54.57 69.90 69.50
And 99.41 91.51 97.46 86.89 84.22 21.38 85.87 27.19

SVHN

ENAD 99.30 98.94 96.68 95.01 89.51 83.19 92.74 95.01
Maj 98.53 99.44 95.75 93.65 90.00 78.76 92.20 90.66
Or 94.86 99.81 86.41 97.43 78.59 88.84 80.06 97.04
And 99.93 91.33 99.00 74.88 95.92 62.01 98.37 71.82

RN

C10

ENAD 99.73 99.70 96.41 98.07 85.33 71.17 88.30 83.56
Maj 99.70 99.85 96.70 95.90 83.22 68.14 89.04 79.92
Or 95.87 99.97 87.72 98.15 75.64 78.08 76.18 86.31
And 99.91 96.35 99.26 79.56 89.02 52.08 93.51 49.43

C100

ENAD 98.94 98.61 95.12 95.35 74.55 61.16 84.65 78.13
Maj 99.16 98.56 90.89 86.21 73.76 52.68 85.11 68.70
Or 95.43 99.60 78.72 96.67 65.96 63.01 69.78 81.05
And 99.64 86.37 97.42 72.21 90.38 16.43 89.85 36.75

SVHN

ENAD 98.09 97.28 91.79 91.09 91.02 80.63 85.03 81.03
Maj 98.32 97.51 92.65 86.39 90.75 80.09 86.86 72.80
Or 91.61 99.19 79.25 95.04 81.36 85.87 73.24 85.58
And 99.15 84.81 97.02 59.12 95.05 64.69 93.46 51.72

Table 4.A.6: Precision Pr and recall Re of ENAD and voting-based strategies
in the Known Attacks scenario. This Table complements the result in table 4.2.
As expected, the Or voting scheme has the highest recall (an example is adversarial
if at least one detector classifies it as adversarial). In contrast, the And voting
has the highest precision (all detectors must agree on classifying an output as
adversarial). Nevertheless, as reported in table 4.2, ENAD achieves the best overall
F1-score and is therefore our method of choice.
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Chapter 5
Uncertainty and Complexity in
Imbalanced Classification Tasks

Contribution. This chapter contains the work mainly done during my six-
month visiting period at the Computational Systems Biology lab at IBM
Research Züricha, from March to September 2022. During the period, I was
supervised by Dr. Maŕıa Rodŕıguez Mart́ınezb and Dr. Nicolas Deutschmannc

Summary. Many real-world applications of deep learning involve solving
imbalanced binary tasks, where only one of the two classes is well-represented.
In this chapter, we will illustrate two case studies to investigate the behaviour
of deep models in imbalanced classification tasks. One will be TCR-epitope
binding affinity prediction, a recent and important application of machine
learning for immunology, while the other will be a standard image classification
task on the CIFAR-100 [Kri09] dataset. In order to analyse the behaviour of a
DNN classifier on imbalanced data we will estimate: the epistemic and aleatoric
uncertainties, and the sensitivity of each target class to Out-of-Distribution
(OOD) data. Moreover, we propose to employ the Intrinsic Dimensionality (ID)
of each target class to detect when they have uneven complexities, due to the
presence of sub-clasters (small disjuncts) or noisy examples.

Implementation. The work done in this project contributed to “The
Uncertainty Quantification 360” (UQ360) open-source toolkit [Gho+21], which
is available on Githubd. Three anomaly detection algorithms (used for Epistemic
Uncertainty estimation, as discussed in 2.3.3) have been added to the “Extrinsic
UQ Algorithms”, as “Latent Space Anomaly Detection Scores”. Special thanks
goes to Nicolas Deutschmann for having fine-tuned the methods, and for having
fulfilled all the requirements for its final distribution.

ahttps://researcher.watson.ibm.com/researcher/view_group.php?id=8226
bhttps://researcher.watson.ibm.com/researcher/view.php?person=zurich-MRM
chttps://research.ibm.com/people/nicolas-deutschmann
dhttps://github.com/IBM/UQ360
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CHAPTER 5. UNCERTAINTY, COMPLEXITY AND IMBALANCE

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we will investigate imbalanced classification tasks from the point of
view of uncertainty and complexity. In this context, we are no longer interested in
detecting and characterizing unseen anomalies, but rather interpreting the behaviour
of the model on the classes of an imbalanced binary classification task.

Anomaly detection is a standard approach when dealing with imbalanced
data [Ruf+21], since we can employ one-class methods such as OCSVM [Sch+99] to
fit only the well-represented class, while considering all the remaining observations
as anomalies. To the best of our knowledge, only few results compared the
performance of anomaly detection and binary classification in imbalanced settings,
such as [BSJ12].

A dataset can be imbalanced not only due to unequal class proportions, but
also uneven complexity, which is another important aspect to consider. In fact,
it is not rare in real-world scenarios that one class is well-represented, while the
other is characterized by many sub-clusters (small disjuncts) or noisy examples.
The problem is even more significant in safety-critical settings such as medical
diagnosis [FAK19], where imbalanced data is quite frequent and the performance
of the model has a direct impact on the patient and the medical costs. In this case,
imbalanced datasets are directly related to the problem of long-tailed distributions
we discussed in section 2.2.2, but in this case the tail mostly belongs to one class
(the most difficult one).

In the following, we will investigate two case studies of deep models applied
to imbalanced data, by considering four metrics to interpret the behaviour of the
model and to estimate the complexity of the data. To quantify the uncertainty of
the model, and possible biases towards one of the classes, we will first estimate the
Aleatoric and Epistemic uncertainties of the model (metrics 1 & 2, section 5.3.1).
The first is higher for isolated points, due to lack of information, and will be
quantified using an anomaly detector on the latent features of the deep models. The
second, on the other hand, will consider the fitted conditional class probabilities,
where a high entropy corresponds to the inability of the model to make a decision,
such as for points in the overlapping area between two classes. To estimate the
complexity of the classes, we will compute their Intrinsic Dimensionality (metric
3, section 5.3.2), that is equal to the minimum number of dimensions required to
represent the information in the data. Lastly, we will consider the sensitivity of
the easier class to Out-of-Distribution (OOD) data (metric 4, section 5.3.3). The
intuition is that if one class is much easier (i.e., well-represented) than the other,
the model could behave like an anomaly detector and fit only the easier class, while
classifying all the rest (including OODs!) as the harder one.

The first case study (section 5.4) is binding affinity prediction, i.e., the task
of predicting whether two molecules bind or not. In particular, we will focus on
predicting the affinity of T-cell receptors (TCRs) (a component of the immune
system that acts as a detector) and epitopes (the recognized component of a
pathogen), that is a significant recent application of machine learning [Mös+19].
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Indeed, thanks to advances in high-throughput sequencing techniques [RSS15],
we now have sufficient data to train deep models, such as TITAN [WBR21], to
predict the binding affinity between TCRs and epitopes. The binding affinity
prediction problem resembles an anomaly detection task, since a model could learn
the properties that make a TCR and an epitope bind, while all the non-binding
couples can be considered anomalies. In our analysis, we discovered a phenomenon
we called the “Epistemic Gradient”, since the Epistemic Uncertainty (metric 2)
is lower for one class (the binding points) and higher for the other. We claimed
that the Epistemic Gradient is a consequence of data imbalance, opening a new
interesting research line on understanding the learning mechanisms of deep models.

The second case study (section 5.5) will consider a more standard image classi-
fication task based on the CIFAR-100 [Kri09] dataset, in which we will evaluate the
use of the Intrinsic Dimensionality and the sensitivity to OOD data to investigate
imbalanced classification tasks and the behaviour of the classifier. We will first
build datasets with an uneven distribution of image labels (modalities), to test
whether the number of modalities controls their Intrinsic Dimensionality. The
motivation of this experiment is that this should reproduce the phenomena we saw
on the TCR-epitope case study. Then, we will evaluate the sensitivity to OOD both
with uneven and even distribution of modalities and with different OOD datasets,
such as SVHN [Net+11] and LSUN [Yu+15]. The claim is that if the classifier
fitted only the easy class, behaving like an anomaly detector (see fig. 5.7 for a toy
example), it will predict all the OOD data as the harder class, i.e., “the rest”.

Although the results are preliminary and will have to be evaluated in a larger
scale experiment, we strongly believe in the importance of this analysis given
the relevance of imbalanced classification for many real-world scenarios, such as
medical AI [Gao+20; FAK19], and the recent interest of the research community
into studying Intrinsic Dimensionality in deep models [Ans+19; Pop+21], OOD
detection and related topics [Yan+22] and uncertainty estimation [HW21].

Main Contributions The main contributions of this line can be summarized as
follows.

• Joint analysis of aleatoric and epistemic uncertainty in deep models: we
defined an approach to estimate the epistemic and aleatoric uncertainty in
deep models that, given a test example, jointly evaluates both its predictive
confidence and its neighbourhood density in the latent space.

• Discovery of the Epistemic Gradient, a new phenomenon in binary classifi-
cation of imbalanced datasets: in a binary classification task, the Epistemic
Gradient occurs when the epistemic uncertainty is bimodal and correlated
with the target class. We also claim that the gradient is correlated to data
imbalance.

• Controlling class imbalance with modalities : we introduced a novel approach
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to control the class complexity by assigning an uneven number of modalities
(sub-clusters) to each class.

• Intrinsic Dimensionality as class complexity estimate: inspired by [Ans+19],
we proposed the intrinsic dimensionality in the latent space, estimated through
the twoNN [Fac+17] method, as a proxy for the target class complexity to
characterize imbalance in binary classification tasks.

• Using the sensitivity to OOD to characterize the anomaly detector behaviour of
the model : we propose to use the model’s predictions on Out-of-Distribution
data to characterize the biases of a model. The hypothesis is that a classifier
behaving as anomaly detector fits the easier class, while assigning anomalous
data to the harder one.

5.2 Background

5.2.1 Intrinsic Dimensionality and Sample Complexity

What is known as the manifold hypothesis states that “high dimensional data tend
to lie in the vicinity of a low dimensional manifold” [FMN16]. As an example, this
hypothesis has been supported by results on natural images [Car+08; Pop+21].
In this context, given a dataset with dimensionality d, we call d the extrinsic
dimensionality, and we define the Intrinsic Dimensionality (ID) as the minimal
number of variables necessary to represent the information in the dataset.

A number of methods have been proposed to estimate the Intrinsic Dimension-
ality of a dataset [Bac+21]. For example, in [Fac+17] the Intrinsic Dimensionality
is estimated using only two Nearest Neighbours (twoNN), i.e., the distance from the
two closest nearest neighbours for each data point. The two Nearest Neighbours
(twoNN) algorithm will be described in detail in section 5.3.2.

In [Pop+21; KKL22] experimental results show that only the ID, and not the
extrinsic one, is correlated with sample complexity, i.e., the minimal number of
training instances required to learn a given task.

With regard to deep learning, the twoNN method has been employed to study the
latent representation of DNNs [Ans+19]. While in [Pop+21] the authors investigated
the relationship between the Intrinsic Dimensionality of computer vision data and
the performance of Convolutional Neural Networks trained on those datasets.

5.2.2 Imbalanced Binary Classification

In [Jap01], the author distinguished between-class imbalance, i.e., when the two
classes have a different number of samples, from within-class imbalance, i.e., when
sub-clusters with different sizes exist within a single class. In agreement with
the previous result, in [Lóp+13] the authors pointed out that also data intrinsic
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properties, such as lack of density or sub-clusters, should be considered in imbalanced
data classification.

The relationship between Intrinsic Dimensionality and sample complexity in
binary tasks have been studied in [Pop+21; KKL22]. Furthermore, in [KKL22] the
authors showed that also the entanglement of the class manifolds, i.e., the curvature
of the decision boundary, has an effect on sample complexity.

Last, in [BL19] the authors investigated the effect of importance weighting in
deep models, with a particular focus on binary tasks. In particular, they showed
that the impact of the weighting vanishes during training, also with imbalanced
classes. Moreover, they studied how OOD images are classified when varying the
ratio of the two classes, with and without importance weighting.

5.3 Metrics

In this chapter, we will define four metrics to analyse and interpret deep models.
In particular, we will use the Aleatoric and Epistemic Uncertainty (metrics 1 &
2) as metrics to estimate the confidence of the model in its predictions. Then,
we will study the Intrinsic Dimensionality (metric 3) as a proxy to estimate the
complexity of a dataset, since it quantifies the minimum dimensions required to
represent the information in the data. Lastly, we will consider the sensitivity to
OOD data (metric 4) to understand which class is more sensitive to anomalous
data.

5.3.1 Metrics 1 & 2: Aleatoric and Epistemic Uncertainty

In a setting with an infinite amount of data, the approximation uncertainty would
eventually disappear. The model uncertainty, on the other hand, becomes negligible
if the chosen model (the so-called hypothesis space H) can learn the target function
f ∗ (f ∗ ∈ H). Consequently, when estimating uncertainty in powerful models such as
DNNs, that are well known to be universal approximators [HSW89], approximation
uncertainty becomes much more important than model uncertainty.

As we defined in section 2.3.3, the Aleatoric Uncertainty (AU) and Epistemic
Uncertainty (EU) are a result of randomness and lack of data, respectively. In
fig. 5.1, we provided a simple representation of the two uncertainty types, inspired
by [HW21]. Given the absence of global assumptions on f ∗ by DNNs, the uncertainty
is mainly related to the local properties of data: AU is higher when two classes
are overlapping (the classifier makes random decisions) and EU is higher when the
input example is isolated (due to lack of data).

Let us consider a training set D = {(xxxi, yi)}Ni=1, where xxxi is an input example
and yi is either one of the K target classes. Moreover, given an input xxx, let pθ(y | xxx)
be the probabilistic predictive distribution over the classes estimated by a DNN
fitted on D with parameters θ. The AU can be estimated from the conditional class
probabilities pθ(y | xxx) and the EU can be estimated employing anomaly detection
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Figure 5.1: Aleatoric and Epistemic Uncertainty in binary classification.
Reproduction of Figure 12 from [HW21]. On the left, Aleatoric Uncertainty (AU)
is higher for a query point (identified by the question mark “?”) in between the
two classes, while the Epistemic Uncertainty (EU) is higher for the isolated point.
For the point with high AU, the model has to “toss a coin” to make a decision, and
the same holds also for the isolated point as reported in the remaining two panels.

methods, that typically estimate the density p(xxx). Note that the previous definitions
can be easily extended to the regression case where y is a real value.

In the following, we will describe which technique we employed to estimate
AU and EU, respectively. Refer to section 2.3.3 and [HW21] for further details on
uncertainty estimation in DNNs.

Metric 1: Aleatoric Uncertainty

In order to estimate the Aleatoric Uncertainty (AU), we will use the predictive
uncertainty, or conditional class probabilities, of the model pθ(y | xxx). The predictive
uncertainty is higher when a model is unsure about the prediction, such as when
a point lies in the overlapping region between two different targets, therefore it
is a good proxy for estimating the AU. It should be noted, nevertheless, that the
predictive uncertainty is not completely independent of the contribution of EU.
For this reason, we will always consider AU and EU jointly in all the experimental
results.

The predictive uncertainty can be robustly estimated through deep ensem-
bles [LPB17]. More formally, given an ensemble of M models, the average prediction
confidence estimated through deep ensembles can be defined as follows:

p(y | xxx) = M−1

M∑
m=1

pθm(y | xxx),

where pθm(y | xxx) is the predictive confidence of model m with parameters θm.
Then, the predictive uncertainty can be simply computed considering the entropy,
i.e., H(p(y | xxx)). Lastly, we approximate the AU as the predictive uncertainty, i.e.,
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Algorithm 4 aK-LPE algorithm [QS12].

Input: Bootstrapping times B, training set X train, query point η, number of
neighbours K

1: n = |X train|
2: procedure Training
3: for each b in 1, . . . , B do
4: Randomly split X train into two equal sets of size n/2: S1 and S2

5: Define Gb(x) := G(x, S2, K) if x ∈ S1 else G(x, S1, K)
6: end for
7: Define Gtrain(x) := 1

B

∑B
i=1Gb(x)

8: end procedure

9: procedure Testing(η)
10: for each b in 1, . . . , B do
11: Randomly pick a subset S of X train with size n/2
12: Define Gb(η) := G(η, S,K)
13: end for
14: return 1

n
|{Gtest(η) ≤ Gtrain(x) | x ∈ X train}| ▷ Return p-value

15: end procedure

given a query point η:

AU(η) ≈ p(y | η)
The deep ensembles method was chosen because it performs as well as other

methods, such as Bayesian DNNs [GG16], while requiring no modifications of the
model. Moreover, we considered the version of deep ensembles without adversarial
training [GSS15], since its application was not straightforward in the experimental
settings and we expected the gain not to be significant.

Metric 2: Epistemic Uncertainty

As already discussed, we will estimate the Epistemic Uncertainty (EU) by means
of an anomaly score, that will tell us how much a given point is isolated. More in
detail, I will here introduce an anomaly detector, that will then be used on the
latent features of the given DNN.

Given that we are estimating the uncertainty, we would like to have a normalized
metric in [0, 1]. Many anomaly detectors do not satisfy such requirement, up to
some post hoc normalization [Kri+11], therefore we chose a detector that provides
a p-value estimate. More in detail, we will employ a method based on k-nearest
neighbours called averaged K (nearest neighbors) Localized p-value Estimation (aK-
LPE) [QS12]. Of the three detectors we employed in ENAD (introduced in chapter 4),
only the Mahalanobis distances allows a straightforward p-value estimate [McL99],
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although we preferred the more flexible approach employing nearest neighbours
that was recently shown to have superior for OOD detection [Sun+22]. Indeed,
nearest neighbours can be considered a possible effective future addition to the
ENAD ensemble.

Let η be a query instance, S a dataset, and K a hyperparameter controlling
the nearest neighbours computation, the aK-LPE algorithm defines the G-statistic
of η as:

G(η, S,K) =
1

K

K+⌊K
2
⌋∑

i=K−⌊K−1
2

⌋

D(η, S, i),

where D(η, S, k) the Euclidean distance from x to its k-th nearest neighbour in
S.

Algorithm 4 describes the aK-LPE algorithm, that employs a bootstrapping
strategy to estimate the G-statistic. In particular, at line 2 the training procedure is
defined, computing the bootstrapped G-statistic for all the training points (Gtrain).
At line 9 is reported the procedure to compute the p-value for a query point η is
reported: first, the bootstrapped G-statistic for η (Gtest(η)) is obtained, similarly
to the training procedure, then the percentage of training points with G-statistic
greater than Gtest(η) is used as an empirical p−value. Smaller p−values will then
characterize points with a higher chance of being anomalous.

Let p̂(η) be the empirical p−value computed with the aK-LPE algorithm, then
we define the epistemic uncertainty of η as:

EU(η) := 1− p̂(η)

To summarize, the empirical uncertainty can be estimated using aK-LPE, given
only the hyperparameters K and B, controlling the nearest neighbours and the
number of bootstraps, respectively.

The implementation of the aK-LPE algorithm [QS12] can be found in “The
Uncertainty Quantification 360” (UQ360) open-source toolkit [Gho+21], which is
available on GitHub1.

5.3.2 Metric 3: Intrinsic Dimensionality Estimation

To estimate the intrinsic dimensionality of a given dataset X , we will employ the
TwoNN [Fac+17] approach, described in algorithm 5.

Let ri,1 and ri,2 be the two closest points to xi with respect to the Euclidean
distance. We define µi := ri,2/ri,1, for each xi ∈ X (line 3). Moreover, we define
the empirical cumulate F emp(µ) as F emp(µπ(i)) := i/N (line 7), where π is the
permutation of all µs in ascending order.

1https://github.com/IBM/UQ360
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Figure 5.2: Two examples of estimated intrinsic dimensionality. In panel A
there is a three dimensional (3D) Swiss roll, while in panel B a three dimensions of
a three dimensional slice of randomly generated points from [0, 1]20. On the right of
each plot, we reported the points (in blue) corresponding to the line defined by the
twoNN [Fac+17] method (discard fraction = 10%) using the distance of each point
to its two closest neighbors and in pink the fitted straight line, with slope equal to
the intrinsic dimensionality. We note that the roll has intrinsic dimensionality 2,
due to the number of dimensions of the tangent hyperplane, corresponding to the
local dimensionality.

As shown in [Fac+17], given the assumption that the density is constant around
xi (up to the second neighbour), the intrinsic dimensionality d can be approximated
as follows:

log (1− F emp(µ))

log µ
≈ d

In practice, the intrinsic dimensionality d can be estimated by the slope of the
straight line passing through L:

L = {(log µi − log (1− F emp(µi)) | i ∈ {1, . . . , |X |}}

In order to make the above fit more stable, in [Fac+17] the authors also propose
to discard highest values of µi (line 6). Importantly, the discard fraction (default
= 10%) is the only hyperparameter of this method.

A simple toy example with two datasets and the respective estimated slopes is
reported in fig. 5.2.

In the following, we will use for all the experiments the implementation of
twoNN from the library scikit-dimension [Bac+21].
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Algorithm 5 TwoNN algorithm.

Input: Dataset X with size n, discard fraction df
1: for each xi in X do
2: Compute the distance from xi to its first and second neighbour, ri,1 and ri,2,

respectively,
3: Define µi :=

ri,2
ri,1

4: end for
5: Define π to be the permutation of all µs in ascending order.
6: Define S = {i | π(i) ≤ n · df} ▷ Discard df% of highest µi

7: Define the empirical cumulate F emp(µ) as F emp(µπ(i)) :=
i
N

8: Fit a straight line l through {(log µi,− log (1− F emp(µi)) | i ∈ S}}
9: return slope of l ▷ Return the intrinsic dimensionality

5.3.3 Metric 4: Sensitivity to OOD Data

The last metric that we will introduce is the sensitivity to OOD data. Given a
binary classification dataset, e.g., cats and dogs from CIFAR-10 [Kri09], and a model
trained of X , we want to compute the fraction of OOD points, e.g., instances of the
SVHN [Net+11] dataset, that are predicted as either cats or dogs.

Formally, let X be a labelled dataset with two targets, y1 and y2, p(y | xxx) be
the learned conditional class probabilities by a given classifier. Moreover, let Y
be an OOD dataset. The sensitivity of class y1 to Y is defined as the number of
samples from Y classified as y1, that is:

ood(y1,Y) =
|{xi | xi ∈ Y and p(y1 | xi) ≥ 0.5}|

|Y|

5.4 Case Study 1: Binding Affinity Prediction

In this section, we will discuss the results of the uncertainty analysis we performed
on a deep model for TCR-epitope binding affinity prediction: TITAN [WBR21].

5.4.1 Experimental Setup

TCR-epitope Binding Affinity Prediction

T-cells are a type of lymphocyte and an essential component of the adaptive immune
system. The recognition of pathogens is carried out by T-cell receptors, which
interact with foreign molecules by binding with peptides (epitopes) presented on
their surface by major histocompatibility complex molecules. The effectiveness of
the immune system is then expressed by the diversity of its TCR repertoire [LBA15].

Reliably predicting epitope recognition by T-cell receptors would represent a
major breakthrough for immunology and cancer therapy [Sah+17]. However, the
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high diversity of the T-cell receptors (TCRs) repertoire constitutes an important
challenge for generating exhaustive datasets.

Recent advances in high-throughput sequencing [RSS15] allowed producing
more representative data [Lin+15] and pushed the application of machine learning
for TCR–epitope binding affinity prediction [Mös+19]. More in detail, multiple
deep learning methods have already been proposed [WBR21; Mor+21; Cai+22],
where convolutions and attention layers represent the most frequent techniques.

In practice, we used the same dataset and setup used in [WBR21]. The dataset
is a composition of the VDJ database [Bag+20] and a COVID-19 dataset published
by the ImmuneCODE project [Din+20]. The data is composed by binding pairs only,
with 192 unique epitopes and 23,143 unique TCRs. TCRs are then shuffled to
generate negative pairs (the chance of getting a binding pair is very low), leading
to the final dataset of 46,290 examples. The dataset is then split into the train
and test set, with 44,830 and 2360 examples each, such that the test set contains
unseen TCRs.

Model

TITAN [WBR21] is a deep model for TCR-epitope binding affinity prediction (an
overview is reported in fig. 5.3). That is, given a couple composed by a TCR sequence
and an epitope sequence, it will predict whether they bind or not. Starting from
the input, TITAN is composed by 1D convolutional layers with different kernel
sizes, exploiting the local neighbourhood information of each sequence, followed by
context attention layers, where one sequence is used as a context for the other in
computing the attention scores. Lastly, a classifier head with two dense layers (368
and 184 units each, respectively) leads to the binary prediction.

For additional details on the model and the dataset, we refer to [WBR21] and
the implementation2.

Uncertainty Estimation

Aleatoric uncertainty was estimated using deep ensembles [LPB17], using five models
with different initialization seeds. Then, we also applied the aK-LPE algorithm
on the last dense layer features to estimate the epistemic uncertainty. For the
aK-LPE algorithm, we used K = 50 (nearest neighbours hyperparameter) and
B = 5 (number of bootstraps). All the uncertainty scores are computed for test
instances, the training set was used only to fit the aK-LPE algorithm.

5.4.2 The Epistemic Gradient

To visualize Aleatoric and Epistemic Uncertainties, in fig. 5.4 we project the scores
into a 2D embedding. The embedding of choice is tSNE [vH08], applied on the
last layer features of one of the five instantiations of TITAN. From left to right,

2https://github.com/PaccMann/TITAN
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Figure 5.3: Overview TITAN’s architecture. TITAN’s [WBR21] architecture
takes as input the encoding of the TCR and epitope’s sequences, then 1D con-
volutions with various kernel sizes (K) are applied to both input streams. The
convolutions are feeded to context attention layers, that consider one sequence as
the context for the other, and viceversa. Lastly, a classifier head of dense layers is
applied to predict the binding probability.

the first and second plot are the Epistemic and Aleatoric uncertainties (note that
the aleatoric was estimated through an ensemble, but is plotted on an embedding
of one of the five instantiations), respectively, and the last one is the target class
(either binding or non-binding).

The aleatoric uncertainty follows our expectation, and is higher in the over-
lapping region between the two targets, and lower in the boundary points. The
epistemic uncertainty, on the other hand, is not always higher in the boundary
points, as one would expect, but is correlated with the target class: binding points,
in fact, have lower epistemic uncertainty than non-binding points.

As we observed in section 2.3.3, is important to compare the two sources of
uncertainty jointly, as reported in fig. 5.5. From this visualization, is quite evident
that the binding points have higher aleatoric (x-axis, right) and lower epistemic
uncertainty (y-axis, lower), while non-binding points have high epistemic uncertainty
(y-axis, higher) and a heavier tailed aleatoric uncertainty (x-axis, left) than the
binding. From the marginal density, the epistemic uncertainty is bimodal with
regard to the target class, from now on we will refer to this phenomenon as the
Epistemic Gradient.

The Epistemic Gradient suggests an intrinsic imbalance between the binding
and non-binding class. Indeed, they are semantically imbalanced, given that we
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Figure 5.4: Projection on a tSNE embedding of TITAN’s test set aleatoric
and epistemic uncertainty. From left to right, projection of the epistemic
and aleatoric uncertainties and the target class on a 2D embedding of the last
layer’s features, obtained using the tSNE algorithm [vH08] (n components= 2,
perplexity= 30.0, early exaggeration= 12.0).
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Figure 5.5: Relation between TITAN’s test set aleatoric and epistemic
uncertainty. Joint visualization of aleatoric (x-axis) and epistemic (y-axis) uncer-
tainties. Binding points have higher aleatoric (x-axis, right) and lower epistemic
uncertainty (y-axis, lower), while non-binding points have high epistemic uncer-
tainty (y-axis, higher), while the aleatoric one has a heavier tail (x-axis, left) than
the binding points. The epistemic uncertainty appears to be bimodal with regard
to the target class. We refer to this phenomenon as the Epistemic Gradient.
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Figure 5.6: Stability of Epistemic Gradient across multiple seeds. Evolution
during training of the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient between the target
class and the epistemic uncertainty for five different instantiations of the TITAN
model. All the settins achieve the same value of ≈ 0.5.

would expect the features of a binding pair of sequences to be learnable, while the
non-binding sequences could be framed as “anomalies”. Consequently, the model
appears to behave as an anomaly detector, where the binding points are close to
each other, i.e., denser, while the non-binding ones are more sparse.

To further validate the results, it is important to check if the Epistemic Gradient
is present in all the models we used to compute the aleatoric uncertainty. More in
detail, we computed the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient between the target
class and the epistemic uncertainty, to measure if a correlation exists in all settings.

In fig. 5.6 we reported the Spearman correlation evolution during training for
all the seeds. Despite some initial fluctuations, a correlation value of around 0.5 is
achieved in all settings, confirming the reproducibility of the Epistemic gradient
phenomenon.

5.5 Case Study 2: Image Classification

In this case study we will try to reproduce the conditions that led to the Epistemic
Gradient, but in a more controllable setting, i.e., with benchmark computer vision
data.

As we discussed in the previous case study, we believe that the Epistemic
Gradient is a result of the imbalance of the two classes involved in the binary
classification (the EASY and the HARD class). Therefore, we anticipated that the
model will fit the EASY class while classifying all the other examples, including
“anomalies”, as the HARD class, essentially behaving like an anomaly detector.
Thus, we can formulate the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1 Given an imbalanced binary classification, the model will behave as
an anomaly detector by fitting the EASY class.
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OOD

Figure 5.7: Toy example of imbalanced binary classification and sensitivity
to OOD. (Left) A toy binary classification task with a balanced number of
instances, but imbalanced number of modalities. The classifier behaves as an
anomaly detector (hypothesis 1) by fitting the distribution of the target with
one modality only (the EASY class). (Right) Given the uneven distribution of
modalities of the two target classes and the anomaly detection behaviour of the
model (hypothesis 1), we expect OOD to fall in the HARD class (in yellow).

A toy example of this hypothesis depicting two imbalanced classes is reported
in fig. 5.7, and will be further discussed in the following paragraphs.

The first step towards investigating our hypothesis is understanding which
source of imbalance might be responsible for the observed Epistemic Gradient.
Given that the TITAN training set has an even size of target classes, we decided
to check if the imbalance was due to the complexity of the two classes. For the
TCR–epitope binding problem, for example, we can have a great variety of molecules
that do not bind, while conversely only in few conditions they do bind. In the
following, we will try to reproduce the variety of the non-binding class by assigning
an uneven number of modalities, or clusters, to each of the targets. For example,
the HARD class (the non-binding points) could have 15 modalities, while the EASY
class (the binding class) only one. We can then formulate a second hypothesis:

Hypothesis 2 The number of modalities of a class is correlated with its complexity.

In order to validate hypotheses 1 and 2, in section 5.5.3 we considered a case
study on images, employing CIFAR-100 [Kri09]. More in detail, the CIFAR-100
dataset is composed by 20 superclasses (flowers, fish, . . . ), each one containing
5 classes (e.g., the fish superclass contains the aquarium fish, flatfish, ray, shark,
and trout). In section 5.5.2, we will investigate a setting in which the dataset is
strongly imbalanced: 15 superclasses vs 1. On the other hand, in section 5.5.3 we
will perform additional analysis with only one modality for each target.

Since we believe that the number of clusters or modalities serves as an indicator
of class complexity, we also want to assess the impact of uneven modalities on the
Intrinsic Dimensionality (metric 3, introduced in section 5.2.1) which was previously
used to measure sample complexity in previous studies [Pop+21; KKL22].
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Moreover, to test the anomaly detection behaviour (hypothesis 1), we also
considered the sensitivity to OOD data (metric 4, defined in section 5.3.3). Referring
back to the toy example in fig. 5.7, on the left we have a binary classification
task with imbalanced modalities, where the classifier fits the EASY class as an
anomaly detector would. On the right, we represented our hypothesis, where OOD
data always fall in the HARD class. A similar application of sensitivity to OOD
was employed in [BL19] to study the effect of importance weighting in binary
classification.

5.5.1 Experimental Setup

Model

For all the experiments, we considered a standard Convolutional Neural Network
with two convolutional layers (30 and 15 features maps each, respectively), each
followed by a max-pooling layer. After the feature extraction, a classifier head of two
fully connected layers (256 units each) was used for the classification. The models
were trained using the Adam optimizer, learning rate of 0.001 and early-stopping.

Dataset

In the following settings, we will consider an imbalanced scenario with 10 randomly
generated binary classification tasks where one target is composed by 15 superclasses
of CIFAR-100 [Kri09] (the HARD class) and the other by only one (the EASY class).
In the balanced case, on the other hand, we will assign just one superclass to each
target.

To check the sensitivity to OOD, we will first consider the SVHN [Net+11] dataset
only. Then, similarly to [LLS18], we will also take into account the LSUN [Yu+15]
dataset, by either centre cropping the images or resizing them down to 32×32 pixels.
Moreover, we generated images by sampling images from a uniform distribution in
[0, 1]. Each dataset was downsampled to 10,000 instances.

5.5.2 Controlling Class Complexity with Modalities

In the following, we will present the result of the experiments performed to investi-
gate hypothesis 2. In particular, we will check whether modalities are correlated
with the ID.

Dynamics of the Intrinsic Dimensionality during Training

Before considering the Intrinsic Dimensionality (ID) as a proxy to estimate target
complexity, we want to study its dynamic during training. In particular, a necessary
requirement is that the dimensionality reaches a stable point that we can consider
as a complexity estimate. Our analysis complements the work of Ansuini et al.
in [Ans+19], even though we focus on small CNNs rather than large-scale CNNs.
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Figure 5.8: Evolution of the intrinsic dimensionality during training.
Evolution of the intrinsic dimensionality for two different imbalanced settings
(rows) of 15 against 1 superclasses, for the HARD and EASY class, respectively
(columns). Different colors correspond to different layers of the CNN in which
the intrinsic dimensionality was computed, while the columns correspond to the
EASY and HARD class, respectively. The first two convolutional layers (conv0 and
conv1) have always the highest intrinsic dimensionality, apart from the top-left case,
while the last two layers (dense0 and dense1) show a dimensionality compression
phenomenon later in training.

In fig. 5.8, we reported the ID in the latest space for two different settings (one
for each row), for both the EASY and HARD class (the first and second column,
respectively). The ID always reaches a stable point (up to negligible variations),
in particular in the first two layers (conv0 and conv1). Moreover, as observed
in [Ans+19] the last layers have a smaller ID than the previous ones. However,
given that we are considering small CNNs, the highest ID is achieved in the first
two layers, rather than in the intermediate ones as in large-scale CNNs [Ans+19].

Another interesting effect, is that the ID of the first two layers shows a monotonic
increase in three out of four plots, until reaching a plateau, while the last two
layers (in particular the last one) show the opposite behaviour. These preliminary
results, in addition to [Ans+19], make the dynamics of the ID in the latent space
an interesting line of research to investigate the behaviour of DNNs in the latent
space.
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Figure 5.9: Intrinsic dimensionality and sensitivity to OOD. Intrinsic di-
mensionality of the EASY (x-axis) and HARD (y-axis) class of the CNN last layer’s
latent features. Each point is a different imbalanced dataset with 15 against 1
superclass, for the HARD and EASY class, respectively. The color represents the
sensitivity of the EASY class to OOD data, in this case the SVHN [Net+11] dataset.
In red the settings where OOD instances are mostly assigned to the EASY class,
the opposite for the blue points. We observe a cluster with low sensitivity of the
EASY class ( 1 ), in contrast to the ones with high sensitivity ( 2 ). In 3 , SVHN is
assigned evenly to the EASY and HARD class.

Lastly, we observe that in setting 0 (first row) the ID of the HARD class is always
higher than the EASY class, while in setting 1 (second row) we have the opposite
scenario. These results suggest that an uneven distribution of modalities is not
sufficient to control the class complexity, refuting hypothesis 2. In this regard, in
the next section, we discuss additional results on the relation between modalities
and dimensionality.

Intrinsic Dimensionality, Modalities, and Sensitivity to OOD

In fig. 5.9, we show the results of our investigations into hypotheses 1 and 2. First,
to validate hypothesis 2, we consider the ID of the EASY (x-axis) and HARD (y-axis)
jointly, for both the first and the second layer. Moreover, for each setting, we
computed the sensitivity to the SVHN [Net+11] dataset (in this case, an OOD
dataset) of the EASY class, to control for hypothesis 1. A blue point means low
sensitivity, and therefore the OOD data is assigned to the HARD class, while the
opposite holds for the red coloured points.

As we observed in the previous section, we have cases in which the EASY class
has a greater ID than the HARD class, refuting hypothesis 2.

Regarding the sensitivity to OOD, we can distinguish three situations:

1 The majority of the settings have low sensitivity (in blue).

2 Points with high ID of the HARD class have high sensitivity (in red).

3 Points with either the lowest or highest ID of the EASY class, represent
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settings where OOD data is assigned evenly between the EASY and the HARD
classes.

In summary, there appears to be a connection between the ID and sensitivity
to OOD data, however, further experimentation is needed to fully understand this
phenomenon.

5.5.3 Sensitivity to OOD Data with Even Modalities

Based on the previous section’s results, the first conclusion we can draw is that the
number of clusters or modalities is either not a reliable measure of class complexity,
which would refute hypothesis 2, or the ID is not a suitable metric for our purposes.
It is noteworthy that in [KKL22] it has been found that the entanglement between
classes should also be taken into account when estimating sample complexity.

Since the number of modalities did not correlate with the dimensionality, we
cannot consider these results to be conclusive in regard to hypothesis 1. In the
following, we will further investigate the sensitivity to OOD data by using a training
set with an even number of modalities and different OOD datasets. Therefore, only
one superclass (e.g., “fish” vs “flowers”) will be assigned to each of the two targets.

Sensitivity to OOD Data is Dataset Dependant

In fig. 5.11, we studied the sensitivity to four types of OOD: from top-left to
bottom-right, SVHN [Net+11], LSUN [Yu+15] cropped and resized to 32× 32 and
uniform noise OODs. The x and y axis denote the superclass assigned to each of
the two targets, while the colour represents the percent of OOD instances that are
assigned to the class in the y-axis.

A subset of rows correlates between SVHN [Net+11] and LSUN [Yu+15]
(cropped). For example, “flowers” and “fruit and vegetables” are blue coloured
against all classes in both the OOD datasets. The uniform dataset (bottom-right
corner), on the other hand, shows a completely different behaviour than all the
other three datasets.

Another interesting observation, is that while the uniform dataset has a sensi-
tivity equal to 0 or 1 in the majority of the cases, the other datasets have a more
uniform distribution of values in [0, 1]. Since the sensitivity is computed based on
the model’s predictions, it mainly depends on the position in the input space of
the OOD dataset with regard to the decision boundary (as depicted in fig. 5.10).
Consequently, while SVHN, LSUN cropped and resized sometimes fall above the
boundary, leading to sensitivity between 0 and 1, the uniform dataset is mostly far
from the boundary, resulting in exactly 1 or 0 as sensitivity.

Based on these results, we can classify OOD data in two groups: the ones that
keep the semantics of the training set (in this case, a natural image), and can fall
above the decision boundary, and the ones that don’t have a specific semantic, like
the uniform dataset, and fall away from the boundary. Overall, this analysis is
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OOD
OOD

Figure 5.10: OOD sensitivity and the decision boundary. Visualization of
the different results we get between SVHN and LSUN (cropped and resized) versus
the uniform dataset in fig. 5.11. On the left we have the situation of the uniform
dataset, where the OOD data is all on one side of the boundary. In this case, the
sensitivity of the purple class is 0, while for the yellow class is 1. On the right
we have a different situation, in which the OOD data is above the boundary and
therefore the sensitivity to OOD data is between 0 and 1 for both classes.

interesting from both the point of view of OOD detection and for understanding
the decision boundary of DNNs.

Moreover, it would be interesting to investigate the properties of the “flowers”
and “fruit and vegetables” classes, that make them have low sensitivity to OOD
data.

Lastly, the high variance of the sensitivity to OOD that we observed among
different datasets, suggests that we should carefully choose the properties of the
OOD dataset to validate the anomaly detection behaviour of the classifier we
hypothetized in the previous section (hypothesis 1).

Epistemic Gradient and OOD Sensitivity

In this last analysis, we go back to the Epistemic Gradient we observed in sec-
tion 5.4.2. In fig. 5.12, we repeated the analysis done for fig. 5.6, for all the settings.
More in detail, we computed the epistemic uncertainty using the aK-LPE algorithm
in the last layer of the CNN (with the same hyperparameters used in the previous
section) and correlated it with the target class. We remark that we consider the
class in the y-axis as the EASY class and the class in x-axis as the HARD.

Again, the “flowers” and “fruit and vegetables” clearly emerge as having the
higher correlation. In the TITAN architecture, we hypothetized this phenomenon as
an effect of the model fitting only on the EASY class (hypothesis 1). Furthermore,
this result on the epistemic uncertainty, taken together with what we saw in fig. 5.11,
make the “flowers” and “fruit and vegetables” classes a valuable case study to
investigate the Epistemic Gradient phenomenon.
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Figure 5.11: OOD sensitivity in target class dependant. OOD sensitivity of the
class in the y-axis (the EASY class) when changed the other target class, in the x-axis,
with regard to the binary classification task. Each heatmap corresponds to a different
OOD dataset: from top-left to bottom-right, SVHN [Net+11], LSUN [Yu+15]
cropped and resized to 32× 32 and uniform noise OODs.
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Figure 5.12: The Epistemic Gradient is correlated with the targets. Spear-
man’s rank correlation between target class and the epistemic uncertainty, measured
with the aK-LPE algorithm as done in section 5.4.2. Each cell corresponds to a
binary task using the superclass in the y-axis and in the x-axis. Interestingly, the
“flower” and “fruit and vegetables” superclasses have the epistemic gradient in most
of the cases (high Spearman correlation), while also having low sensitivity of OOD
in fig. 5.11.

5.6 Conclusions

In this chapter we discussed the work done during my visiting at the Computational
Systems Biology lab at IBM Research Zürich, supervised by Dr. Maŕıa Rodŕıguez
Mart́ınez and Dr. Nicolas Deutschmann. The project involved investigating im-
balanced binary classification tasks from the point of view of uncertainty and
complexity.

We presented two different case studies, TCR-epitope binding affinity prediction
(section 5.4.1) and image classification (section 5.5), where we tested four different
metrics to evaluate the behaviour of the model and the complexity of the classes:
the Epistemic and Aleatoric uncertainties (metrics 1 & 2, section 5.3.1), the
Intrinsic Dimensionality (ID) (metric 3, section 5.2.1) and the sensitivity to Out-of-
Distribution (OOD) data (metric 4, section 5.3.3).
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The results on TCR-epitope binding affinity prediction with the TITAN [WBR21]
deep model showed that the binding points have a lower epistemic uncertainty
than the non-binding points. We called this phenomenon Epistemic Gradient, and
claimed that it is a result of the imbalance of the data. In fact, binding affinity
prediction resembles an anomaly detection task, where the non-binding points are
considered as anomalies.

In order to further investigate the Epistemic Gradient, and also study how we
can employ the ID and sensitivity to OOD to interpret the behaviour of deep models
in imbalanced tasks, we defined a second case study on image classification. More
in detail, we built imbalanced datasets using the superclasses in CIFAR-100 [Kri09]
and showed that, in contrast to our expectation, an uneven number of modalities
(classes) in each of the two targets does not correlate with the ID. Moreover, we
evaluated the sensitivity to OOD data both with an even and uneven number of
modalities in each target class. The result showed that the choice of the OOD
dataset strongly impacts the final results, since only for a subset of the settings the
sensitivity is comparable among different OOD datasets. Interestingly, we observed
that for a group of settings, the sensitivity is correlated with the presence of the
Epistemic Gradient, motivating additional experimental analyses.

Many research direction can be considered from this preliminary results. First, it
would be interesting to further investigate the factors contributing to the ID of data,
that we started by taking into account the number of modalities. Additional factors
to consider could be the within-class imbalance [Jap01], or the amout and kind of
noise in the data. The final objective would be to employ the ID to investigate
real-world datasets such as TCR–epitope binding datasets. Second, inspired by the
results from [KKL22], we should take into account also the entanglement of the
classes when estimating the complexity of data and the causes of the Epistemic
Gradient phenomenon.

In conclusion, we think that relating uncertainty, intrinsic dimensionality and
sensitivity to OOD is a valuable direction to better understand imbalanced binary
classification tasks. In particular, this might help in distinguishing when binary
classification and anomaly detection are comparable to when one should be preferred
to the other. While for datasets with imbalanced class size this is more trivial
(anomaly detection works best when one class has not enough samples to train a
classifier), for data that is imbalanced in terms of complexity, to the best of our
knowledge, there is still no clear guideline.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions

In this thesis, we have discussed three perspectives on anomaly detection in deep
learning. The research question was how to exploit properties of Deep Neural
Networks (DNNs) to characterize anomalies, and how this result could help us
towards a more interpretable and safe AI.

We approached our objective from three different angles, as summarized in
fig. 1.1. In particular, we investigated different data modalities (images and
sequences), distinct types of anomalies (adversarial, rare or uncertain examples) and
various evaluation metrics (misclassified example prediction, adversarial detection,
and more). Regarding the similarities between our approaches, all of them used
the latent features of the models as relevant knowledge for the detection task.

The main Contributions (C), corresponding to the different chapters, are the
following:

C1) The definition of the Activation Pattern DAG (APD) [Cra+20a; Cra+20b],
a novel method to perform example difficulty estimation in piecewise linear
DNNs (chapter 3).

C2) The design and development of the ENsemble Adversarial Detector
(ENAD) [Cra+21], a new approach for adversarial example detection in
Convolutional Neural Networks (chapter 4).

C3) Uncertainty estimation and sample complexity analysis on deep models for
imbalanced binary classification tasks in two different case studies (chapter 5).

Throughout the thesis, we presented many results contributing to the goal of
Responsible AI [Arr+20], discussed in section 2.4:

• Visualizations of the input data clustering induced by activation patterns
in fig. 3.8 and of the combined anomaly score from multiple layers in fig. 4.5.

• Understanding trends in data, by identifying challenging points in chap-
ter 3, adversarial examples in chapter 4 and by analysing the uncertainty
distribution among targets in chapter 5.
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• Interpreting the importance of hidden layers, by investigating the
distribution of activation patterns in fig. 3.6 and fig. 3.8, by comparing the
detection performances of different layers in fig. 4.3b, and by comparing the
Intrinsic Dimensionality (ID) in different layers in fig. 5.8.

Contributions

Before discussing the impact of the contributions to the field of anomaly detection
in deep learning, we will describe each of them in detail in the following.

C1) Definition of the Activation Pattern DAG (APD) [Cra+20a; Cra+20b] is a
Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) summarizing the activation patterns of a
piecewise linear DNN on a given dataset. Starting from the APD, we designed
a new clustering algorithm that partitions examples into clusters of different
sizes. By performing experiments on the MNIST [LCB10] dataset and different
architectures, we showed that the cluster size is a proxy of example difficulty.
In particular, misclassified and challenging instances (mostly) occur in smaller
clusters. Moreover, we proved that selecting one representative for each
cluster hurts less the generalization performance than choosing examples at
random, confirming that our clustering algorithm is able to group similar
instances.

C2) The ENsemble Adversarial Detector (ENAD) [Cra+21] is a novel ensembling
technique to detect adversarial examples from the latent features of Convolu-
tional Neural Networks (CNNs), based on the intuition that distinct detectors
are able to capture different properties of the input data. Our method achieves
state-of-the-art performance, after a comprehensive evaluation on 3 bench-
mark vision datasets (CIFAR-10 [Kri09], CIFAR-100 [Kri09], SVHN [Net+11]), 2
state-of-the-art CNNs (DenseNet [Hua+17] and Resnet [He+16]), 4 adversarial
attacks (FGSM [GSS15], BIM [KGB17], DeepFool [MFF16] and CW [CW17b]),
and 2 experimental scenarios (testing on a known and unknown adversarial
attack). Our method not only achieves state-of-the-art performance, but is
also defined to allow an easy extension by adding additional detectors to
the ensemble and set a possible foundation for the adoption of ensemble
approaches in adversarial detection.

C3) Project investigating the behaviour of deep models on imbalanced binary clas-
sification tasks, where the source of imbalance is not the uneven proportion
of the classes, but rather their uneven complexity. One of our most important
claims is that a binary classifier on imbalanced data will fit the easier class
only, while considering the other class as “the rest”, behaving like an anomaly
detector. To delve into our hypotheses, we selected four metrics to interpret
the model and estimate the input complexity: the Epistemic and Aleatoric
uncertainties (impacted by lack of data and randomness, respectively), the
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Intrinsic Dimensionality, and the sensitivity to Out-of-Distribution (OOD)
data. Moreover, we considered two different case studies: predicting the
binding affinity between T-cell receptor (TCR) and epitopes and image classi-
fication. Interestingly, we observed that the deep model we used for the first
study (TITAN [WBR21]) had the epistemic uncertainty correlated with the
target class, a phenomenon we named “Epistemic Gradient”. In the second
case study we tried to investigate the sources of data imbalance, like the
number of modalities in each class, and how a binary classifier trained on
such data behaves with regards to OOD data. Preliminary results opened
possible research lines to understand the causes of the Epistemic Gradient.

We want to emphasize that all code used to obtain these results was developed
following the principles of open science, and is publicly accessible through various
repositories referenced in the text. Reproducibility of research and results is a crucial
aspect in artificial intelligence and computational sciences, and it is important to
prioritize it.

Impact

In this thesis, various techniques were presented to identify abnormal inputs for a
trained Deep Neural Network (DNN). These techniques can be utilized in various
ways such as: identifying misclassified inputs (C1), detecting adversarial examples
(C2) and recognizing when the model is operating as an anomaly detector (C3).
In the following, the potential real-world applications and improvements to current
state-of-the-art techniques that result from our contributions will be discussed.

The Activation Pattern DAG (C1) is a new, valuable tool in efforts to “open the
black-box” of DNNs [Pet+21; OMS17], as we leveraged the properties of piecewise
linear networks to provide both an interpretation and a visual representation of the
learned function. Unlike previous works that used activation patterns to assess the
expressivity of the model [HR19b; STR18], the APD contributes to the research line
exploiting activation patterns to evaluate the model’s performance [Nov+18; Ji+22a].
Use-case scenarios of the APD are: automating data auditing [ADH22] by ranking
input examples by difficulty, to develop human-in-the-loop pipelines [Lei+17] or to
re-train the model using curriculum learning [Ben+09], and data visualization, to
understand and interpret how a deep model process the input data (see section 3.4.3).

The research on the ENsemble Adversarial Detector (ENAD) (C2) advanced
the field by demonstrating the ability of ensembles to enhance adversarial detection
performance in Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) compared to state-of-the-art
methods. Our evaluation of standalone detectors can serve as a guide for future
enhancements to the ENAD, which, due to its versatility, enables the seamless
integration of additional detectors. ENAD can be applied to pre-trained CNNs to
enhance their robustness and safety, making it suitable for safety-critical computer
vision applications such as medical imaging [Ma+21; KHS22].
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In chapter 5, we presented an analysis of deep models for imbalanced binary
classification scenarios. Our preliminary analysis can be considered a first step to-
wards an interpretability toolkit focused on imbalanced classification problems. The
first use-case is to detect uneven class complexities through intrinsic dimensionality
estimators [Fac+17], recently employed to study the latent representation in deep
models [Ans+19]. Second, we showed how to employ uncertainty estimation and
Out-of-Distribution data to interpret the behaviour of deep models on imbalanced
data. Given the recent interest towards Out-of-Distribution data detection and
generalization [Yan+22], even in topic-specific scenarios [Ji+22b], as we observed
many times throughout this thesis, we consider our analysis timely and valuable
to the field. Furthermore, we remark the importance of studying imbalanced
classification tasks, given their frequency in real-world applications such as medical
diagnosis [FAK19].

Limitations

In this thesis, we mostly focused on image datasets, except the binding affinity
prediction task in chapter 5. Moreover, all the image datasets we considered are
benchmark data and not real-world datasets. Hence, applying our methods in
practical use-case scenarios should take into consideration additional tests and
adaptations.

Going through the specific limitations of each contribution, the APD (C1)
was tested only on vanilla small-scale Feedforward Neural Network, therefore
additional experiments should take into account more complex datasets, standard
regularization strategies (e.g., Dropout [Sri+14] and Batch Normalization [IS15])
and larger models.

ENAD (C2) ensembles multiple detectors to improve the adversarial detection
performance. The main downside is that fitting the overall pipeline requires training
each detector, scaling at worst as the sum of each training time (results as shown
in section 4.4.4). For this reason, a trade-off between resources and performance
should be considered. Moreover, as noted in the transfer attack experiments
(section 4.4.2), fitting the hyperparameters and the logistic aggregator function
might be challenging due to the problem of selecting representative anomalies. In
our experiments, we found that choosing harder attacks improve the generalization
performance of the detector, although further experiments should confirm our
results in a broader repertoire of adversarial attacks and datasets.

Lastly, our analysis on imbalanced dataset in chapter 5 (C3) should be considered
a preliminary investigation of the problem, given the novelty of the research and the
number of open questions that still have to be investigated. In particular, we are
still trying to understand the reasons behind the Epistemic Gradient phenomenon
(see section 5.4.2) and the factors correlated with the intrinsic dimensionality of a
class in the latent space of a DNN.
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Future Work

Example difficulty estimation (C1), anomaly detection (C2) and uncertainty esti-
mation (C3) are three approaches to quantify the properties of anomalous instances
in deep learning. In this thesis, we used them for different tasks, like misclassi-
fication prediction or adversarial detection, although we did not investigate the
correlation between the different scoring methods. A challenging and important
future work could focus on how scoring methods differ with regard to their assump-
tions and properties. For example, an interesting first analysis could classify each
approach based on the type of uncertainty that predominantly impacts it, either
the Epistemic or the Aleatoric Uncertainty (due to lack of data and randomness,
respectively). While for the APD ranking further experiments have to evaluate the
correlation with the Uncertainty type, we claim that ENAD is mostly affected by
the Epistemic Uncertainty, since it measures how much an instance is isolated in
the latent space.

All the three methods we proposed are data agnostic, since they either work
with the latent features (all of them) or by considering the softmax output of the
network (C3). As we already addressed in the limitations, future analysis could
consider the validity of our approaches with different data modalities, such as
sequences or tabular data.

Examining the future research lines for each contribution in detail, we tested the
APD (C1) only in one small-scale scenario, therefore a large batch of experiments
should be considered. Moreover, inspired by recent results [Ji+22a], we could revisit
the clustering algorithm to consider smoothed clusters, by employing a kernel and
a proper distance for activation patterns, such as the Hamming distance.

Regarding ENAD, future work should consider novel aggregation schemes first.
We already tested voting schemes in section 4.4.1, but alternative approaches could
consider other meta-learners beside the logistic regression, such as OCSVM [Sch+99]
or the aK-LPE algorithm [QS12], as done in [Rag+21]. Furthermore, it would be
interesting to formalize why the best performing layer and detector, as we studied
in section 4.4.1, change depending on the chosen adversarial attack.

Finally, our preliminary analysis of imbalanced datasets (C3) can be developed
in many ways. Key areas for further studies are the Epistemic Gradient phenomenon
(section 5.4.2) and its relation with the sensitivity to OOD (section 5.5.3), and using
the intrinsic dimensionality to quantify the target class complexity (section 5.2.1).
One line of research could also consider the classes’ entanglement to evaluate their
complexity, as suggested in [KKL22]. Another work could compare the uncertainty
of a binary classifier and a model trained with a one-class loss function, such as
Deep-SVDD [Ruf+18], to control if an imbalanced dataset makes the two models
behave similarly, with regard to our analysis, like we claimed in hypothesis 1.
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Appendix A
Interdisciplinary Publications in
Computational Biology

In addition to my efforts in developing new theoretical approaches and methods
for anomaly detection, I also worked on the implementation and application of
deep and machine learning methods to real-world problems. In particular, I have
collaborated to the following three projects in computational biology:

• Denoising and Imputation of Single-Cell Transcriptomic Data (appendix A.1).

• Classifying Cancer Samples from Metabolic Networks (appendix A.2).

• Deep Learning for Predicting Relative Fluxes in Reaction Systems (ap-
pendix A.3).

A.1 Denoising and Imputation of Single-Cell

Transcriptomic Data

Contribution. In this chapter I will discuss the work done for the following
articles:

[Pat+20] L. Patruno, D. Maspero, F. Craighero, F. Angaroni, M. Anto-
niotti, A. Graudenzi. “A Review of Computational Strategies for
Denoising and Imputation of Single-Cell Transcriptomic Data”.
In: Briefings in Bioinformatics 22.4 (Oct. 2020)

Summary. Single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) data is now widely
adopted [Vie+19] given its high single-resolution, providing insights into cell
population heterogeneity that were not previously achievable with traditional
bulk sequencing [KBQ11]. However, single-cell sequencing protocols are still
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characterized by experimental limitations such as capture efficency [Haq+17] or
the batch effect [GWW17] that may lead to noisy measurements. Consequently,
a zero in the data could be both a non-expressed gene or a missing read,
while non-zero values could be different from the true transcript abundance.
To solve these issues, a number of imputation methods that recover missing
values, and denoising methods that correct wrong measurements have been
recently proposed. In order to investigate the strengths and weaknesses of these
methods, and provide guidelines for their use, we performed a comprehensive
evaluation of 19 imputation and denoising methods. Our contributions can be
summarized as follows:

• Extensive benchmarking on both synthetic and real datasets. We com-
pared each method using synthetic data generated using the tool Sym-
Sim [ZXY19] and four real-world datasets.

• Comprehensive evaluation of the methods under different objectives. We
characterized the quality of each method from different perspectives, such
as their ability to recover the true expression value or their reliability in
respecting cell-similarity.

• Selection of the best performing methods among 19 tested. We reduced
the 19 methods to a selection of 4 that, in our experiments, performed
best in the majority of the tests.

• Operative guidelines for practitioners. We provided guidelines for prac-
titioners based on the different qualities of each method, including the
scalability and the usability of the code.

Implementation. The experiments performed in the paper has been open-
sourced on a Github repositorya.

ahttps://github.com/BIMIB-DISCo/review-scRNA-seq-DENOISING
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Abstract

Motivation. The advancements of single-cell sequencing methods have paved the way for the characterization of cellular
states at unprecedented resolution, revolutionizing the investigation on complex biological systems. Yet, single-cell
sequencing experiments are hindered by several technical issues, which cause output data to be noisy, impacting the
reliability of downstream analyses. Therefore, a growing number of data science methods has been proposed to recover lost
or corrupted information from single-cell sequencing data. To date, however, no quantitative benchmarks have been
proposed to evaluate such methods. Results. We present a comprehensive analysis of the state-of-the-art computational
approaches for denoising and imputation of single-cell transcriptomic data, comparing their performance in different
experimental scenarios. In detail, we compared 19 denoising and imputation methods, on both simulated and real-world
datasets, with respect to several performance metrics related to imputation of dropout events, recovery of true expression
profiles, characterization of cell similarity, identification of differentially expressed genes and computation time. The
effectiveness and scalability of all methods were assessed with regard to distinct sequencing protocols, sample size and
different levels of biological variability and technical noise. As a result, we identify a subset of versatile approaches
exhibiting solid performances on most tests and show that certain algorithmic families prove effective on specific tasks but
inefficient on others. Finally, most methods appear to benefit from the introduction of appropriate assumptions on noise
distribution of biological processes.
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Introduction

In recent years, an increasing number of studies has involved
data generated from single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq)
experiments [1, 2], which quantify gene expression levels at
single-cell resolution, thus providing insights into cell popu-
lation heterogeneity [3]. scRNA-seq methods can be used to
perform accurate transcriptome quantification with a relatively
small number of sequencing reads, isolating a typically large
number of single cells. In optimal conditions, scRNA-seq data
can recapitulate the results of standard sequencing experiments
from bulk samples, yet with a much higher resolution [4].

This is a great advantage, as many works report that even
cells in a homogeneous population may have heterogeneous
expression profiles [5–8]. For instance, scRNA-seq data can be
used to characterize rare cell subpopulations that had been
hidden in the output of bulk RNA sequencing experiments [9],
as well as in the analysis of cancer evolution, where they can
be exploited to study the heterogeneity of tumor cell subpop-
ulations [10] and the processes that lead to drug resistance or
metastasis [11]. The wide use of scRNA-seq technologies has also
allowed the creation of cell atlases for simple organisms such
as, for example, the Caenorhabditis elegans [12]; most importantly,
there is an ongoing effort to create such map for the human
organism, i.e. the Human Cell Atlas [13]. However, the analysis of
single-cell sequencing data is affected by the complex combina-
tion of biological variation and technical noise, which typically
result in sparse and noisy single-cell expression profiles.

On the one hand, stochasticity of gene expression is inherent
in most biological systems, with respect to both the biochemical
processes related to gene regulation and the fluctuations of
other cellular components and phenomena [14]. For this reason,
even cells of the same type within the same tissue may display
different gene expression distributions, complicating the iden-
tification and characterization of cellular states and transitions
[15].

On the other hand, currently available sequencing technolo-
gies are still hindered by various technical issues [2, 16, 17].
In particular, the most common approaches for scRNA-seq are
based on either droplet platforms (e.g. Drop-seq [18], InDrop [19]
and Chromium 10x [20]) or plate-based platforms (e.g. Smart-
Seq2 [21], MATQseq [22], MARS-seq [23], CEL-seq [24] and SPLIT-
seq [25]), while some further approaches rely on microfluidics
(e.g. C1 SMARTer [26]) or nanowell arrays (e.g. SEQ-well [27]).
Typically, droplet platforms allow to isolate a large number of
single cells (from a few to many thousands), by sequencing the
3′-end and by employing unique molecular identifiers (UMIs)
[28], which allow the tagging of each transcript before amplifi-
cation, thus distinguishing original transcripts from amplifica-
tion duplicates [29]. Conversely, plate-based platforms usually
employ full-length sequencing protocols and, accordingly, allow
to sequence a much lower number of single cells (∼hundreds),
yet with a considerably higher coverage. Overall, all sequencing
protocols are affected by a number of technological and experi-
mental issues, which typically result in noisy measurements.

• Capture efficiency: due to (i) the low quantity of RNA in
a given single cell, and (ii) the stochastic nature of gene
expression patterns at the single-cell level, certain gene
can display null expression level, since none of its tran-
scripts may be captured, thus resulting in zero expression
levels. These are the so-called dropout events [30] and might
be particularly relevant for scarcely expressed genes. This
issue causes both noise and a high sparsity in the data [9].

• Amplification bias: the amplification phase may be subject
to potential PCR biases in the quantification of the abun-
dance of each gene, such as preferential amplification of
certain templates. UMI-based approaches are able to miti-
gate this issue, yet in any case, amplification biases can be
a potential source of noise in the data.

• Sequencing depth: the number of sequenced reads per cell
varies between different experimental settings and plat-
forms, and this can result in noisy and sparse outputs,
especially when the depth is relatively low [29].

• Batch effects: technical sources of systematic variation may
add a confounding factor in downstream analysis. Batch
effects can be generated by analyzing samples with dif-
ferent technologies, in different laboratories or in differ-
ent runs [31, 32]. When multiple experiments are consid-
ered, it is appropriate to remove such bias. In recent years,
many methods were proposed to reach this goal. However,
the comparison of the performance of methods for batch
removal requires an in-depth investigation that is beyond
the scope of this work (see [33] for a recent review).

As a consequence, it is safe to suppose that (i) nonzero
expression values may not coincide with the true transcript
abundance in the cell and (ii) zero values observed in the gene
expression profiles may be either due to truly non-expressed
genes—in this case, we refer to structural zeros, as proposed in
[34]—or to technical limitations of the sequencing technology,
i.e. dropout events.

For this reason, many computational approaches have been
developed to retrieve lost and corrupted information from
scRNA-seq data, with the goal of returning an estimation of
the correct expression levels in each single cell. Such methods
are typically grouped in two major categories: (i) imputation
methods, with the general goal of recovering the missing values
in the data and (ii) denoising methods, aimed at adjusting the
data by removing biological and technical noise. Very often, the
two categories are mentioned indistinctly (see e.g. [35]), even
though they comprise substantially different computational
tasks.

To better distinguish the two categories, here, we propose a
rigorous categorization of imputation and denoising methods
for scRNA-seq data, in order to reduce the possible ambiguity
in the definition of the underlying computational tasks (an
analogous distinction was recently proposed in [36]).

• Imputation methods for scRNA-seq data include two major
steps. The first step is aimed at distinguishing structural
zeros (associated to non-expressing genes) from dropout
events (i.e. genes whose transcripts were not captured dur-
ing the sequencing process due to technical issues). Accord-
ingly, in the second step, such methods strive to impute
the values of dropout entries only. Nonzero entries and
structural zeros are left unchanged.

• Denoising methods for scRNA-seq data ideally include both
an imputation step (see above) and an additional com-
putational step, which is aimed at modifying the entries
which include falsely increased or decreased gene expres-
sion levels due to, e.g. biological variation or technical noise.
According to this definition, all denoising methods are also
imputation methods while the opposite is typically not true
(a rigorous definition of the two categories is provided in
section 1 of the Supplementary Material).

Methods in both categories rely on different assumptions and
employ different algorithmic strategies to perform their tasks.
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Thus, as reported in [37], a comprehensive comparison of all
available approaches might be useful and timely to clarify which
methods are more suitable for different circumstances and dis-
tinct data types. In particular, in [37], the different approaches
are grouped in the following typologies.

• Data smoothing: the methods in this category aggregate
the expression profiles of similar cells in order to perform
denoising and imputation. In this category, we find DrIm-
pute [38], DEWÄKSS [39], scHinter [40], kNN-smoothing [41],
LSImpute [42], MAGIC [43], netSmooth [44], PRIME [45] and
RESCUE [46]. Finally, other methods that use data smoothing
to impute missing values are G2S3 [47] and scTSSR [48].
However, the former aggregates the information across sim-
ilar genes to perform imputation, while the latter considers
both similar cells and similar genes.

• External knowledge integrators: these methods exploit
external knowledge to impute or denoise gene expression
profiles. In this category, we find ADImpute [49], netSmooth
[44], netNMF-sc [50], SAVER-X [51], SCRABBLE [52], scNPF
[53] TRANSLATE [54] and URSM [55].

• Machine learning (ML): these methods employ ML tech-
niques to correct for technical noise. We can find very recent
methods that employ Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) to
infer the denoised or imputed version of the dataset, which
are AutoImpute [56], DeepImpute [57], DCA [58], EnImpute
[59], GraphSCI [60], LATE [54], scIGANs [61], SAUCIE [62],
scScope [63], scVI [64] and SISUA [65]. Next, we have meth-
ods that use regression to correct for noise in the dataset,
which are 2DImpute [66] and RIA [67].

• Matrix theory: these methods decompose the observed
gene expression matrix in a low-dimensional space to
remove noise. In this category, we find ALRA [68], ENHANCE
[69], scRMD [70], CMF-Impute [71], deepMc [72], McImpute
[73], PBLR [74], WEDGE [75], ZIFA [76] and Randomly [77].

• Model-based: these methods make assumption on the sta-
tistical model of the distribution of technical and biological
variability and noise and perform denoising and imputation
by estimating the parameters of the distributions. In this
category, we find bayNorm [78], BISCUIT [79], BUSseq [80],
CIDR [81], MISC [82], SAVER [83], scImpute [84], scRecover
[85], SCRIBE [86], SIMPLEs [87] and VIPER [88].

We here present a comparative assessment of denoising
and imputation methods for scRNA-seq data, with the goal of
providing a general overview of their features, strengths and
limitations, in order to understand in which data analysis task
they are most computationally and statistically efficient. In par-
ticular, we selected a subset of 19 different methods out of the
list mentioned above, by including some of the most widely used
approaches and which fall in the following categories.

• Data smoothing methods: DrImpute [38], kNN-smoothing
[41] and MAGIC [43].

• ML methods: AutoImpute [56], DCA [58], DeepImpute [57],
SAUCIE [62], SAVER-X [51], SCScope[63] and scVI [64].

• Matrix factorization/theory methods: ALRA [68], ENHANCE
[69], McImpute [73], Randomly [77] and scRMD [70].

• Model-based methods: bayNorm [78], SAVER [83], scImpute
[84] and VIPER [88].

The comparative assessment was carried out both on sim-
ulated data, generated via the widely used tool SymSim [89],
and four real-world scRNA-seq datasets from [90–93]. All com-
putational methods were tested with respect to a number of
metrics, in order to assess the effectiveness in imputing dropout

events, recovering the true expression profiles, characterizing
the similarity among cells and improving the identification of
differentially expressed genes (DEGs), in addition to quantify
their scalability. In the Results section, we present the results
of the extensive comparative assessment, also by releasing a
summary for a quick evaluation of the distinct techniques in
different scenarios and experimental settings.

We note that previous works reviewing imputation methods
have been proposed. In particular, in [94], the authors focus on
understanding whether six different imputation strategies intro-
duce false positives in the results of differential expression anal-
ysis. In [95], eight different methods are analyzed to understand
whether they improve the result of clustering and differential
expression analysis. Both works, however, do not include in the
analysis the most recent methods and assess the performance
of a relatively limited number of computational strategies. In
addition, both works mainly focus on the imputation task, with-
out assessing how denoising techniques may recover corrupted
information. Finally, a recent preprint on a similar subject [35]
exploits real-world data to assess the performance of imputation
methods on downstream analyses. While this work includes
a more extensive assessment of recent methods, it does not
employ simulated data, which are necessary to evaluate a num-
ber of ground truth (GT)-based performance metrics. Further
comments in this respect are provided in the Discussion section.

In the Methods section, we provide a brief description of
each denoising and imputation method included in the study,
discuss the performance assessment describing both the syn-
thetic data generation and the real-world datasets and present
the different metrics used in the analysis. In the Results section,
we present the results of the comparative assessment on both
simulated and real data, also by releasing a summary for a
quick evaluation of the distinct techniques in different scenarios
and experimental settings. Finally, in the Discussion section, we
draw conclusions about the comparison and discuss possible
future developments.

Methods
In this section, we describe in detail the 19 methods included in
the comparative assessment; we discuss the synthetic data gen-
eration and present the 4 real-world scRNA-seq datasets from
[90–93] employed in the analysis, as well as the performance
metrics.

Description of denoising and imputation methods

The 19 methods that have been analyzed and tested can be
partitioned into the following four families, according to their
assumptions and modeling techniques: smoothing, model-
based, matrix factorization/theory and ML. In the following
sections, we provide a brief description of each method. For
additional details, we refer the reader to the original papers.

Data smoothing methods

The first category includes methods that aggregate the expres-
sion profiles of similar cells, e.g. by averaging the expression
values, in order to impute (DrImpute) or denoise (MAGIC and
kNN-smoothing) their expression values.

DrImpute [38] imputes dropout events with the following
three steps: first, it computes a distance matrix between cells,
then it runs the k-means algorithm and, lastly, it defines the
expected value of a dropout event as the average value of that
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gene over the cells belonging to the same cluster. To make
the estimations more robust, the similarity matrix is computed
with both Pearson and Spearman correlations and a range of
number of clusters is tested. The averaged estimation over all
combinations is taken as the final imputation value, reducing
the risk of over-imputation.

kNN-smoothing [41] improves the signal-to-noise ratio of
single-cell expression profiles with a two-phase algorithm: first,
the k-nearest neighbors (kNNs) of each cell are identified, then
the gene expression profile of each cell is smoothed by consid-
ering its neighbor profiles. The initial step of the algorithm is
performed by normalizing the expression profiles and stabilizing
their variance. Then, to overcome the problem of finding the best
assignment for k, smoothing is applied in a progressive fashion,
by starting from k = 1 and increasing k step-by-step until the
desired level of smoothness is reached.

MAGIC [43] extracts the true similarity between cells by
amplifying biological trends, while simultaneously filtering out
spurious correspondences due to noise in the data. First, to
overcome the problem of data sparsity, a nearest neighbor graph
based on cell–cell expression distance is built. Then, an affinity
matrix is defined by applying a Gaussian kernel on the principal
components of the graph. Lastly, a diffusion process [96] is
applied on the similarity matrix to obtain a smoothed, more
faithful affinity matrix. The final imputation involves computing
the new expression of each gene as a linear combination of
the same expression in similar cells, weighted by the similarity
strength obtained in the previous steps.

ML methods

This group includes methods that apply ANNs to solve the
denoising problem (further details on ANN types are reported in
section 2 of the Supplementary Material). As reported in [37], an
increasing number of methods fall in this category (see above).
In particular, we selected DeepImpute, DCA, SAVER-X, SAUCIE,
scScope, AutoImpute and scVI.

AutoImpute [56] employs a sparse autoencoder, to learn the
distribution of the input gene expression matrix and perform
imputation. With regard to the implemented loss function,
this method takes advantage of standard reconstruction errors
such as (root) mean squared error, applied only on the nonzero
expressed genes. After training the autoencoder (AE), the
reconstructed matrix is taken as the imputed output.

DCA [58] employs AEs to perform denoising. Instead of the
classical AE decoder output, it defines a parametric decoder that
models each gene count as a negative binomial (NB) or a zero-
inflated negative binomial (ZINB) distribution; consequently, the
reconstruction error is defined as a likelihood. The predicted
distribution is then used to generate the denoised output.

DeepImpute [57] employs a deep feedforward network (DFN)
to perform imputation. After the initial preprocessing, where
only relevant genes are kept, N random groups of genes Gi are
defined. Then, for each gene in each Gi, a set Ii with the top five
Pearson correlated genes not in Gi is built. Lastly, each Ii will be
an input for a different DFN, trained to output Gi. The output of
each DFN is then used for imputing dropout events.

SAUCIE [62] is an AE-based denoising method that also sup-
ports batch correction and enhanced clustering and visualiza-
tion capabilites. More in detail, the AE embedding layer is used
for both low-dimensional visualization and batch correction, by
minimizing the difference between the probability distribution
of layer’s activations belonging to different batches. Moreover,
the activations of the decoding part are binarized to define an

encoding of each cell, which is then used for clustering. Lastly,
denoising is performed by minimizing the reconstruction error,
i.e. the mean squared error, that deals both with noise and
dropout events.

SAVER-X [51] is an extension of SAVER [83] that pairs the
Bayesian model with an AE. A NB distribution is used to
model technical and biological noise, while the AE is used to
estimate the portion of gene expression that is predictable by
the other genes. Lastly, Bayesian shrinkage is used to compute a
weighted average of the predicted expression values and the
observed data, to get the final denoised value. Additionally,
SAVER-X allows transfer learning [97] across species, thanks
to the flexibility of AEs, allowing to extract information
from data belonging to different species and experimental
conditions.

scScope [63] exploits a deep learning approach for imputa-
tion, combining an AE with a recurrent layer. The architecture
of the neural network is composed by a first layer that performs
batch correction. Successively, the encoding and decoding layers
of the AE perform compression and reconstruction, respectively,
of the batch corrected input. Lastly, the imputation layer corrects
the missing values and sends back the imputed output to the
encoding-decoding layers, to re-learn a compressed representa-
tion. The loss function is defined as a standard reconstruction
error, on the nonzero entries.

scVI [64] employs a variational AE to specify a ZINB distri-
bution, which models the true gene expression. More in detail,
the neural network takes as input each batch-annotated cell
expression and successively learns a variational distribution
accounting for, separately, the cell-specific scaling factor and
the remaining gene variation; furthermore, the defined latent
space allows to perform both clustering and visualization. Lastly,
the ZINB distribution is specified based on the learned latent
representation and the cell scaling factor.

Matrix factorization and matrix theory methods

The third category comprises four methods that denoise
(ENHANCE) or impute (ALRA, McImpute and scRMD) the
observed gene expression data by solving a matrix factorization
problem [98]. For the sake of simplicity, we added to this category
also a method that performs imputation by exploiting random
matrix theory (RMT): Randomly.

ALRA [68] performs imputation by low-rank matrix comple-
tion [99] of the observed gene expression matrix. The algorithm
is composed by two phases: firstly, a low-rank approximation
with Singular Value Decomposition [100] is computed. Then, to
distinguish dropouts from true zeros, the authors observed that
biological zeros in the computed low-rank matrix are assigned
to small values around 0, due to the approximation error. Conse-
quently, by taking the magnitude of the smallest negative value
of each gene as an approximation of the error, it is possible to
define a gene-wise threshold to distinguish dropouts and extract
the imputed values.

ENHANCE [69] is a method that combines PCA and cell aggre-
gation using kNNs to denoise the observed count matrix. The
algorithm can be divided into two main steps. The first one
accounts for reducing the bias toward highly expressed genes,
by aggregating the expression of similar cells based on the
distance between their principal component scores. The second
phase projects the aggregate matrix on the first k principal
components, where k is selected to represent only true biological
differences. Lastly, the selected components are used to derive
the final denoised matrix.
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McImpute [73] is a low-rank matrix completion approach to
impute missing values in a gene expression matrix. This method
aims at finding a lower-dimensional decomposition of the input
matrix. They formulated a low-dimensional nonnegative matrix
factorization problem as an optimization problem, solved using
the majorization-maximization technique [101]. To ensure the
convexity of the problem, McImpute solves a relaxed version of
the original objective: nuclear norm minimization. Lastly, the
resulting decomposition is used to impute missing values.

Randomly [77] is a recent denoising method that extracts
the true biological signal from the gene expression data by
analyzing the eigenvector statistics predicted by RMT [102]. The
algorithm is composed by three steps. In the pre-processing
step, expression counts are normalized and genes contributing
to a sparsity-induced nonbiological signal are removed; then,
the random matrix accounting for the noise is estimated. Lastly,
the eigenvalues carrying the true biological signal are extracted
following RMT, providing a low-rank representation of the input
data; additionally, the genes that are mostly responsible for
the signal directions can be separated from the less relevant
ones.

ScRMD [70] is a method that approaches the imputation task
by means of a robust matrix decomposition (RMD) approach
[103]. The authors assumed that we can decompose each gene
expression in the following components: the mean expression
of cells belonging to the same cluster, the specific cell variability,
the measurement error and the dropouts events. The method
defines each component as a matrix decomposition problem,
solved with an alternating direction method of multiplier, by
also applying a regularizer to account for the low-rank of the
biological signal and the sparseness of the observed counts.

Model-based methods

This category is composed by methods that model the observed
expression value of each gene in each cell as a random variable
and perform imputation (scImpute and VIPER) and denoising
(bayNorm and SAVER) by estimating the parameters of their
distributions.

bayNorm [78] employs a Bayesian approach to perform
denoising. The posterior distribution of the original counts
is composed by (i) the likelihood of obtaining the observed
transcripts, modeled as a Binomial distribution, and (ii) a prior
on each gene expression value. In order to model biological
variability, bayNorm employs a prior on the underlying true
gene expression levels, by modeling them as variables following
an NB distribution. Parameters can then be estimated locally
or globally, depending on one’s interest in amplifying or not,
respectively, the intergroup differences between cells.

SAVER [83] estimates the true gene expression levels by mod-
eling observed counts as a NB distribution. More in detail, the
technical noise in the gene expression signal is approximated
by the Poisson distribution, while the gamma prior accounts
for the uncertainty in the true expression. The final recovered
expression is a weighted average of the normalized observed
counts and the predicted true counts.

scImpute [84] is a method that performs imputation, in a
three-step algorithm. Initially, it identifies subpopulations of
cells by first applying PCA and, successively, spectral clustering
[104] on the remaining dimensions. To infer which genes are
affected by dropout, it models genes in each subpopulation with
a gamma-normal mixture model. Lastly, only highly probable
dropout events are considered, to reduce over-imputation, and
the final imputation value is computed as a linear combination

of the expression of the other cells in the same subpopulation,
weighted by the pairwise similarity.

VIPER [88] is an imputation method composed of four phases.
The first step performs a pre-selection of candidate similar cells,
to reduce overfitting. Then, a least-squares method is used to
choose a local neighborhood for each cell. To prevent imputing
missing values, VIPER estimates the dropout probability and
the expected expression for each zero-valued neighbor. Further-
more, to adjust dropout events, the gene expressions in each
neighborhood are assumed to follow a zero-inflated Poisson
mixed model, estimated using expectation maximization. Lastly,
imputation is performed by computing the weighted sum of the
expression of each neighbor, by also taking into account the
computed dropout adjustments.

Performance assessment

In the original articles, the imputation and denoising meth-
ods introduced above are often compared with competing
approaches. However, such comparisons typically involve a
limited number of denoising methods and a small number
of selected experimental settings. In order to provide a
comprehensive evaluation of performances, in this work, we
tested all methods on a large number of both simulated and
real-world datasets, with respect to several metrics.

In particular, we generated an extensive array of simulated
data, for which the GT is available and which allow to quantify
the ability of each method to actually recover the lost infor-
mation (see Supplementary Material section 3 for details about
the generation of such data). Moreover, we tested all methods
on four real-world scRNA-seq datasets generated via distinct
experimental protocols and settings.

Simulations

We employed the tool SymSim [89] to generate a large number of
synthetic scRNA-seq datasets (for a total of 90 distinct synthetic
datasets). SymSim takes as input the number of single cells, the
number of genes, the number of cell subpopulations (charac-
terized by distinct gene expression patterns) and a number of
parameters that tune the amount of biological variability and
technical noise.

The tool returns as output (i) a GT expression matrix, which
includes biological variability but no noise; (ii) a theoretical
expression profile (TEP) for each cell subpopulation, which is
obtained by removing the biological variability from the GT; and
(iii) a noisy (and sparse) expression matrix (NEM), which is finally
derived by simulating the steps of a sequencing experiment.

In this work, we generated datasets simulating two main
experimental scenarios and, in particular,

(i) non-UMI full-length datasets (i.e. high-coverage, high-
amplification bias), including 100 single cells and modeling
a typical plate-based full-length sequencing experiment
(e.g. Smart-Seq2). Thirty datasets were generated with
distinct parameter settings;

(ii) UMI datasets (i.e. low-coverage, low-amplification bias),
including 3000 single cells (30 datasets) and 10000 sin-
gle cells (30 datasets) and modeling a typical droplet
sequencing experiment (e.g. Chromium 10x).

The different datasets in each scenario are characterized by
distinct parameter settings, in terms of number of cell sub-
populations ({3, 5}), noise level (5 levels), number of selected
(most variable) genes ({500, 2000, 10000}) (Table 1). A detailed
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Table 1. Summary of the simulated datasets. We simulated a total
of 90 datasets, with the following combinations of parameters: 3
values of sample size (number of single cells) ×2 different numbers
of subpopulations ×5 levels of noise ×3 numbers of selected most
variable genes

Protocol UMI Non-UMI
full-length

No datasets 60 30
No cells {3000; 10000} 100
GT sub-populations {3; 5} {3; 5}
Capture efficiency Low High
Amplification Bias No Yes
Coverage Low High
Noise levela {1; 2; 3; 4; 5} {1; 2; 3; 4; 5}
No genes {500; 2000; 10000} {500; 2000; 10000}
a The levels of noise present in the simulated datasets are defined in section 3
of the Supplementary Material, which we refer for further details on synthetic
data generation.

description of synthetic data generation can be found in the
Supplementary Material section 3.

Real-world datasets

All methods were tested also on four distinct real-world scRNA-
seq datasets, generated with distinct protocols and experimental
specifications. In detail, we have the following.

• RW-D #1 (PBMCs – 10x) [90]: this widely employed scRNA-
seq dataset is generated via 10x Genomics platform
[20] and includes 68579 peripheral blood mononuclear
cells (PBMCs), which are annotated with 11 cell types
of the immune system, via correlation with benchmark
gene expression profiles. This dataset was used in our
analysis to assess the performance of imputation and
denoising methods in characterizing cell similarities (for
further details on the dataset, please refer to [90]; instruc-
tions for download are provided in the Supplementary
Material).

• RW-D #2 (lung cell lines – 10x) [91]: this scRNA-seq dataset
is generated via the 10x Genomics platform and includes
3918 cells from 5 distinct cell lines, which were assigned
to its corresponding identity by exploiting known genetic
differences (i.e. SNPs) between cell lines [91]; this allows
not to rely on gene expression profiles for cell labeling.
We employed this dataset to assess the robustness of the
characterization of cell similarity.

• RW-D #3 (pancreatic islets – Smart-Seq2) [92]: this scRNA-
seq dataset is generated via the full-length Smart-Seq2
protocol and includes 3514 cells from human pancreatic
islets of four diabetic patients and five healthy samples.
We employed this dataset to assess the performance of
imputation and denoising methods with respect to cell
similarity characterization when processing data from non-
UMI full-length protocols.

• RW-D #4 (melanoma cell lines – 10x, Fluidigm/Smart-
Seq, bulk) [93]: this dataset includes three different
measurements from the same biological samples, namely
(i) bulk RNA-seq experiments, (ii) 10x Genomics scRNA-seq
experiments with 737280 barcodes, (iii) Fluidigm/Smart-
Seq scRNA-seq experiments with approximately 100 single
cells. Since no cell type labels are provided in this dataset,
we here used the data to compare the performance

of imputation and denoising methods with respect to
the correct identification of DEGs, by setting the results
obtained on bulk data as baseline.

All real-world datasets were preprocessed to consider only
high-quality single cells, and downsampled, to ensure a uniform
assessment scheme for all methods. In Table 2, one can find
the main features of all datasets employed in the analyses
(see Supplementary Material section 4 for further details on
preprocessing and downsampling).

Performance metrics

To evaluate the performance of the 19 selected methods, we
employed a number of metrics, which were assessed with
respect to either simulated or real-world data, according to the
specific cases. All metrics are further detailed in section 5 of the
Supplementary Material.

Imputation of dropout events (simulations) The effectiveness
of the methods in identifying and correcting dropouts events can
be evaluated by employing the GT expression matrix obtained
from simulations (see Supplementary Material section 5 for
additional details). In order to quantify the correct imputation of
the dropout entries present in the GT, we employed three distinct
metrics.

In particular, we computed (i and ii) precision and recall on
dropout entries only (i.e. entries that are > 0 in the GT and are
= 0 in the NEM), (iii) the Spearman correlation delta between the
imputed/denoised expression matrix (for the sake of readability,
we will refer to as denoised expression matrix, from now on) and
the GT with respect to all the zero entries in the NEM, which
allows to evaluate how imputed entries are correlated with GT
values (this metric is shown in the Supplementary Material
section 5).

Notice that the false discovery rate (FDR) can be easily deter-
mined from precision (FDR = 1−precision) and, in this case,
allows to evaluate the effectiveness of the methods in not imput-
ing structural zeros (i.e. entries that are 0 both in the GT and in
the NEM).

Recovery of true gene expression profiles (simulations) To
estimate the ability of each method in recovering the true single-
cell gene expression profiles, we relied on both the GT and the
NEM obtained from simulations.

In particular, we computed the difference between the
Spearman correlation coefficient ρ computed after imputation
or denoising (i.e. ρ between denoised expression matrix and
GT) and that computed before imputation or denoising (i.e.
ρ between NEM and GT). This measure is denoted as delta
correlation in the following, �ρ.

Characterization of cell similarity (simulations and real-
world data) In order to evaluate the effectiveness of each
method in capturing the similarity among cells, we computed
the average silhouette coefficient (or width) [105] by grouping
single cells according to the GT labels, i.e. cell subpopulations
labels for both simulated data, and cell type/line labels for real
data. Higher values of the average silhouette coefficient indicate
that cells are grouped consistently with GT labels. Therefore, we
here measured the difference between the average silhouette
coefficient obtained from denoised data and that computed
from the NEM (i.e. silhouette delta). Further detail about the
evaluation of such metric is given in the Supplementary Material
section 5.

We finally remark that, with regard to simulations, we here
employed the TEP of all cell subpopulations as performance
benchmark.
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Table 2. Features of real-world datasets. Main features of the four real-world datasets used in the assessment of imputation and denoising
methods: RW-D#1 [90], RW-D#2 [91], RW-D#3 [92] and RW-D#4 [93]

Dataset Number of cells

RW-D Name Protocol Original Employed Task

#1 PBMC [90] UMI 68579 3000 Cell sim.
UMI 68579 10000 Cell sim.

#2 Lung cell lines [91] UMI 3918 3918 Cell sim.
#3 Pancreatic islets [92] Non-UMI 352 245 Cell sim.

Non-UMI 383 243 Cell sim.
Non-UMI 383 197 Cell sim.
Non-UMI 383 224 Cell sim.
Non-UMI 383 196 Cell sim.
Non-UMI 383 263 Cell sim.
Non-UMI 383 93 Cell sim.
Non-UMI 384 275 Cell sim.
Non-UMI 384 293 Cell sim.

#4 Sake (Parent.) [93] UMI 737280 3178 DEGs
Non-UMI 113 113 DEGs

Sake (Resist.) [93] UMI 737280 3085 DEGs
Non-UMI 84 84 DEGs

Identification of DEGs (real-world data)
To assess the improvement on the identification of DEGs due to
the application of imputation/denoising methods, we employed
real-world dataset RW-D#4 which includes two independent cell
populations, namely parental and resistant, for which single-
cell 10x, single-cell Fluidigm/Smart-Seq and bulk sequencing
experiments were executed.

We proceeded as follows: for each single-cell dataset (10x and
Fluidigm/Smart-Seq), we performed a standard Wilcoxon test
to select the DEGs (p < 0.05) between parental and resistant
populations, with respect to both the NEM and the denoised
expression matrix, and which results in two distinct lists of
DEGs.

The expression profiles of the DEGs are then used to calcu-
late the Spearman correlation coefficient between each single
cell and the corresponding bulk profile. The distribution of the
difference of the Spearman correlation coefficient as computed
on denoised data and that on the NEM is used to evaluate the
performance for this task.

Computation time (simulations) We finally analyzed the
computational time of each tested method to impute or denoise
datasets with distinct numbers of observations (i.e. single cells)
and of variables (i.e. genes), with respect to a selected number of

simulated datasets. All computations were performed on a HP
®

Z8 G4 Workstation equipped with two Intel
®

Xeon
®

Gold 6240
processors at 2.60 GHz, 1 TB DDR4 RAM at 2933 MHz and Linux
Mint 19.2 Tina.

We note that, in the original papers, the authors do not
declare any theoretical worst-case performance in terms of O(·)
notation; although for many of them, it would be derivable from
literature. We therefore present an empirical study of the relative
performances of the methods.

Parameter settings of computational methods

Most methods were run on both simulated and real-world
datasets using default settings and following guidelines
provided from the authors, if any. For additional details on
parameter settings of all methods, please refer to section 6 of
the Supplementary Material and to Supplementary Table 4.

Note that we report the results SAVER-X without pre-training,
as its performance seems to be only slightly affected by pre-
training on real-world datasets, as shown in Supplementary
Figure 9. Besides, for analyses involving synthetic datasets, we
did not run AutoImpute, McImpute, scImpute and VIPER on
datasets with 10 000 cells and 10 000 genes, and we did not
execute VIPER on RW-D#1 (downsampled to 10 000 cells and
10 000 genes), due to the high computational time required by
such methods. Furthermore, for 10 out of 30 non-UMI full-length
simulated datasets, SAUCIE collapsed all cells into one unique
profile. Thus, such datasets were not included in the analysis.
Finally, please note that for Fluidigm/Smart-Seq datasets in RW-
D#4, the computation of bayNorm and ENHANCE raised errors
and, therefore, their results are not reported.

Results
We start by providing a qualitative example of the effect of the
tested imputation and denoising methods: Figures 1 and 2 show
the tSNE low-dimensional representation [106] of a synthetic
dataset (3000 cells, 5 subpopulations and 2000 genes) and of
one real dataset (RW-D#1, downsampled to 3000 cells and 2000
genes; see the Methods section for further details). For the
synthetic dataset, we show the GT expression matrix, the NEM
and the denoised datasets returned by each method, whereas
for RW-D#1 we show its original expression matrix and the
corresponding denoised versions.

From this qualitative analysis, one can appreciate the sub-
stantial different data transformations which are determined by
the distinct methods.

While it is difficult to draw conclusion from single exper-
iments, certain methods apparently tend to reduce the vari-
ability of gene expression profiles, resulting in more compact
representations on the tSNE space (e.g. kNN-smoothing, SAUCIE,
MAGIC), some others appear to enhance the inter-cluster dis-
tance (scImpute, SAVER and ENHANCE), while most methods
seem to preserve the original disposition in the transcriptomic
space, with some exceptions (note that in this and subsequent
analyses, AutoImpute seems not to have reached convergence,
with default parameters).
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Figure 1. Effect of 19 imputation and denoising methods on a selected simulated scenario via tSNE low-dimensional representation. tSNE low-dimensional

representation [106] of the gene expression profile of 3000 single cells of a selected synthetic UMI dataset with 5 subpopulations and 2000 genes. For this dataset,

we present the tSNE plot of the GT expression matrix generated via SymSim and the NEM obtained after simulating the sequencing experiment. The remaining tSNE

plots represent the gene expression of the cells after the application of all tested denoising and imputation methods to the NEM.

The visualization of three further synthetic datasets and of
real-world datasets RW-D#2 and RW-D#3 are shown in Supple-
mentary Figures 1–5. The results of the quantitative assessment
with respect to the metrics described in the Methods section are
presented in the following.

Imputation of dropout events (simulations)
We first assessed the performance of all methods in imputing
dropout events (i.e. entries = 0 in the NEM but > 0 in the
GT expression matrix), leaving structural zeros unchanged (i.e.
entries = 0 both in the NEM and the GT). The parameters of all
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Figure 2. Effect of 19 imputation and denoising methods on real-world dataset RW-D #1 via tSNE low-dimensional representation. tSNE low-dimensional representation

[106] of the gene expression profile of 3000 selected cells from RW-D #1 (PBMCs – 10x) [90] as computed on the 2000 most variable genes. For this dataset, we present

the tSNE projection of the original dataset, which includes nine cell types and the tSNE plots of the single-cell expression profiles after the application of all methods

under analysis.

simulations are recapitulated in Table 1 and in Supplementary
Tables 1 and 2. Please refer to the Methods section and to
Supplementary Material sections 3 and 5 for details on synthetic
data generation and performance metrics. Note that Randomly
was not included in this test, since it provides an already scaled
expression matrix as output.

In Figure 3, one can find, for each method, the median
precision and recall on correctly imputed dropouts (in this case,
a true positive is an entry > 0 both in the GT and in the denoised
expression matrix but = 0 in the NEM), grouped according to the
number of (most variable) selected genes ({500, 2000, 10 000})
and the number of single cells (100 for non-UMI full-length
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Figure 3. Performance assessment on imputation of dropout events (simulations). Assessment of imputation of dropouts, as evaluated on non-UMI full-length simu-

lated datasets (100 single cells) and UMI simulated datasets ({3000, 10000} single cells), with {500, 2000, 10000} genes. In each panel, we display a scatter-plot returning,

for each imputation and denoising method, the median precision (y-axis) and recall (x-axis) as computed on correctly imputed dropouts (computed on 10 simulations

per setting). In this case, a true positive, is an entry that is > 0 in the denoised expression matrix and in the GT but is = 0 in the NEM (see the Methods section for

further details and Supplementary Table 3 for the confusion matrix). The squared shade indicates methods with precision and recall > 0.80. In Supplementary Figure 6,

the distribution of precision and recall is displayed.

and {3000, 10000} for UMI datasets). In order to identify the
methods showing high precision (i.e. how many imputed entries
are dropouts) and high recall (i.e. how many dropouts are
imputed) scatter-plot areas corresponding to high values for
both measures (> 0.80) were highlighted (in Supplementary
Figure 6 the distributions of precision and recall on settings are
displayed).

As a first result, most methods struggle when dealing with
non-UMI full-length datasets (with 100 cells), as proven by the
relatively lower value of average precision. This aspect is likely
due to the low number of observations (single cells) as compared
with the number of variables (genes) and consistently affects the
performance of all methods on most tasks (see below).

Conversely, we observe a subset of methods that achieve
extremely positive performances (both precision and recall >

0.80) for UMI datasets with 3000 and 10 000 cells. In detail, VIPER
provides the best performance with datasets with 500 genes,
while for datasets with 2000 and 10 000 genes, ALRA, bayNorm,
DrImpute, ENHANCE, kNN-smoothing, MAGIC, SAVER, SAVER-
X and scVI consistently provide optimal and analogous perfor-
mances. In particular, such methods show values of recall very
close to 1 in all experimental settings (with the exception of kNN-
smoothing). While this effect might be due to over-imputation,
such methods also display significantly high precision in most
settings. Notice also that higher values of precision implicate a

lower fraction of wrongly imputed structural zeros (entries = 0
both in the GT and the NEM), as measured by the false discovery
rate (FDR = 1− precision).

Finally, we note that scRMD and scImpute display the high-
est values of precision in most settings, which, however, are
most likely due to the conservative nature of the approaches,
which tend to limit the number of imputed values. This obser-
vation is strengthened by considering the low values of recall for
both methods: indeed, as recall corresponds to the fraction of
imputed dropouts, a value close to 0 indicates that the method
did not impute most of the events.

To further extend the analysis on imputation of dropouts,
in Supplementary Material section 7 (Supplementary Figure 7),
we return the analysis of the Spearman correlation coefficient
computed considering zero entries of the NEM and which allows
to quantify the correlation between imputed entries and the
corresponding GT expression values. On the one hand, bayNorm,
DrImpute, ENHANCE, MAGIC, SAVER and SAVER-X provide the
most accurate and robust results in most scenarios, proving
effective in correctly recovering the true expression values of
imputed entries. On the other hand, ALRA, kNN-smoothing and
scVI and VIPER, which exhibit good values of precision and
recall on imputed dropouts (see above), display a relatively lower
performance in terms of correlation of the imputed entries with
respect to the GT expression values.
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Figure 4. Performance assessment on recovery of true gene expression profiles (simulations). Assessment of recovery of true expression profiles, as evaluated on non-

UMI full-length simulated datasets (100 single cells, panel A) and UMI simulated datasets ({3000, 10000} single cells, panels B and C), with {500, 2000, 10000} genes. The

boxplots return the distribution of correlation delta, �ρ, i.e. the difference between the Spearman correlation coefficient computed between the denoised expression

matrix and the GT and that computed between the NEM and the GT, for all methods in each experimental setting. The baseline median Spearman correlation coefficient

(MSC) between the NEM and GT is reported on top of the panels, for each setting, while in Supplementary Figure 8, the relative distributions are returned.

Recovery of true gene expression profiles (simulations)

We next tested the capability of each method in recovering the
GT gene expression profiles, by using simulated data. In Figure 4,
one can find the difference of the Spearman correlation coeffi-
cient as computed between the GT and the denoised expression
matrix after the application of all 19 methods and that computed
between the GT and the NEM. Such difference is denoted as
correlation delta, �ρ, from now on (see the Methods section and
Supplementary Material section 5 for further details).

In particular, the results are displayed according to the num-
ber of genes, {500, 2000, 10000} and number of cells, 100 for non-
UMI full-length and {3000, 10 000} for UMI experiments, as this
allows to analyze the performance under different experimental
settings. Note that, as for the analysis on imputed entries, we
here do not include the output of Randomly, which provides a
scaled output matrix.

As expected, sample size and protocol-type highly influence
the capability of any method to recover corrupted information,
as the performance of all methods generally improves with
datasets with a larger number of single cells and generated via
UMI-based protocols. More specifically, most methods appear to
struggle when processing non-UMI full-length datasets charac-
terized by a low number of cells (i.e. = 100), delivering unreliable
and often erroneous denoised expression profiles, as proven by
the negative Spearman correlation delta observed in most cases
(up to −0.45 for some methods).

Conversely, correlation deltas progressively improve with
UMI datasets including larger numbers of cells and/or genes,
and, in particular, all methods with the exception of ALRA and
scScope, achieve a positive median delta with datasets with
10 000 genes and 10 000 cells.

Examining the methods in greater detail, we observe that
bayNorm, SAVER and SAVER-X are the methods with the best
overall performance, as they always provide a positive corre-
lation delta and achieve the best results with both non-UMI
full-length and UMI datasets. Furthermore, we note that such
approaches show an extremely low variance, suggesting that the
results are robust. Among the other approaches, we note that
DrImpute displays a high correlation delta with UMI datasets,
whereas both ENHANCE and MAGIC exhibit remarkable perfor-
mances with datasets with more than 3000 cells and more than
2000 genes.

All in all, the results of this and the previous analyses sug-
gest that bayNorm, SAVER and SAVER-X might be an adequate
choice for both imputing dropouts and recovering corrupted

information, as they show the most accurate and stable per-
formances with both UMI and non-UMI full-length datasets,
whereas DrImpute, ENHANCE and MAGIC are similarly effective
when processing UMI datasets.

Characterization of cell similarity (simulations
and real-world data)

When analyzing scRNA-seq data, one might be interested in
characterizing the possible heterogeneous populations included
in the dataset, typically performing unsupervised clustering. For
example, the Scanpy [107] and Seurat [108] packages for single-
cell analyses incorporate the Louvain and Leiden algorithms
for community detection [109], which identify clusters based
on a nearest neighbors graph constructed from the profiles of
each single cell. Therefore, it is clear that improving the iden-
tification of cell similarities might result in better clustering
performances. To this end, we assessed the effectiveness of all
tested methods in enhancing cell similarity with respect to both
simulated and real data.

In Figure 5, we show the difference between the average
silhouette coefficient computed on denoised expression matrix
and that obtained from the NEM, by grouping single cells accord-
ing to the GT labels. Higher values of the average Silhouette
coefficient indicate that cells are close to other cells of the
same subpopulation and separated from those belonging to
other subpopulations. In particular, GT labels are provided by
cell subpopulation labels for simulated data and by cell type/line
labels for real-world datasets (see the Methods section and the
Supplementary Material for further details). We remark that
the silhouette coefficient allows one not to rely on arbitrarily
chosen clustering approaches, to evaluate the correct grouping
of single cells. In fact, currently available clustering methods
for scRNA-seq data are characterized by different properties,
goals and specifications and produce results that are extremely
sensitive to parameter choices and variations, and which might,
in turn, undermine the comparison of denoising and imputation
methods on this specific task.

Results are shown for simulated datasets with {500, 2000,
10000} genes and 100 (non-UMI full-length) or {3000, 10000} sin-
gle cells (UMI), as well as for real-world datasets RW-D#1, RW-
D#2 and RW-D#3. Note that we employed the TEP of all cell
subpopulations as benchmark for the assessment on simulated
datasets: in particular, the silhouette coefficient delta between
the TEP and the NEM represents the largest theoretical improve-
ment in each setting.
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Figure 5. Performance assessment on cell similarity characterization (simulations and real-world data). Assessment of enhancement of cell similarity characterization

after denoising, as evaluated on (i) simulated datasets (non-UMI full-length with 100 single cells and UMI-simulated datasets with {3000, 10000} single cells, panels

A–C) and (ii) real-world datasets RW-D#1 (downsampled to {3000, 10000} cells, 10x platform, panels D and E), RW-D#2 (3918 cells, 10x platform, panel F) and RW-D#3

({93, 196, 197, 224, 243, 245, 263, 275, 293} cells, Smart-Seq2, panel G). The boxplots (respectively, barplots) in all panels, depict the distribution (respectively, values) of

the Silhouette delta, i.e. the difference between the average silhouette coefficient computed on the denoised expression matrix and that computed on the NEM, for all

methods. The difference between the average silhouette coefficient evaluated on the TEP and that computed on the NEM is also shown for all simulated datasets.

Overall, most methods cause an increase of the average sil-
houette coefficient in most settings, suggesting that imputation
and denoising approaches are indeed effective in enhancing the
similarity of the expression profiles of cells belonging to the
same sub-populations.

This effect is significantly intensified with datasets with
larger sample size and generated (or simulated) with UMI pro-
tocols, as proven by the overall increase in delta magnitude.
In particular, MAGIC and ENHANCE appear to produce the best
results, with respect to both simulated and real-world datasets,
yet with noteworthy variance in some scenarios, and with the
latter method improving its performance with UMI datasets.
We further notice that ALRA, kNN-smoothing and scVI deliver
notable performances in most scenarios, closely followed by
DCA. Surprisingly, SAUCIE exhibits a negative delta with sim-
ulated non-UMI full-length datasets but produces good results
with real-world Smart-Seq2 dataset RW-D#3.

We recall that, among the best performing methods for the
imputation and expression recovery tasks (see above), in addi-
tion to the aforementioned MAGIC and ENHANCE, SAVER-X
and SAVER consistently produce improvements of the average
silhouette delta in most simulated and real-world scenarios,
whereas bayNorm and DrImpute appear to be less effective with
respect to this specific task.

We finally specify that the results on simulated and real-
world datasets are mostly coherent across experimental scenar-
ios, further proving the suitability of simulations in assessing the
performance of imputation and denoising methods.

Identification of DEGs (real-world data)

In order to quantify the effect of denoising and imputation
methods on the identification of DEGs, we leveraged on bulk
RNA-sequencing data included in real-world dataset RW-D#4
[93]. In detail, we first computed the DEGs between the parental

and resistant samples included in the dataset, with respect to
both the original expression matrix and the denoised matrix (via
Wilcoxon test, P < 0.05), and which resulted in two distinct lists
of DEGs. The analysis was repeated for both the Fluidigm/Smart-
Seq dataset (84 and 113 single cells for resistant and parental cell
lines, respectively) and the 10x datasets (3085 and 3178; see the
Methods section and the Supplementary Material section 4 for
further details).

In Figure 6, we display the difference of the Spearman cor-
relation coefficient between the expression profile of the DEGs
obtained from the denoised expression matrix and the bulk
expression profile (computed for each single cell), and the one
computed on the profiles of DEGs determined from the original
expression matrix.

Noteworthy, most approaches produce an increase of the
correlation with respect to the bulk expression profile. In par-
ticular, kNN-smoothing, MAGIC and SAUCIE deliver a median
Spearman delta > 0.10 for both the Fluidigm/Smart-Seq and the
10x datasets, while bayNorm, ENHANCE, SAVER, SAVER-X and
scVI show a median Spearman delta > 0.10 for the latter protocol
only.

Overall, this result indicates that, in many cases, imputa-
tion and denoising methods might be effective in improving
downstream analyses, such as the identification of DEGs.

Computation time (simulations)

Figure 7 reports the results of the computational time assess-
ment on three simulated datasets: (i) non-UMI full-length (100
cells) (ii) UMI (3000 cells), and (iii) UMI (10 000 cells), with respect
to {500, 2000, 5000} genes, plotted in logarithmic scale.

We can observe that all methods suffer an approximately
exponential increase of computational time with respect to
the number of cells and the number of genes, with extremely
significant difference in magnitude. Overall, the most scalable
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Figure 6. Performance assessment on identification of DEGs (real-world data). Assessment of identification of DEGs, as computed on RW-D#4 [93]. DEGs between

parental and resistant cell lines of RW-D#4 are identified via Wilcoxon test (P < 0.05), both starting from the original scRNA-seq dataset and from the corresponding

denoised matrices, for both Fluidigm/Smart-Seq and 10x datasets (panel A and B). The Spearman correlation coefficient between the expression profile of all single

cells and the corresponding bulk expression profile is computed with respect to all the DEGs included in the distinct lists. The distribution (on all single cells) of the

difference between the Spearman correlation coefficient computed with original data matrix and that computed with the denoised version is then shown as boxplots

for both 10x and Fluidigm/Smart-Seq datasets. In the rightmost panels, the baseline distribution of the Spearman correlation coefficient between the NEM and bulk

data (with respect to the corresponding list of DEGs) is shown, for both scenarios.

algorithms appear to be ALRA, kNN-smoothing and scRMD
while, in general, matrix theory appears to be the most
computationally efficient category.

Summary of the performance assessment on denoising
and imputation methods

In Figure 8, we present a recapitulation of the performance
assessment. The schema includes seven panels, structured as
follows:

• imputation of dropout events,
• recovery of gene expression profiles,

• characterization of cell similarity,
• identification of DEGs,
• computation time,
• task,
• release code quality.

In particular, we selected a subset of simulated datasets,
characterized by selected parameter settings in terms of
single-cell number ({100, 3000, 10000}), sequencing protocol
{non-UMI full-length, UMI} and number of genes (2000 for all
settings)—and all four real-world datasets (see the Methods
section), which we employed to compute a schematic ranking of
all methods with respect to the distinct tasks.
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Figure 7. Computational time assessment. Running time of each method in denoising/imputing datasets with increasing number of cells and genes. In (A) results with

100 cells, in (B) results with 3000 cells and in (C) results with 10 000 cells. Values are plotted in logarithmic scale.

More in detail, for each selected parameter setting of the
simulated dataset and for each real-world dataset, we ordered all
19 methods with respect to the average values of the following
metrics:

(i) average Spearman correlation delta for zero entries of the
NEM (for imputation of dropout events),

(ii) average Spearman correlation delta on the whole expres-
sion matrix (for recovery of gene expression profiles),

(iii) average silhouette delta (for characterization of cell similar-
ity),

(iv) average Spearman correlation delta (for identification of
DEGs),

(v) computation time.

The ranking is visually represented with dots with respect to
each experimental setting, where the largest dot corresponds to
the best performing method (green) and the smallest dot to the
worst performing method (red).

The task panel indicates whether each method performs
either denoising or imputation (see the Introduction section
and Supplementary Material section 1 for a rigorous classifica-
tion of the two tasks). Finally, the last panel reports a summary
of selected quality code metrics, which were used to evaluate the
different tools. In particular, usability and documentation range
from 1, i.e. the worst result, to 4, corresponding to the best score.
Usability is calculated by considering a set of characteristics that
contribute in worsening the overall usability of the tool: (i) either
input preprocessing, preliminary operation, e.g. clustering, or
output post-processing, e.g. re-normalization, are required to the
user; (ii) at least one parameter depends on the input, i.e. a grid-
search is required; (iii) parameters meaning is not intuitive, e.g. it
has no biological meaning; (iv) the tool is not available on a pack-
age distribution platform, e.g. Bioconductor or pip/conda. If a
tool has none of the previously introduced features is assigned
to the maximum score of 4; otherwise, the scoring is reduced to
a minimum of 1. Documentation score is assigned as follows: 1
indicates that the authors did provide neither a documentation

nor a detailed tutorial, 2 indicates that the authors provided a
tutorial but did not write a detailed explanation for the param-
eters, 3 indicates that a detailed tutorial is available and 4 indi-
cates that the authors provided both a detailed tutorial and a full
explanation of all parameters. Finally, we indicate both whether
the program is maintained, i.e. updated in the past 2 years, and
the programming language on which the tool was implemented.

Discussion
We presented a review of the current state-of-the art of compu-
tational approaches for denoising and imputation of scRNA-seq
data. Extensive tests on both real and synthetic datasets allowed
to evaluate the performances and the robustness of each method
under different experimental scenarios.

In light of the presented results, distinct methods appear
to be more suitable for different tasks. In particular, ENHANCE,
MAGIC, SAVER, and SAVER-X provide the best overall compro-
mise and show robust performances with respect to all consid-
ered tasks. In addition to such methods, bayNorm and DrImpute
are especially effective in recovering the true expression pro-
files and imputing dropout entries, while kNN-smoothing and
scVI in improving the characterization of cell similarity and the
grouping of single cells in coherent subpopulations, as well as
the identification of DEGs.

We also note that, as expected, most methods appear to
struggle with non-UMI full-length datasets, likely due to the
low number of observations (cells) as compared with the high
number of variables (genes). Furthermore, as already mentioned
and as reported in [110], denoised expression values returned
by any method should be considered with caution, due to the
presence of possible artifacts, as proven by the low correlation
with GT expression profiles from simulations recorded in many
cases and, particularly, with non-UMI full-length datasets.

By focusing on machine learning frameworks, we notice
that methods that employ assumptions on biological variability
and technical noise (i.e. DCA, SAVER-X, scVI) typically exhibit
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Figure 8. Summary of the performance assessment on denoising and imputation methods. The five leftmost panels report a schematic ranking of all 19 tested

denoising and imputation methods, as computed on a selected panel of synthetic and real-world datasets, in terms of average Spearman correlation delta for zero

entries of the NEM (for imputation of dropout events), average Spearman correlation delta on the whole expression matrix (for recovery of gene expression profiles),

average silhouette delta (characterization of cell similarity), average Spearman correlation delta (identification of DEGs) and computation time. The size of each round

marker is proportional to the ranking, with the largest (green) dots corresponding to the best performing tool and the smallest (red) dots to worst performing tool, with

respect to the considering metric. The task panel indicates whether the method can perform either denoising or imputation tasks. Finally, the rightmost panel reports

a summary of a quality code metrics that were used to evaluate the different tools in terms of usability, documentation, maintenance and availability (please refer to

the Methods section (Summary of the performance assessment on denoising and imputation Methods) for further details).

better performances, hinting at the importance of including
prior knowledge to inform the learning algorithms. Model-
based methods present a typically good performance in both
imputation and expression recovery, yet at a usually high com-
putational cost, and generally showing suboptimal performance
in cell similarity enhancement. Matrix theory-based techniques
show good performance in terms of characterization of cell
similarity, in addition to noteworthy scalability, even with large
datasets. Finally, data smoothing approaches present typically
good performances, yet with significant differences according
to the specific task.

All in all, the performance of all methods appear to be highly
dependent on the specific features of the dataset, as very distinct

results are observed for the same method in different experi-
mental scenarios, as recapped in Figure 8. This summary should
guide potential users in selecting an optimal method according
to the research needs and the available data types.

We further note that a review on a similar subject can be
found as a preprint in [35]. Despite achieving similar conclusions
on several methods included in our review, such work does
not include comparisons on simulated data, which allow to
evaluate a number of metrics with respect to the GT. For instance,
certain methods that were identified as highly performing in
[35], appear to struggle in dealing with true expression profiles
recovery, an effect that can be evaluated only via simulations.
The virtually unlimited number of in silico scenarios that can
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be generated via methods such SymSim [89] suggests that simu-
lations should be increasingly used to quantitatively assess the
performance of data science methods and especially to test the
robustness of their results.

Possible limitations of our assessment might be related to
the application of most methods with default parameters, while
one can expect improvements when fine tuning the parameters.
In this respect, setting guidelines provided by the authors were
followed when present and appear to be extremely beneficial to
increase the overall usability and performance of the methods.

We also recall that for some methods, such as those based on
AEs, it would be possible to use the latent variable space to per-
form single-cell clustering, while in our analysis we chose to use
the denoised expression profiles, to provide a fair comparison
for all methods.

We finally remark that scalable methods for denoising of
single-cell transcriptomic data might pave the way for refined
downstream analyses, for instance, by improving the reliability
and accuracy of variant calling pipelines from scRNA-seq data
to provide an accurate mapping of genotype and phenotype of
single cells [111, 112], as well as by allowing a better estimation
of metabolic fluxes from scRNA-seq data in the investigation of
cancer metabolism [113, 114].

Key Points
• Extensive tests on synthetic and real datasets pro-

vide a quantitative assessment of the performance of
denoising and imputation methods in distinct scenar-
ios.

• Some methods are effective in improving the char-
acterization of cell similarity, some others in recov-
ering the true gene expression profiles and imputing
dropouts.

• Appropriate assumptions on the noise model are ben-
eficial to recover lost information.

• Overall, ENHANCE, MAGIC, SAVER and SAVER-X con-
stitute a good compromise on all tasks.

• Corrected expression values returned by any method
should be considered with caution in downstream
analyses.

Supplementary Data

Supplementary data are available online at https://academi
c.oup.com/bib.

Data availability

The source code used to replicate all our analyses, including
synthetic and real datasets, is available at this link: https://
github.com/BIMIB-DISCo/review-scRNA-seq-DENOISING.
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APPENDIX A. INTERDISCIPLINARY PUBLICATIONS

A.2 Classifying Cancer Samples from Metabolic

Networks

Contribution. In this chapter I will discuss the work done for the following
articles:

[Mac+21] J. Machicao, F. Craighero, D. Maspero, F. Angaroni, C. Dami-
ani, A. Graudenzi, M. Antoniotti, O. M. Bruno. “On the Use of
Topological Features of Metabolic Networks for the Classification
of Cancer Samples”. In: CURRENT GENOMICS 22.2 (2021)

Summary. The recent surge in availability and reliability of -omics data
encouraged the development of computational methods to investigate the
metabolism in cancer [TK12; LA13]. In this regard, classifying cancer samples
from metabolic properties represents a fundamental challenge towards a data-
driven understanding of the disease. As done in [Gra+18; Dam+20], we first
built a dataset by projecting transcriptomic data onto metabolic networks,
allowing to derive an approximate activity value for each reaction, represented
by the edges. Then, our contributions can be summarized as follows:

• Metabolic Networks Pruning: we proposed a pruning strategy to keep
only the relevant edges (metabolic reactions) of the network.

• Metabolic Network Topological Properties as Features: we selected network
metrics such as the average degree and the assortativity as relevant
properties for the classification task.

• Model Selection: we evaluated multiple classifiers with a nested cross-
validation to select the best performing one in our setting.

The experiments were performed using labelled expression profiles from
the TCGA dataset [Cir+15], projected onto the Recon2.2 metabolic net-
work [Jam+19]. The final results confirmed the goodness of metabolic networks’
topological features to distinguish cancer samples, motivating additional studies
on this topic.

Implementation. The experiments performed in the paper has been open-
sourced on a Github repositorya.

ahttps://github.com/BIMIB-DISCo/MET-NET-CLASSIFICATION
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 Abstract: Background: The increasing availability of omics data collected from patients affected by 

severe pathologies, such as cancer, is fostering the development of data science methods for their 

analysis. 

Introduction: The combination of data integration and machine learning approaches can provide 

new powerful instruments to tackle the complexity of cancer development and deliver effective di-

agnostic and prognostic strategies. 

Methods: We explore the possibility of exploiting the topological properties of sample-specific met-

abolic networks as features in a supervised classification task. Such networks are obtained by pro-

jecting transcriptomic data from RNA-seq experiments on genome-wide metabolic models to define 

weighted networks modeling the overall metabolic activity of a given sample. 

Results: We show the classification results on a labeled breast cancer dataset from the TCGA data-

base, including 210 samples (cancer vs. normal). In particular, we investigate how the performance 

is affected by a threshold-based pruning of the networks by comparing Artificial Neural Networks, 

Support Vector Machines and Random Forests. Interestingly, the best classification performance is 

achieved within a small threshold range for all methods, suggesting that it might represent an effec-

tive choice to recover useful information while filtering out noise from data. Overall, the best accu-

racy is achieved with SVMs, which exhibit performances similar to those obtained when gene ex-

pression profiles are used as features. 

Conclusion: These findings demonstrate that the topological properties of sample-specific metabolic 

networks are effective in classifying cancer and normal samples, suggesting that useful information 

can be extracted from a relatively limited number of features.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The development of automated strategies for the classifi-
cation of cancer samples in distinct categories (e.g., sub-
types, risk groups, etc.) is one of the key challenges in cur-
rent biosciences [1]. On the one hand, this might lead to the 
discovery of efficient, personalized diagnostic, prognostic, 
and therapeutic strategies for cancer patients. On the other 
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hand, it could allow unraveling some of the still undeci-
phered mechanisms and processes underlying cancer devel-
opment, leading to a data-driven understanding of the dis-
ease. 

It is known that effective classification and clustering of 
cancer samples can be achieved by employing the infor-
mation on expression data [2-7], genomic alteration profiles 
[8, 9], interaction networks [10], and even signaling path-
ways [11, 12]. In this work, however, we specifically focus 
on the metabolic properties that may distinguish cancer from 
normal samples. In fact, metabolic deregulation is one of the 
key hallmarks of cancer [13-15], even if its underlying 
mechanisms are still partially unknown. In this respect, in 
recent years, an increasing number of computational strate-
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gies have been devised, in order to take advantage of the 
growing availability and reliability of -omics data to investi-
gate the alterations of metabolism in cancer [16-19]. Very 
often, such data have been employed in constraint-based 
models, such as Flux Balance Analysis (FBA), in which 
metabolic fluxes are simulated to compare different experi-
mental scenarios [20-24]. 

Moreover, more recently, approaches coupling con-
straint-based metabolic modeling with supervised machine 
learning algorithms have been proposed [25]. In our case, we 
explore for the first time the possibility of employing the 
topological properties of metabolic networks as input fea-
tures of classification algorithms. To this end, we rely on an 
approach firstly introduced in [26,27] in which transcriptom-
ic data, such as RNA-seq, are employed to determine the 
approximate activity value of the reactions included in a giv-
en metabolic network. 

More in detail, by introducing a relevance threshold on 
the metabolic activity level, we pruned the original metabolic 
network to define individual-specific networks in which only 
the significantly active reactions are preserved. The topolog-
ical properties of such individual-specific networks are then 
used as features to perform a supervised classification task 
via various algorithmic strategies and, in particular, Multi-
Layer Perceptrons (MLPs), Support Vector Machines 
(SVMs) and Random Forests (RFs). 

To investigate our hypothesis, this work presents the 
classification results in a simple scenario in which the sam-
ple categories are known a priori - cancer vs. normal - con-
cerning the TCGA-BRCA breast cancer dataset [28], which 
includes 210 total samples. 

We show that noteworthy classification performance can 
be achieved by using a few key topological properties of met-
abolic networks, i.e., average degree, average hierarchical 
degree, average geodesic path length and assortativity. Inter-
estingly, a similar pruning threshold (in the range 0.01 – 0.1) is 
identified as optimal for all tested machine learning strategies, 
suggesting that it could be an effective choice to extract useful 
information from the “relevant” activity of metabolic net-
works, while discarding possible artifacts due to noisy obser-
vations. Overall, the best classification performance is ob-
tained with SVMs and threshold 0.1, which exhibit 0.866 of 
(average) accuracy, 0.86 precision and 0.879 recall on the test 
set, after k-fold cross-validation and hyper-parameter estima-
tion. Furthermore, we show that the best performing SVM 
classifier (with the optimal threshold) delivers similar classifi-
cation performance with respect to an analogous classifier 
processing a reduced gene expression feature vector, as com-
puted by selecting the 5 principal components on the list of 
1673 metabolic genes from Recon2.2 [29]. 

These results prove that the projection of transcriptomic 
activity on metabolic networks provides useful information 
to efficiently classify cancer samples and might pave the way 
for the development of strategies for experimental hypothesis 
generation. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1. Integration of RNA-seq and Metabolic Networks 

As proposed earlier [26, 27], it is possible to project tran-
scriptomic data onto human metabolic networks [30], to de-

rive an approximate activity value for each metabolic reac-
tion in any given sample. 

We first employ an input metabolic network 𝑀 such as 
the Human Metabolic Reaction (HMR) [31] or Recon [29, 
32]. 𝑀 is a bipartite-directed graph that includes two kinds of 
nodes: (i) metabolites (i.e., substrates or products), and (ii) 
metabolic reactions. The edges in 𝑀 connect either: (i) the 
substrates and the relative reaction, or (ii) a reaction and the 
relative products. The total number of nodes of 𝑀 is N, 
whereas the total number of edges is E. Reaction nodes are 
associated with Gene-Protein-Reaction (GPR) rules, i.e., 
logical formulas that describe the related catalyses via AND 
and OR logical operators. In particular, AND rules are em-
ployed when distinct genes encode different subunits of the 
same enzyme, whereas OR rules are used when distinct 
genes encode isoforms of the same enzyme. 

RNA-seq data are then used to provide an approximate 
activity value to each reaction in the input network. In par-
ticular, our method takes as input a n (genes) × m (samples) 
matrix T in which each element 𝑇𝑔,𝑠, 𝑔 = 1,… , 𝑛, 𝑠 =
1,… ,𝑚, includes the transcript level of gene g in sample s 
(the Reads per Kilobase per Million mapped reads – 
RPKM). 

For each reaction in the input network 𝑟 ∈ 𝐺 and for each 
sample 𝑠 = 1,… ,𝑚, we define a Reaction Activity Score 
(RAS), by distinguishing two cases. 

Reactions with GPR including an AND operator, 

𝑅𝐴𝑆𝑟,𝑠 = min(𝑇𝑔,𝑠: 𝑔 ∈ 𝒜𝓇), (1) 

where 𝒜𝑟 is the set of genes that encode the subunits of 
the enzyme catalyzing reaction r. 

Reactions with GPR including an OR operator, 

𝑅𝐴𝑆𝑟,𝑠 = ∑ 𝑇𝑔,𝑠𝑔∈𝒪𝓇
, (2) 

where 𝒪𝓇 is the set of genes that encode isoforms of the 
enzyme that catalyzes reaction r. 

In case of composite reactions, we respect the standard 
precedence of the two operators. The rationale underlying 
the definition of the RAS is that enzyme isoforms (OR) con-
tribute additively to the overall activity of a certain reaction, 
whereas enzyme subunits (AND) limit its activity. RASs are 
finally normalized to obtain values in the range [0, 1] (with 0 
meaning no activity and 1 meaning maximum activity ob-
served in the dataset). 

Even though this simplified approach neglects the heter-
ogeneity of reaction kinetic constants, protein binding affini-
ties and translation rates, it was proven effective in the inves-
tigation of cancer metabolic deregulation and in cancer sam-
ple stratification [26, 27]. 

2.2. Cancer Sample Classification via Metabolic Network 
Pruning 

We define the sample-specific metabolic network of a 
given sample s as the weighted adjacency matrix 𝑊𝑠, which 
contains 𝑁 × 𝑁 elements, such that each element 𝑤𝑖𝑗

𝑠  is equal 
to: (i) 𝑅𝐴𝑆𝑗,𝑠  if i is a substrate of reaction j, (ii) 𝑅𝐴𝑆𝑖,𝑠 if i is a 
reaction and j one of its products, (iii) 0 otherwise. 
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  (a)    (b) 

Fig. (1). Number of nodes ⟨NTl,s⟩ (averaged on all samples) (a) and number of edges ⟨ETl,s⟩ (averaged on all samples) (b) of the giant compo-

nent GTl,s of the sample-specific metabolic network (computed from the Recon2.2 network [29]), in addition to their standard deviation (error 

bar), defined by different threshold Tl values either on normal and cancer samples. (A higher resolution / colour version of this figure is avail-

able in the electronic copy of the article). 

 

 

Fig. (2). The giant components of the metabolic network of the cancer sample of patient TCGA BH A0DZ obtained by projecting RNA-seq 

data on Recon2.2 metabolic network [29], are shown. 4 distinct giant components are shown, obtained with the following relevance thresh-

olds: 10−4, 0.1,0.4,0.7. Networks were drawn via Cytoscape [37]. (A higher resolution / colour version of this figure is available in the elec-

tronic copy of the article). 

 
Since we are interested in exploiting the topological 

properties of the “giant component” of the sample-specific 
metabolic network (as proposed, e.g., in [33]), we employ a 
network pruning procedure to select the relevant metabolic 
reactions. This threshold criterion was employed earlier [34-
36]. In detail, a threshold parameter 𝑇𝑙 ∈ [0,1] is used to ob-
tain an unweighted and thresholded adjacency matrix 𝐴𝑇𝑙,𝑠, 
the elements of which are defined as follows: 

 𝐴𝑖𝑗
𝑇𝑙,𝑠 = {

1,  𝑖𝑓 𝑤𝑖𝑗
𝑠 ≥ 𝑇𝑙

 0,  𝑖𝑓 𝑤𝑖𝑗
𝑠 < 𝑇𝑙

 ∀𝑖, 𝑗 = 1,… ,𝑁.  (3) 

It must be noted that we have focused on the larger than 
option, because we can hypothesize that only significantly 
active reactions (above the threshold) are responsible for the 
phenotypic/functional properties of cells. By scanning differ-
ent values of the threshold, we can then evaluate the impact 
on the performance of classifiers that take as input certain 
topological measurements of the resulting giant component 
(see below), thus identifying an optimal threshold value. 

Clearly the threshold parameter determines the size of the 
giant component, i.e., the largest connected subgraph of the 
sample-specific metabolic network, which we define as 
𝐺𝑇𝑙,𝑠 and which includes 𝑁𝑇𝑙,𝑠 nodes and 𝐸𝑇𝑙,𝑠 edges. 

For instance, in Fig. (1), one can see how the number of 
nodes and edges of the giant component of the sample-
specific metabolic network (computed from the Recon2.2 
network [29, 32]) is generally affected by the choice of dis-
tinct thresholds, regarding both cancer and normal samples. 
In greater detail, on the left side of Fig. (1a), smaller thresh-
olds, such as 𝑇𝑙 ∈ {10−4, 10−3, 10−2, 10−1}, lead to a larger 
size of the giant component (on average), while on the right 
side, larger thresholds, such as 𝑇𝑙 ∈ {0.2, 0.3, … , 0.7}, lead to 
a radical network reduction, with a threshold 𝑇𝑙 = 0.7 retain-
ing 127 nodes on average, which represents approximately 
1.45% of the total number of nodes of the original metabolic 
network. As a representative example, the shrinking of the 
giant component for a specific sample is visually represented 
in Fig. (2). 
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We also note that this behavior occurs similarly on both 
cancer and normal samples, even if the size of the giant 
component of the former ones tends to be slightly smaller. 
One may speculate that cancer subpopulations engage in a 
relatively lower number of metabolic functions with respect 
to normal cells, given that their main objective is “selfish” 
proliferation. Further investigations are needed to validate 
this interesting hypothesis [37]. 

2.3. Algorithmic Methods for Classification 

In general, the choice of adequate network descriptors is 
crucial for pattern recognition purposes. Typically, the fea-
ture extraction is based on well-established network structur-
al measures (see details in Section 2.3.1). The concurrent use 
of well-known measures such as degree, mean degree, clus-
tering coefficient, mean hierarchical degree, centrality, and 
even spectral measurements, can identify global properties 
shared by a large majority of empirical and synthetic net-
works such as random, small-world, scale-free networks, and 
geographic networks models [38, 39]. 

2.3.1. Features Based on Network Structural Measures 

Networks measurements falling in various categories 
(e.g., connectivity-related, distance-related, spectral, degree 
correlation measures) can be effectively used to characterize 
the topological properties of real-world networks [38, 40]. In 
our case, we are interested in determining whether certain 
topological measurements of the giant component of the 
sample-specific metabolic network obtained from RNA-seq 
data projection, and after opportune threshold-based pruning, 
can be effectively employed as features to classify cancer 
samples. In particular, we selected the following measures. 

Average Degree: Among the connectivity-related meas-
urements, we here consider the degree (or connectivity) 𝑘𝑖

𝑇𝑙,𝑠 
of node i of the giant component of sample s, given threshold 
𝑇𝑙, as the number of neighbors of a node 𝑖𝑇𝑙,𝑠 defined by:  

𝑘𝑖
𝑇𝑙,𝑠 = ∑ 𝐴𝑖𝑗

𝑇𝑙,𝑠
𝑁𝑇𝑙,𝑠

𝑗=1
. 

Accordingly, the average degree of the giant component 
is defined by Eq. (4), as follows: 

⟨𝑘𝑇𝑙,𝑠⟩ =
1

𝑁𝑇𝑙,𝑠
∑ 𝑘𝑖

𝑇𝑙,𝑠
𝑁𝑇𝑙,𝑠

𝑖=1
.  (4) 

Average Hierarchical Degree: The hierarchical degree 

ki
Tl,s

h

of node i can also be measured considering the connec-

tivity of the neighboring nodes constrained to a hierarchical 

level h. As an example, in social networks, the hierarchical 

degree of level 2 of given node i, ki
2, is the sum of the de-

grees of the neighbors of its neighbors. Therefore, the mean 

hierarchical degree of the giant component of a sample-

specific metabolic network is given by Eq. (5), as follows: 

⟨𝑘𝑇𝑙,𝑠
ℎ
⟩ =

1

𝑁𝑇𝑙,𝑠
∑ 𝑘𝑖

𝑇𝑙,𝑠
ℎ𝑁𝑇𝑙,𝑠

𝑖=1
 . (5) 

Average Geodesic Path Length: A path is defined as the 

sequence of nodes visited to go from node i to j. The distance 

between them is the number of edges within the path, and 𝑑𝑖𝑗  

is defined as the geodesic path, i.e., the smallest path length. 

When there is no path between i and j, 𝑑𝑖𝑗 = 0. The average 

geodesic path length of the giant component of the sample-

specific metabolic network is given by: 

 

 ⟨𝑙𝑇𝑙,𝑠⟩ =
1

𝑁𝑇𝑙,𝑠(𝑁𝑇𝑙,𝑠−1)
∑ 𝑑𝑖𝑗𝑖≠𝑗

,  (6) 

where i and j are two nodes of the giant component and 
1

𝑁𝑇𝑙,𝑠(𝑁𝑇𝑙,𝑠−1)
 corresponds to a normalization factor, consider-

ing a fully connected network [40]. 

Assortativity: The assortativity 𝛤𝑇𝑙,𝑠 [41], i.e., the Pear-
son correlation coefficient of degree among all pairs of 
linked nodes i and j of the giant component, quantifies the 
tendency of the nodes of a given degree k to connect to 
nodes with a similar degree and, in our case, it is defined as 
follows: 

 𝛤𝑇𝑙,𝑠 =
(

1

𝑁𝑇𝑙,𝑠
)∑ (𝑘𝑖

𝑇𝑙,𝑠𝑘𝑗

𝑇𝑙,𝑠𝐴𝑖𝑗

𝑇𝑙,𝑠)
𝑗>𝑖

−[(1/𝑁𝑇𝑙,𝑠)∑ (1/2)(𝑘𝑖

𝑇𝑙,𝑠+𝑘𝑗

𝑇𝑙,𝑠)𝐴𝑖𝑗

𝑇𝑙,𝑠

𝑗>𝑖
]

2

(
1

𝑁𝑇𝑙,𝑠
)∑ (1/2)(𝑘𝑖

𝑇𝑙,𝑠
2
+𝑘𝑗

𝑇𝑙,𝑠
2
)𝐴𝑖𝑗

𝑇𝑙,𝑠

𝑗>𝑖

−[(1/𝑁𝑇𝑙,𝑠)∑ (1/2)(𝑘𝑖

𝑇𝑙,𝑠+𝑘𝑗

𝑇𝑙,𝑠)𝐴𝑖𝑗

𝑇𝑙,𝑠

𝑗>𝑖
]

2 ,  (7) 

𝛤𝑇𝑙,𝑠 is a value within the range [−1, 1]. Values closer to 
1 indicate a positive correlation (nodes with high degree tend 
to connect to nodes with high degree), while values closer to 
−1, indicate a negative correlation (nodes with a high degree 
tend to connect to nodes with low degree), whereas values 
close to 0 indicates the absence of linear dependence. 

In the following, we will show how to compose a feature 
vector by considering a set of topological measurements [35, 
36, 38]. In this respect, the giant component of a sample-
specific metabolic network 𝐺𝑇𝑙,𝑠can be characterized by a 
tuple containing: (i) the average degree ⟨𝑘𝑇𝑙,𝑠⟩ (Eq. 4), (ii) 
the average hierarchical degree of level 2 ⟨𝑘𝑇𝑙,𝑠⟩ (Eq. 5), (iii) 
the average hierarchical degree of level 3 ⟨𝑘𝑇𝑙,𝑠

3
⟩ (Eq. 5), 

(iv) the average geodesic path length ⟨𝑙𝑇𝑙,𝑠⟩ (Eq. 6) and (v) 
the assortativity 𝛤𝑇𝑙,𝑠  (Eq. 7). The vector is given by: 

�⃗� (𝑇𝑙 , 𝑠) = [⟨𝑘𝑇𝑙,𝑠⟩, ⟨𝑘𝑇𝑙,𝑠
2
⟩, ⟨𝑘𝑇𝑙,𝑠

3
⟩, ⟨𝑙T𝑙,𝑠⟩, 𝛤𝑇𝑙,𝑠]   (8) 

We notice that other measures such as the clustering co-
efficient might be employed as features. However, since in 
our case the input network is bipartite, there are no triangle 
neighborhoods and, accordingly, the clustering coefficient 
would always be 0. Since our framework is designed to be 
general, one can expect this feature to be relevant in different 
experimental scenarios, with distinct datasets and alternative 
representations of reaction graphs [42-44]. 

2.4. Classification Setup 

Given any relevance threshold 𝑇𝑙, the feature vectors are 
extracted for the resulting giant component of each sample s, 
and the classification step can be performed. The main goal 
of this analysis is to evaluate the classification performance 
of various classifiers ℳ, i.e., MLPs, SVMs and RFs on the 
feature vector �⃗� (𝑇𝑙 , 𝑠). Furthermore, we tested the same 
classifiers on a reduced feature vector, including the 5 first 
principal components of the expression profiles of the 1673 
metabolic genes present in the Recon2.2 model [29], in order 
to provide a comparison on the same number of features em-
ployed in our approach. 
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Table 1.  Hyperparameters grid search for the tested classifiers, i.e., MLPs, SVMs and RFs, executed via the scikit-learn Python 

library. Parameter names are the sklearn arguments of the related functions (default was used for the other parameters). 

Methods Functions Parameters Grid Search Values 

MLP neuralnetwork.MLPClassifier 

solver 

hidden_layer_sizes 

batch_size 

learning_rate_init 

learning_rate 

max_iter 

[adam, lbfgs] 

[(50,),(100,),(50,50)] 

[16, 32, 64] 

[0.1, 0.01, 0.001] 

[constant, adaptative] 

10000 

RF ensemble.RandomForestClassifier 

max_depth 

max_features 

min_samples_leaf 

min_samples_split 

n_estimator 

[10, 20, 40, None] 

[auto, sqrt] 

[1, 2, 3] 

[2, 3, 5] 

[100, 200, 500, 1000] 

SVM svm.SVC 

C 

gamma 

tol 

kernel 

[2-5, 2-4,..., 212] 

[$2^{-15}$ 2-14,..., 24] 

[10-3, 10-4] 

[rbf, sigmoid, linear] 

 

 

Fig. (3). Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic (KS-test, [48]) between normal and cancer samples for each threshold and network topological meas-

ure: average degree ⟨kTl,s⟩, assortativity ΓTl,s average hierarchical degree of level 2 ⟨kTl,s
2
⟩ and 3 ⟨kTl,s

3
⟩ and average geodesic path length 

⟨lTl,s⟩. The higher the K-S test is, the more the distribution of the network measure is different between normal and cancer samples. The high-

est values are obtained with ⟨kTl,s⟩, ⟨kTl,s
2
⟩, and ⟨kTl,s

3
⟩ and thresholds equal to 10−2 and 0.1. (A higher resolution / colour version of this 

figure is available in the electronic copy of the article). 

 
In order to prevent over-optimistic results, we performed 

for each classifier a nested cross-validation as proposed ear-
lier [45] and detailed as follows. 

The original dataset, including cancer and normal sam-
ples, is split into 5 folds, ensuring the balance between clas-
ses. 5-fold outer cross-validation is executed by using: (i) 
one fold as the test set to assess the model performance and 
(ii) 4 folds in an inner 5-fold cross-validation procedure to 
select the optimal hyperparameters h of the model ℳ(ℎ) via 
grid search (Table 1). The whole procedure is repeated 3 
times to ensure robustness to the results. The performance of 
all classifiers is assessed on average accuracy, precision and 
recall with respect to ground-truth labels. 

All the experiments described above were performed us-
ing the scikit-learn Python library [46].  

2.5. Network Datasets 

We tested our approach on the breast cancer dataset 
TCGA-BRCA published earlier [28]. We downloaded the 
dataset via the cBioPortal [47]. This dataset includes the ex-
pression profile (RNA Seq V2 RSEM) of biopsies taken 
from 817 patients. We selected the 105 patients for which the 
expression profiles of both cancer and normal tissues are 
provided, for a total of 210 samples used in our analysis. 

RNA-seq data were projected on the Recon2.2 metabolic 
network [29, 32] to obtain a dataset in which a Reaction Ac-
tivity Score is assigned to each metabolic reaction in each 
sample (see above). The RASs were then normalized by di-
viding each reaction score by the maximum value of all 
samples. Finally, normalized RAS profiles are used to weigh 
the metabolic network as described above. 
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Fig. (4). Projection of cancer and normal samples on the space of topological measure pairs and (on the diagonal) the distribution for each 

measure and every sample category, for a selected threshold Tl = 0.1. (A higher resolution / colour version of this figure is available in the 

electronic copy of the article). 

 

 

  SVM  MLP  RF 

Fig. (5). From left to right: average accuracy (A), average precision on cancer samples (B) and average recall on cancer samples (C) with 

SVMs, MLPs and RFs. The average is computed on the test sets via a repeated nested cross-validation, for three different seeds, whereas the 

error bars represent the standard deviation (see Section 2.4 for additional details). The best thresholds are Tl = 10−2 and Tl = 0.1. (A higher 

resolution / colour version of this figure is available in the electronic copy of the article). 
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Fig. (6). Decision boundary of the SVM classifier with optimal hyperparameters and threshold Tl = 0.1 on the full dataset. The axes corre-

spond to the first two principal components of the full feature vector ϕ⃗⃗ (Tl, s). (A higher resolution / colour version of this figure is available 

in the electronic copy of the article). 

 
3. RESULTS 

3.1. RAS Threshold Analysis 

A small 𝑇𝑙  will result in larger giant components while, in 
contrast, higher values of 𝑇𝑙  will result in smaller giant com-
ponents. To choose the best classifier, we evaluated the per-
formance obtained by the following distinct threshold values: 

 𝑇𝑙 ∈ {10−4, 10−3, 10−2, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, … , 0.7}.  (9) 

Thus, each feature vector �⃗� (𝑇𝑙 , 𝑠), contains the five topo-
logical measures defined above as descriptors (see Section 
2.3.1). 

To test the discrimination power of the feature vectors 
�⃗� (𝑇𝑙 , 𝑠), in Fig. (3), we computed the Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
statistic [48] between normal and cancer samples for each 
threshold and topological measure. The KS statistic 𝐷 (KS-
test) is the distance between the cumulative probability dis-
tributions; hence the higher is the value, the more the net-
work measures are different between normal and cancer 
samples. 

As a result, in our dataset, degree statistics, i.e., ⟨𝑘𝑇𝑙,𝑠⟩, 
⟨𝑘𝑇𝑙,𝑠

2
⟩ and ⟨𝑘𝑇𝑙,𝑠

3
⟩, achieve the highest D (KS-test), in par-

ticular for thresholds equal to 10−2 and 0.1. In Fig. (4), we 
plotted the distributions of all pairs of features in �⃗� (𝑇𝑙 , 𝑠), 
for 𝑇𝑙 = 0.1. In accordance with the results of Fig. (3), the 
degree statistics distributions and, in particular, ⟨𝑘𝑇𝑙,𝑠

2
⟩ and 

⟨𝑘𝑇𝑙,𝑠
3
⟩, have the sharpest difference among normal and can-

cer samples. 

3.2. Classification Performance 

The classification performance was assessed for all clas-
sifiers (i.e., MLPs, SVMs and RFs) on the feature vector 
�⃗� (𝑇𝑙 , 𝑠), with regard to all relevance thresholds, via the nest-
ed cross-validation procedure described above (see Section 
2.4). In addition, we employed as benchmark three analo-
gous classifiers (i.e., MLPs, SVMs and RFs), which were 

provided as input with a feature vector including the 5 first 
principal components (PCs) of the expression profiles of the 
1673 metabolic genes. 

In Fig. (5), we report the average accuracy, precision and 
recall for all tested classifiers, with respect to all relevance 
thresholds, as well as the benchmark classifiers on gene ex-
pression PCs, by employing the ground-truth cancer sample 
labels (the error bars represent the standard deviation). 

Interestingly, the best performance is achieved for all 
classifiers with thresholds in the small range 𝑇𝑙 = 10−2 and 
𝑇𝑙 = 0.1, and points at the existence of an effective pruning 
strategy to maintain the “relevant” active metabolic path-
ways that discriminate cancer from normal samples, while 
limiting the confounding effects possibly due to noisy obser-
vations and biological variability. 

More in detail, the best performing classifier is provided 
by SVMs, which reach an average accuracy of 0.86 and 0.87, 
a precision of 0.87 and 0.86 and a recall of 0.86 and 0.88, for 
𝑇𝑙 = 10−2 and 𝑇𝑙 = 0.1, respectively. 

Interestingly, such performance is extremely similar to 
that obtained with SVMs on the vector of gene expression 
PCs (average accuracy = 0.88, precision = 0.88 and recall = 
0.89) and slightly superior to that of MLPs and RFs on the 
same vector. This result suggests that the information ex-
tracted from the few selected topological measures on the 
giant component of the sample-specific metabolic network is 
effective in discriminating cancer from normal samples, sim-
ilarly to benchmark approaches processing gene expression 
data (5).  

Finally, in Fig. (6), the decision boundary of the best per-
forming SVM classifier, i.e., obtained with 𝑇𝑙 = 0.1 and 
optimal hyperparameters is displayed on the first two PCs of 
the feature vector �⃗� (𝑇𝑙 , 𝑠), from which one can see that the 
method is able to correctly classify also the outliers of both 
categories. 
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CONCLUSION 

In this work, we have introduced a new computational 
framework for the classification of cancer samples, which 
combines the integration of transcriptomic data and metabol-
ic networks with state-of-the-art machine learning approach-
es. This task is of practical relevance in many biomedical 
contexts and might pave the way for the development of au-
tomated strategies for experimental hypothesis generation. In 
particular, the introduction of our framework contributes to 
the emerging field of approaches combining sample-specific 
metabolic modeling with machine learning to classify cancer 
samples and/or to predict drug response, as recently re-
viewed [49, 50]. 

More in detail, we here proved that the information on 
the metabolic activity of single samples, derived via integra-
tion of highly accessible RNA-seq data, can be effectively 
used to classify healthy and pathological states, a result that 
appears to be robust when the original networks are signifi-
cantly pruned via a relevance threshold. All in all, this result 
would suggest that the useful information to determine pos-
sibly aberrant states in a given sample can be derived from 
the high-level (topological) properties of a relatively limited 
number of active processes. The identification and character-
ization of such processes deserve further investigation. 

Regarding our machine learning approach, we here relied 
on classical topological measures, such as degree, hierar-
chical degrees, average geodesic path length and assortativi-
ty, to encode the structural information of the metabolic net-
work. Additional experiments may employ recent graph rep-
resentation learning techniques [51, 52], including graph 
kernels [53] and convolutional neural networks on graphs 
[54], to automatically extract a low-dimensional feature vec-
tor of the input network. 

We finally remark that extensions of the framework are cur-
rently ongoing to test its applicability to more complex scenari-
os, involving, for instance, multiclass and multi-label classifica-
tion with respect to cancer subtypes and risk categories. 
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APPENDIX A. INTERDISCIPLINARY PUBLICATIONS

A.3 Deep Learning for Predicting Relative Fluxes

in Reaction Systems

Contribution. In this chapter I will discuss the work done in:

[Pat+21] L. Patruno, F. Craighero, D. Maspero, A. Graudenzi, C. Damiani.
“Combining Multi-Target Regression Deep Neural Networks and
Kinetic Modeling to Predict Relative Fluxes in Reaction Systems”.
In: Information and Computation 281 (Dec. 2021)

Summary. A reaction system, such as metabolic networks [Jam+19], is
characterized by reactions (fluxes) that transform one chemical into another.
To understand the metabolomics of the systems, an important goal is to predict
the variation of fluxes across steady-states. Unfortunately, this task is still
very challenging given the hardness of measuring flux variations, even with
the current technologies. One viable solution is to predict flux variations
from relative chemical abundances, that can be tackled though constrained
optimization [Saj+16]. However, this approach requires a lot of assumptions and
simplifications. In this work, we propose a different method employing a deep
model to predict flux variation from relative abundances. Our contributions
can be summariezed as follows:

• Dataset generation. Given the hardness of measuring flux variations, we
simulated them using kineting modeling [Dam+17].

• Definition of a multi-target DNN. We defined a multi-target DNN to
predict the network’s fluxes variations from chemical abundances and
defined a cross-validated grid search for hyperparameter selection.

• Evaluation under feature reduction. To assess whether flux variations
are affected by chemicals not directly involved into the reaction, we also
investigated the effect of reducing the chemicals given in input to the
model.

We evaluated the proposed model on a simulated dataset of a yeast metabolic
network [Dam+17]. Results confirmed the validity of our approach, even
with feature reduction, that is able to predict fluxes variations from relative
abudances with no constraints a priori. Future work will investigate more
complex simulations, for example by including also transcriptomic data.

Implementation. The experiments performed in the paper has been open-
sourced on a Github repositorya.

ahttps://github.com/BIMIB-DISCo/FLUX-PREDICT
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The strong nonlinearity of large and highly connected reaction systems, such as metabolic 
networks, hampers the determination of variations in reaction fluxes from variations 
in species abundances, when comparing different steady states of a given system. We 
hypothesize that patterns in species abundance variations exist that mainly depend on 
the kernel of the stoichiometric matrix and allow for predictions of flux variations. To 
investigate this hypothesis, we applied a multi-target regression Deep Neural Network 
(DNN) to data generated via numerical simulations of an Ordinary Differential Equation 
(ODE) model of yeast metabolism, upon Monte Carlo sampling of the kinetic parameters. 
For each parameter configuration, we compared two steady states corresponding to 
different environmental conditions. We show that DNNs can predict relative fluxes 
impressively well even when a random subspace of input features is supplied, supporting 
the existence of recurrent variation patterns in abundances of chemical species, which can 
be recognized automatically.

© 2021 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The determination of the rate at which a substance is transformed into another through a given reaction or pathway (i.e. 
the flux) on the basis of routine measurements of the abundance of chemical species, when the mechanistic dynamics of 
the systems is not fully characterized, is an important problem in different fields, from life [1] to environmental sciences [2]. 
Knowledge on relative fluxes is important, as it may translate into knowledge about the controllable mechanisms underlying 
the differences between two steady states of a system (e.g. pathological vs healthy state). This translation occurs more 
directly and successfully than in the case of abundances of chemicals, which provide a mere snapshot of the system [1]. Yet, 
fluxes are hardly measurable with current technologies, whereas abundances can be largely measured with high throughput 
methods.

* Corresponding author at: Department of Biotechnology and Biosciences, University of Milano-Bicocca, Milan, Italy.
E-mail address: chiara.damiani@unimib.it (C. Damiani).
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We investigate the problem of estimating relative fluxes from relative abundances, by means of both theoretical reasoning 
and simulations. We show that the problem can be solved analytically only if enzymatic kinetics are neglected. When 
enzymatic kinetics are taken into account, extra information is required, namely relative abundances of enzyme-substrate 
complexes when mass action rate law formulation is used, kinetic constants (i.e. the binding affinity of enzymes) when the 
Michaelis-Menten approximation is used. Both types of information are currently not measurable on a large scale. Moreover, 
analytical solutions require knowledge on the abundance of each single substrate involved in a reaction, whereas the current 
sensitivity of abundance quantification techniques (as e.g., mass spectrometry) typically allows detecting only a subset of 
them at a time.

To overcome this lack of knowledge, current approaches mainly rely on optimization subject to constraints to identify 
feasible solutions out of a very large set of candidates. Along with stoichiometric constraints and mass balance, such ap-
proaches incorporate constraints on relative abundances of metabolites in the form of constraints on relative fluxes. For 
example, iReMet-flux [3] seeks to minimize the distance between any pair of flux distributions in the feasible region, whose 
ratio between each flux is within upper and lower bounds, derived from the ratios of metabolic and enzyme abundances, 
according to the mass action formulation (see Section 2). Pandey et al. [4], instead, convert the variation in the abundance of 
a given metabolite into a constraint on the generic variation in the fluxes responsible of either its production or consump-
tion and seek to maximize the consistency with such constraints, along with other constraints on relative fluxes assumed 
from relative gene expression data.

By requiring relative metabolic abundances to be incorporated in the form of constraints on relative fluxes, the above 
approaches require many assumptions and simplifications. Another limitation of these approaches is that they require the 
definition of an objective function. Moreover, it is difficult to find the optimal trade-off between narrow constraints leading 
to infeasible solutions and loose constraints leading to too wide feasible regions.

Here, we propose a different approach based on the combination of kinetic modeling and Machine Learning (ML). The 
combination of computational modeling, and in particular constraint-based modeling, with machine learning techniques 
is an emerging field which is revealing great potential. Recent approaches exploit the mechanistically linked information 
provided by context-specific models as the input of either supervised or unsupervised machine learning approaches, as 
reviewed in [5–7]. Although some of these studies have used neural network to predict e.g., individual fluxes from enzyme 
or gene expression data [8] or abundances of metabolites from other -omics data [9,10], to our knowledge, this is the first 
time that ML is used to predict overall flux variations from overall relative abundances.

The approach that we are proposing originates from the hypothesis that recurrent patterns resulting from stoichiometric 
and mass balance constraints exist. Hence, we can exploit information of the vector of abundance variations δx or, possibly, 
of a subspace of it, in order to predict with a good confidence level the vector of flux variations δv . We expect these 
patterns to be learned and recognized by ML regression algorithms.

However, given that fluxes are hardly measurable in real-world scenarios, it is unrealistic to obtain a large and hetero-
geneous experimental training set of (δx, δv) pairs to properly train any ML algorithm. To overcome this limitation, we 
propose to simulate (δx, δv) pairs with kinetic modeling, namely via standard ODEs. Notice that reaction rate equations 
and constants are largely undetermined, otherwise it would suffice to directly simulate δx with a ODE model to predict δv . 
Here, we assume that, in light of the steady state constraint, f (δx) = δv is largely independent from the specific values of 
kinetic constants.

To investigate the validity of our assumption, we propose to randomly sample the space of kinetic parameters, as in 
[11–13]. For each sampled set of parameters, δx and δv can be collected, by comparing the state of the ODE model in two 
different environmental conditions in a time invariant condition (i.e., the steady state). In a preliminary phase, we employed 
the simulated dynamics of a previously published yeast metabolic network [12,11], undergoing nutritional perturbations, to 
train, validate and test different configurations of Deep Neural Networks (DNNs). We also evaluated the predictive perfor-
mance of DNNs in the realistic scenario in which the abundance of metabolites can be measured for a limited subset of the 
model species.

2. Motivation and main assumptions

A biochemical reaction system is defined by a set X = {X1, . . . , XM } of molecular species occurring in the system, and 
a set R = {R1, . . . , R N} of chemical reactions taking place among the species. We define reactions as: Rr : ∑

q∈Q r
αq Xq ⇒∑

t∈Tr
βt Xt where αq, βt ∈ Q+ are stoichiometric coefficients associated, respectively, with the q-th reactant and the t-th 

product of the r-th reaction, and Q r and Tr are the set of reaction substrates and products of reaction r, respectively. Let 
[Xm](t), with m = 1, . . . , M be the abundance of Xm at a given time t in the system’s evolution, either expressed as number 
of molecules or as concentration. Let Vr , with r = 1, . . . , N be the rate (or flux) through reaction Rr in a unit of time, i.e. the 
number of times Rr occurs in that unit of time. Such a system is said to be at steady state if ∂[Xm](t)/∂t = 0, ∀m. Steady 
state is thus the condition in which fluxes may occur but the concentration of all species does not change in time. Let S be 
a M × N matrix, referred to as stoichiometric matrix, whose element sm,r , takes value −αm,r if species Xm is a substrate of 
reaction Rr (i.e., Xm ∈ Q r ), βm,r if species Xm is a product of reaction Rr (i.e., Xm ∈ Tr ), 0 otherwise. Let v = (V 1, . . . , V N)

be the vector of reaction fluxes, then a system is at steady state when S v = 0.
It is worth mentioning that, if a reaction Rr is reversible, a reaction Rb exists such that sm,r = −sm,b, ∀m. Typically, life 

scientists use the term flux to indicate the net rate Vr − Vb , that is, the rate of the forward reaction minus the rate of the 
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reverse reaction. However, in this work reversible reactions are represented with two distinct and complementary forward 
reactions, thus the terms flux and rate coincide.

Now let i and j be two different steady states of the system and xi = ([X1]i, . . . , [XM ]i) be the vector of abundances 
of the chemical species in steady state i and vi = (V 1

i, . . . , V N
i) be the vector of reaction fluxes in steady state j, and 

let x j = ([X1] j, . . . , [XM ] j) be the vector of abundances of the chemical species in steady state j and v j = (V 1
i, . . . , V N

j)

be the vector of reaction fluxes in steady state j. We define the species abundance variation between state i and j as 
δxi, j ≡ (δ[X1]i, j, . . . , δ[XM ]i, j) = x j − xi , and the variation of reaction fluxes as δvi, j ≡ (δV i, j

1 , . . . , δV i, j
N ) = v j − vi . In the 

following, δxi, j and δvi, j are also referred to as relative abundances and relative fluxes, respectively.
The aim of this work is to deduce flux variations from species abundance variations, that is, δvi, j from δxi, j . In the 

following, we will make use of a very simple and specific example of reaction system to motivate, without loss of generality, 
the complexity of the problem and the non linearities that one may encounter when trying to deduce flux variations from 
species abundance variations.

Example 1. Let us assume a very simple system composed of 4 chemical species X = {A, B, C, D} (e.g., metabolites) and 3
reactions R = {R1, R2, R3} defined as follows:

R1 : A ⇒ B

R2 : C ⇒ B

R3 : B ⇒ D

In order for the system above to be able to reach a steady state, unbalanced reactions (also referred to as exchange 
reactions) must be included, for A and C – which must be fed into the system (∅ ⇒ A; ∅ ⇒ C ) – and for D – which must 
be depleted (D ⇒ ∅).

At the steady state, the rate of production and consumption of the species must balance. Hence, if any event (e.g., an 
external perturbation of the system) determines the increase of either V 1 and/or V 2, then V 3 must eventually increase to 
reach a new steady state. Consequently, when comparing two steady states of the system, if δV 1 + δV 2 > 0 then δV 3 > 0.

Let us now suppose that information on δxi, j is given and, for instance, that an increase in [B] (δ[B]i, j > 0) and an 
increase in [D] (δ[D]i, j > 0) were observed. This must be imputed to one of the following cases:

1. an increase in V 3 and an increase in V 1,
2. an increase in V 3 and an increase in V 2,
3. an increase in V 3 and an increase in both V 1 and V 2.

Information on δ[A] and δ[C] does not let us to exclude case 1 or case 2. In fact, case 2 is compatible with both: (i)
δ[C] > 0, i.e., an increase in the reaction’s substrate [C] and (ii) δ[C] = 0, if the higher depletion of C , resulting from an 
increase in δV 2 > 0, is compensated by a higher influx of C . Along similar lines, case 1 is compatible with both: δ[A] > 0
and δ[A] = 0.

Example 1 demonstrates the complexity of the problem of determining analytically flux variations from relative abun-
dances. The complexity is expected to increase with the number of interconnected reactions and when reactions of higher 
order and/or feedback loops come into play, as it is typically observed in real-world scenarios.

However, the following assumptions would allow one to analytically estimate relative fluxes from relative abundances:

• for each reaction r in the system, the mass action law is assumed: Vr = kr ∗ ∏
q∈Q r

[Xq]|Sq,r | , where kr is the kinetic 
constant of reaction r, Xq is the qth substrate of the set Q r of substrates of reaction r, and Sq,r is the stoichiometric 
coefficient of substrate Xq i.e., how many molecules of the substrate partake to the reaction;

• at (steady) states i and j, the kinetic constant kr of any reaction r of the system is assumed to be identical.

Given such assumptions, the variation between the flux of an irreversible reaction r in two steady states i and j can be 
analytically determined as the ratio V i

r/V j
r :

V i
r

V j
r

=
∏

q∈Q r

(
[Xq]i

[Xq] j

)|Sq,r |
(1)

which does not depend on kr .
The above situation completely neglects enzymatic kinetics, which are an important factor in the dynamics of chemical 

systems. Let us suppose, for instance, that reaction R1 in the previous example is catalyzed by enzyme E1. Hence, the series 
of steps through which reactants bind to specific enzymes before being transformed into products should be taken into 
account, as follows:
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R1 : A + E1 ⇔ AE1 ⇒ B + E1

In principle, one can apply equation (1) to the last reaction step, but knowledge of the relative abundance of intermediate 
complexes (δAE1) is required. Yet, owing such a level of detail of information is unrealistic with current technologies.

When dealing with cellular metabolic reactions, it is reasonable to assume that they are far from thermodynamic 
equilibrium and that substrates are in excess over enzyme-substrate complexes. Hence, the enzyme kinetics is generally 
approximated with Michaelis-Menten rate laws [14,15]. The Michaelis-Menten formulation does not explicitly take into ac-
count the abundance of enzymes, but it models saturation kinetics, by describing the variation of the rate of a reaction as 
a function of substrate’s abundance. In the simplest scenario, the rate of a reaction Rr involving a single substrate Xr with 
unitary stoichiometric coefficient would be described as:

Vr = V M A X
r [Xr]

K M
r + [Xr]

(2)

where, briefly, V M A X
r is the maximum rate of reaction r (when the enzyme is saturated with substrate), whereas K M

r is the 
concentration of substrate that permits the enzyme to achieve half V M A X

r , which depends inversely on the affinity of the 
enzyme for its substrate. In this scenario, the ratio V i

r/V j
r describing the variation between the flux of a irreversible reaction 

r in two steady states i and j is defined as follows:

V i
r

V j
r

= [Xr]i(K M
r + [Xr] j)

[Xr] j(K M
r + [Xr]i)

(3)

which does depend on K M
r . Given the incomplete knowledge of the value of K M

r of metabolic reactions, δvi, j cannot be 
analytically derived from δxi, j in this scenario.

Moreover, both equations (1) and (3) require information on the variation of the abundance of each substrate partaking 
in reaction Rr . However, in real-life scenarios only a fraction of the species involved in a reaction system is detected by 
chemical quantification technologies. Hence, we here investigate the possibility of using information about variations in 
other species in the network to improve predictions of δVr when information on the abundance of substrates of Rr is 
lacking.

Our hypothesis originates from the consideration that all the steady states of a biochemical reaction system abide by the 
constraint S v = 0 and, therefore, relationships among v i and v j exist which are independent from specific rate laws and 
kinetic constants of reactions. Hence, we speculate that similar relationships between xi and x j may also exist, which do 
not depend on kinetic constants values. In this work, we investigate such hypothesis by means of simulation experiments 
and machine learning.

The general idea of the proposed approach is depicted in Fig. 1.

3. Methods

3.1. Synthetic dataset

To preliminarily investigate our hypothesis, we used a dataset previously generated via numerical simulations of an 
ODE model [11], in which elementary mass action law was assumed for every reaction rate. The model is defined by a 
set of N = 48 reactions and a set of M = 34 metabolites. The metabolic network model is available in SBML format at 
this link: github .com /BIMIB -DISCo /FLUX-PREDICT, and a graphical representation of it is shown in Fig. 1. For the sake of 
notation simplicity, in the following, we will refer to the name of specific reactions with the name of the first substrate 
and the name of the main product separated by the underscore symbol. For instance the reaction in the top left corner 
of the map (Glc + AT P ⇒ G6P + AD P ) will be referred to as Glc_G6P . Reverse reactions are considered separately and 
are indicated with the suffix _reverse. P = 100 000 sets of kinetic constants K1 = {k1, k2, . . . , kN }, K2 = {k1, k2, . . . , kN}, 
. . . , KP = {k1, k2, . . . , kN } for the model reaction rates were generated randomly from a uniform distribution in [0,1). Initial 
abundances of metabolites were defined according to data in literature and are reported in [11]. For each parameter set 
Kp , with p = 1, . . . , P , we retrieved two steady states of the model corresponding to two different nutritional conditions: 
condition i – low glucose (2.8 mM), condition j – high glucose (25 mM). Glucose concentration is maintained fixed during 
the simulation. The model was simulated via integration of ODEs by means of the LSODA solver [16] for a simulated 
time of 50 seconds. The quasi-steady state condition was determined according to a small threshold (0.01) on the average 
standard deviation (σ ) of the value of species concentration for the last 10% of time dynamics. For further details on 
the simulations the reader is referred to [12]. For each parameter set Kp , with p = 1, . . . , P , we obtained the vector of 
abundances at steady state of the chemical species in condition i xi

p = ([X1]i
p, [X2]i

p, · · · , [XM ]i
p) and in condition j x j

p =
([X1] j

p, [X2] j
p, · · · , [XM ] j

p) and the vectors of fluxes vi
p = (V i

1,p, V i
2,p, · · · , V i

N,p) and v j
p = (V j

1,p, V j
2,p, · · · , V j

N,p) and we 

computed the vector of variations of abundances δxp
i, j = x j

p − xi
p and of fluxes δvi, j

p = v j
p − vi

p between conditions i and 
j. We decided to compute the difference rather than the ratio between conditions to avoid problems related to divisions by 
zero. We finally obtained 100 000 pairs of metabolites-flux variations (δxp

i, j, δv p
i, j), with p = 1, 2, · · · , 100 000.
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the proposed approach and diagram (adapted from [11]) of the yeast metabolic network used to generate the synthetic 
dataset. Blue/red represent positive/negative variations in species abundances and fluxes. The DNN diagram is for representative purposes only. In our 
setting, the input layer has less nodes (M = 34) that the output layer (N = 48). (For interpretation of the colors in the figure(s), the reader is referred to 
the web version of this article.)

For the sake of simplicity, in the following we will refer to δx = (δxi, j
1 , . . . , δxi, j

p ) as the matrix of size P × M , where δxp
is the vector of variation of abundances for constants Kp and δx∗,m is the vector of variation of abundances of metabolite 
m for all the P parameters. Similarly, we will refer to δv = (δvi, j

1 , . . . , δvi, j
p ) as the matrix of size P × N , where δv p is 

the vector of variation of fluxes for constants Kp and δv∗,r is the vector of variation of flux r for all the P parameters. 
In addition, we will refer to a specific metabolite variation δx∗,m and a specific flux variation δv∗,r with the name of the 
corresponding metabolite and reaction.

Data pre-processing Prior to training the neural network, the input dataset was pre-processed. We removed zero variance 
predictors [17] from the relative metabolites δx and we removed zero variance output features from the relative fluxes δv . 
In detail, we removed 1 out of 34 relative metabolites (namely, O 2) and 2 out of 48 relative fluxes (namely the exchange 
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reactions of Glc and O 2). Finally, in order to proceed with the training phase of our DNN model, we standardized the input 
variables (i.e. metabolite variations), by removing the mean and scaling to unit variance.

3.2. Model definition

In order to define a model that predicts the vectors of flux variations δv p from the vectors of abundance variations δxp , 
we built a multi-target regression DNN. Such model is depicted in Fig. 1: its input layer contains as many nodes as the 
number of abundance variations (i.e., M), and the output layer is composed of a number of nodes equal to the number of 
flux variations that need to be predicted (i.e., N). As commonly done, networks are trained in order to minimize the Mean 
Squared Error (MSE) between true and predicted flux variations.

We considered a multi-target regression DNN rather than single-target to reduce computational costs and hopefully to 
exploit relationships among the output variables to improve the goodness of fit [18].

3.3. Cross-validated grid search

The selection of the hyperparameters that define the DNN was performed by a cross-validated grid search over a set H
of 48 possible hyperparameters configurations. More in detail, for each configuration h ∈ H we estimate the performance 
on unseen data by cross-validation and then define our chosen model with the best performing h.

Train and test sets We split our dataset in training (outer training set) and test set with a percentage of 90% − 10%. The 
former partition is used to fit the neural network and to perform hyperparameter selection, while the latter partition is 
used to provide an unbiased evaluation of the prediction error, as it is used neither during the training phase, nor for 
hyperparameter optimization.

Hyperparameters The main aim of our grid search is to explore whether there is a need for deep networks or if wide 
networks with one single hidden layer may suffice, and to exclude configurations with low predictive power. To this aim, 
we varied the following hyperparameters:

• Hidden layers sizes, to take into account different widths (number of neurons for each layer) and depths (number of 
layers). In detail, we considered the following settings:

{(100), (200), (500), (100,100), (200,200), (100,100,100)},
with each tuple indicating the number of neurons for each hidden layer.

• Optimization algorithms: {Adam, SG D}.
• Initial learning rate: {0.01, 0.001}.
• With and without the dropout regularization technique, that is commonly used to improve generalization. When used, 

we set the dropping rate to 50%.

In addition to varying the hyperparameters just listed, for each neural network configuration h we kept the following 
elements fixed: (i) batch normalization method to normalize the input of each activation function, with the aim of im-
proving the stability of the training process. (ii) ReLU activation function. (iii) Early stopping heuristic to halt training if the 
model doesn’t improve in 200 epochs, in order to prevent overfitting. (iv) Exponential decay schedule for the learning rate. 
(v) Batch size of 128. (vi) Mean Squared Error (MSE) as loss function. For a detailed explanation of all the techniques please 
refer to [19].

Cross validation The grid search procedure was combined with a 5-fold cross validation procedure (i.e. cross-validated grid 
search), see Fig. 2 for a schematized representation. In detail, the outer training set was split into 5 groups of equal size, the 
so-called folds (Step 1 in Fig. 2). Then, each neural network configuration h ∈ H was trained using 4 folds for the training 
process (inner training set) and the last one for performance evaluation (valid set). This procedure was repeated 5 times (CV 
Loop), so that each fold is employed once as validation set.

In order to have an unbiased estimation of when performing early stopping (i.e. without taking into account the valid 
set), for each iteration the inner training set was partitioned in two sets with a percentage of 90%-10% (Step 2b), using the 
former for training and the latter for early-stopping.

Then, when the training phase was concluded, the performance of the network was tested over the valid set (Step 2c). In 
detail, for our experiments we calculated the coefficient of determination R2 for each flux r:

R2(δv∗,r, δ̂v∗,r) = 1 −
∑F

f =1(δv f ,r − δ̂v f ,r)
2∑F

f =1(δv f ,r − δ̄v∗,r)2
(4)

where F is the number of samples, δv∗,r is the vector of variations for flux r, δ̂v∗,r is the corresponding vector of predicted 
values, δv f ,r and δ̂v f ,r are the values for sample f and δ̄v∗,r is the mean variation for flux r. R2 measures the goodness 
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Fig. 2. Diagram of the 5 fold cross-validation procedure for hyperparameter selection with DNNs, where we take into account also an additional split for 
the early-stopping heuristic (step 2b).

of fit of the model by normalizing the sum of squared errors by the total deviance observed in ground truth data. After 
calculating R2 for each flux r, we calculated the average R2.

The final result of this cross-validated grid search consisted in 5 performance scores (average R2) for each DNN configu-
ration. Finally the model h ∈ H showing the best mean score was selected and evaluated on the test set (Step 3).

For details about the selected models see the Results section. See also Supplementary algorithm 1, for the pseudo-code 
of the Cross Validated Grid Search.

4. Results

4.1. Selected features

The main goal of this work is to investigate whether the prediction of the flux variation in a given reaction can benefit 
from information in the abundance variation of metabolites not directly involved in such reaction. To address this issue, 
we assessed the effect of reducing the number of input metabolites on the output prediction. To select a fraction g of the 
original features δxp to be removed, with g = 70% and g = 50%, at first instance, we followed the common practice of basing 
the choice on their redundancy. Firstly, we computed the pairwise Pearson correlation between metabolites. The heatmap 
in Fig. 3 shows the correlation of each pair. As already pointed out in [11], it can be observed that correlations between 
metabolites are not obvious. For example H2 O correlates strongly with N AD P even though they are not directly involved 
in the same reaction. Next, we ranked the pairs of metabolites by decreasing order of their absolute correlation. Starting 
from the most correlated one, we removed one feature from each pair until only a fraction g of the original metabolites 
was left.

4.2. Selected hyperparameters

We applied the overall methodology to train, cross-validate and test the best model, given simulated (δxp , δv p) pairs, 
with p = 1, 2, · · · , 100 000 (as illustrated in Section 3) for different fractions g of input metabolites.

We first applied the methodology by using the entire set of features, i.e., the variation of all the metabolites in the 
simulated network. In this case, the cardinality of δxp coincides with the number of metabolites in the model |δxp | = M . 
The cross-validated grid-search procedure selected as best model the DNN with 2 hidden layers of 200 neurons each, 
i.e. (200, 200), no dropout, learning rate = 0.001 and optimizer = Adam. By analyzing the performances achieved by 
the different configurations (see Supplementary Table 1) we observed that models with one hidden layer provide simi-
lar performances regardless of their width. Thus, increasing the width is not enough to improve the performance and it is 
fundamental to explore deeper configurations. Indeed, an improvement in the predictive power of the model is observed 
when increasing the depth of the network. Finally, the best configuration provides an increase in the performance of ≈ 4%
with respect to the second best (100, 100, 100). This result indicates that, by employing either wider or deeper models, 
the regression performance may be further improved. However, since the goal of this article is proving the potentiality of a 
Neural Network-based approach for predicting flux variations, exploring additional architectures is beyond the scope of this 
work. See Supplementary Table 1 for details about the performance of all the other DNN configurations tested.

We then tested the performance of the best model for g = 70% and g = 50% of features. On the one hand, the best DNN 
model selected by the cross-validated grid search procedure for g = 70% has 3 hidden layers with 100 neurons each, no 
dropout, learning rate = 0.001 and optimizer = Adam. On the other hand, for g = 50% the best selected model has 2 hidden 
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Fig. 3. Pearson correlation coefficient ρ for each pair of relative metabolites abundance variations δx∗,m . The ρ correlations were computed by considering, 
for each metabolite, the vector of abundance variations over all samples in the dataset, with the aim of removing redundant features. For simplicity, we 
use metabolite names to refer to their δs, and for improved readability we sorted metabolites by their average absolute correlation |ρ|.

Fig. 4. Distribution of the R2 coefficients calculated between true and predicted values of each flux r , and for different percentages g of features. The 
sensitivity of R2 to outliers generates some negative outliers; as an example, AC D_Eth for g = 100%, is plotted in Fig. 5. For simplicity, we use the fluxes 
names to refer to their δs.

layers with 200 neurons each, no dropout, learning rate = 0.001 and optimizer = Adam. See Supplementary Table 2 for the 
MSE values of the best DNNs.

It is worth noticing that in all the experiments, we observed that configurations with no dropout, learning rate of 0.001
and Adam as optimizer outperformed the other possible combinations of those hyperparameters. This result indicates that 
we may rely upon this selection for downstream analyses, without repeating the hyperparameters selection procedure.

4.3. Performance evaluation

The three best configurations selected were retrained on the outer training set and, then, used to predict flux variations 
δv p on the test set.

The performance was evaluated computing, for each output feature, the R2 score, which is a measure of the amount of 
variance in the target values captured by the values predicted by the model (see Eq. (4)). The median value of R2 obtained 
for g = 100% is 0.8, while for g = 70% it is = 0.71 and for g = 50% it is equal to 0.64. The distribution of R2 values for 
the three cases is reported in Fig. 4. As expected, the R2 decreases as the fraction g of selected input features gets smaller. 
Interestingly, the reduction in the number of features by 30% and 50% corresponds to a modest reduction of R2 by 11% and 
20%, respectively.
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Fig. 5. Scatterplots of true and predicted values for selected fluxes. The 95% confidence interval of the regression line is visualized. For simplicity, we use 
the flux names to refer to their δs. (A) AC D_Eth for g = 100% with R2 = −0.35, (B) AC D_Eth for g = 100% with the greatest outlier removed improves to 
R2 = 0.34, (C-D) The two fluxes with best Pearson coefficient (ρ = 0.971) for g = 50%.

Thus, results in terms of R2 are overall good, except for a very few output features, such as the flux AC D_Eth in the 
g = 100% setting (see boxplots in Fig. 4). The existence of outlier reactions may be motivated with the choice of multi-target 
modeling. As motivated in Sec. 3.2, in our experiments we relied on MSE over all the predicted fluxes, and we weighed
the error of each flux equally. As a result, the selected model corresponds to the one that performed better on average 
over all the fluxes, but the goodness of fit of different hyperparameters may vary across fluxes, as it can be observed in 
Supplementary Figure 1. Besides, low values of R2 can be due to outliers in the error distribution of a single flux, especially 
when the variance of the true data is small. In fact, if we consider the predictions of the flux AC D_Eth (Fig. 5A), it stands 
out the presence of one single point for which the prediction error is many times higher than the deviance of the true 
values. The removal of this single outlier makes R2 improve from R2 = −0.35, up to 0.34 (Fig. 5B).

We also considered the Pearson correlation coefficient between true and predicted values (briefly ρ) to evaluate the 
models. It can be observed in Fig. 6 that the Pearson correlations are high. The median value of ρ is 0.90 for g = 100%, 0.86 
for g = 70% and 0.82 for g = 50%.

To investigate in detail how the DNN performance is affected by a reduction of the number of features considered, we 
compared the ρ of each flux for the three g cases in Fig. 7. It can be observed that the worsening of the performance 
(decrease in ρ) is not homogeneously distributed among the different fluxes. On the contrary, the capability to predict 
many fluxes is nearly not affected by the change in g , whereas it dramatically worsens for a few fluxes.

It is natural to wonder whether the goodness of fit directly depends on the choice of the features that have been 
removed. The list of features that have been removed when g = 50% is: AC D , AT P , AcCo Ac, Eth, F 16B P , F AD H2, Glyox, 
H2O , MalCo A, Mal, N AD H , N AD P H , N AD P , N AD , P yr, T r P , O 2.

Surprisingly, the list includes most of the metabolites directly involved in the reactions with the best predictions in the 
g = 50% case, namely F AD H2_H2O (F AD H2 + AD P + 0.5502 ⇒ F AD + AT P + H20) and N AD H_H2O (N AD H2 + AD P +
0.55O 2 ⇒ N AD + AT P + H20). The ability of the DNN to predict well these two fluxes is also evident in the scatterplots 
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Fig. 6. Relation between Pearson and R2 coefficients for true and predicted variation of each flux r , for different fractions of the original metabolites. We 
removed in advance the outliers for R2 with a coefficient inferior to -5 (see Fig. 4).

Fig. 7. Pearson correlation coefficient ρ for true and predicted variation of each flux r , for different fractions of the original metabolites. Results are sorted 
by decreasing ρ for the 50% fraction. For simplicity, we use the flux names to refer to their δs.

of true and predicted relative fluxes in Fig. 5B-C. This is a remarkable result, because it demonstrates that information on 
other metabolites in the network supports predictions in case of missing features.

However this consideration does not always hold. In fact, the list also includes all the metabolites directly involved in 
the reaction F 16P _T r P _reverse (2T r P ⇒ F 16B P ), and the substrate of the reaction Mal_O A A_reverse (M AL + N AD ⇒
O A A + N AD H), which display the worse prediction in the g = 50% case.

Taken together, the results of the performance evaluation confirm our hypothesis that patterns in metabolite abundance 
exist and that information in abundance variation can support the prediction of the flux variation even in reactions not 
directly involving those metabolites.

4.4. Performance is robust to feature reduction

Not all variation in the abundance of the different metabolites can be measured in a real system, and the variations that 
can be measured are hardly likely to coincide with our set of selected features. For this reason, it is relevant to investigate 
the effect of removing a random subset of features, instead of selecting them by looking at their pairwise correlation. To 
this aim, we evaluated the model performance for 10 randomly selected subsets of g = 50% and g = 70% metabolites with 
the overall best performing hyperparameters (i.e. hidden layers sizes (200,200), learning rate 0.001, optimizer Adam and 
no dropout). The results are reported in Fig. 8, where we show the distribution of the median R2 of the test predictions 
for each random subset. It can be observed that by keeping g = 50% of the metabolites, the model performance showed 
greater variability (standard deviation = 0.058) than the case with g = 70% (standard deviation = 0.034). Interestingly, the 
model performance observed for our selected set of features falls within the first quartile and the median, in both cases. 
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Fig. 8. Median test R2 of 10 random subsets of g = 50% and g = 70% the original metabolites. The diamond indicates the median test R2 obtained by our 
selection of features based on the absolute correlation and the dashed line corresponds to the median test R2 achieved by keeping all the features, i.e. 
g = 100%.

Remarkably, the median performance for R2 drops by 6.4% only, when decreasing the cardinality of the set of features from 
g = 100% to g = 70%, whereas it exhibits a drop of 16% when 50% of the features are removed.

It is also interesting to investigate whether the sensitivity to feature reduction differs across fluxes. In Supplementary Fig-
ure 2, the distribution of the reduction in the DNN prediction performance is reported for each flux. If we consider g = 50%, 
it can be observed that some fluxes tend to be more sensitive to feature reduction, including the F 16P _T r P _reverse flux, 
which in fact resulted sensitive also in Fig. 7. On the contrary, flux SuCo A_Succ_reverse does not seem to be particu-
larly sensitive in Fig. 7, while displaying lower goodness of fit on average for random selections, suggesting that the low 
sensitivity of this flux observed in our selection was a result of the particular set of selected features.

Taken together, these results demonstrate that DNNs can predict flux variation well for most fluxes, regardless of the 
given subset of features. However, a few fluxes are intrinsically sensitive to feature reduction and would deserve further 
investigation.

4.5. Availability and scalability

The procedure described above was implemented using the Python libraries Keras [20] and scikit-learn [21]. 
The code and data used are available at github .com /BIMIB -DISCo /FLUX-PREDICT.

All tests were carried out on a machine with CPU 3.50 GHz Intel Xeon E3-1245 v5 and RAM 32 GB. The mean time 
required to train a configuration on the inner training set was 23.83 ± 11.58 minutes, while training the best model on the 
outer training set took 8.64 minutes.

Of course, the most computationally demanding step of our approach is the generation of the synthetic dataset by means 
of numerical simulations. In the specific case of the model used in this work, the total computational time to produce the 
data set was reasonable [11] (i.e., 5.5h to run ODEs simulations on a MacBookPro with CPU 2.6 GHz Intel Core i7, RAM 
16 GB and to produce 268 Mb of data). Yet the computational time of this step depends on many factors, including the 
kinetic laws, the kinetic parameter values, the number of reactions and the number of simulations. An insufficient number 
of simulations, as well as the chosen variation range of each parameter, may impact on the goodness of fit of the ML model. 
However, given that we keep parameter values fixed when comparing two steady-states, the impact of under-sampling is 
expected to be limited. Furthermore, the computation of a large number of model trajectories may be reduced by exploiting 
GPU-accelerated algorithms.

5. Conclusions

We trained different configurations of deep neural networks to predict overall changes in the fluxes of a reaction system 
at the steady-state (δv p) from variations in the abundances of all or of some involved species (δxp). As training set, we used 
100 thousands (δxp, δv p) pairs, obtained by sampling the parameter space and by simulating for each parameterization the 
steady state of a small metabolic network model under two different environmental conditions [12]. We have shown that 
DNNs can predict with a good level of confidence (median Pearson correlation between true and predicted values up to 0.9) 
changes in most reaction fluxes in the synthetic test dataset.

The fit remains good (ρ = 0.82) when up to 50% of the features are removed from the training set. When analyzing the 
goodness of fit for each output feature, we observed that the DNN predicts impressively well the variation in some fluxes, 
even when information on variation of the abundance of any species directly involved in the reaction is not given.

Our results indicate that patterns in relative abundances emerge from kinetic simulations of metabolic networks, with 
Monte Carlo generation of kinetic constants. These patterns reflect stoichiometric as well as mass balance constraints. The 
main advantage of using a DNN model to recognize such patterns a posteriori, instead of imposing constraints a priori as 
in constraint-based modeling, is the possibility to directly include information on relative abundances, instead of including 
them indirectly in the form of constraints on relative fluxes, which require limitations on admitted reaction rate laws (e.g., 
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mass action) and are prone to feasibility problems. Analytical solutions, on the other hand, solve reactions individually, thus 
neglecting mass balance constraints, which are responsible to make predictions less sensitive to missing data.

A validation of the approach with experimental datasets and different metabolic models is of course desirable. Anyway, 
our approach has already the potential to pave the way for a systematic evaluation of alterations in metabolic fluxes, which 
is expected to guide drug target discovery, without the need for ad hoc laborious and expensive experiments and for explicit 
knowledge on kinetic parameters for dynamic simulations.

Our approach is not free from limitations. In order for fluxes to be predicted, the user must provide to the DNN deltas 
between two different conditions, whose difference must be controllable in order to be simulated (as e.g., difference in 
glucose availability). However, one may want to compare conditions whose triggering differences are not known a priori, 
as for instance pathological versus physiological conditions. A solution that we might envision and test in the future is to 
simulate many random perturbations to generate more heterogeneous (δxp , δv p) pairs and train a generic DNN.

In the future, we will also test our approach when more complex enzymatic kinetics are simulated. Difference in enzyme 
activities may be also taken into account by including proteomics or transcriptomics data. Finally, alternatives to DNNs, such 
as multi-target regression trees could also be evaluated.
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